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Whether you’re going to the beach, the mountains, or a cosmopolitan city, the one thing that remains the same is the unparalleled thrill 
of anticipating your next vacation. Choosing Travel Impressions ensures that regardless of where you decide to go, you’ll be well taken 
care of, from the planning stages through your return.

For over 40 years, we’ve been leading the travel industry by providing award-winning products, services, and support. Millions of 
satisfied vacationers can testify that you’ll enjoy an impeccable level of quality and steadfast commitment to your experience in over 
200 destinations of your choice. Our dedicated group of English- and Spanish-speaking travel experts will work with you and your 
travel agent to create a dream vacation you’ll never forget, from a wide selection of 1,850+ hotels and resorts and 2,000 luxury villas in 
extraordinary locations around the world.

We’ll work within your budget—from small family vacations to large group getaways and everything in between—to make sure that you 
get the best value for your dollar. We’ll book your vacation with air service or just accommodations; reserve your rental car, tours or other 
attractions; and make recommendations to enrich the entire experience, before, during and after your travels. And we’ll make sure that 
all of the details are covered, including letting you know of any changes after your reservations are made.

No matter where in the world you choose to go, partnering with Travel Impressions is an important first step toward a unique and 
memorable vacation experience.

CREATE A LASTING IMPRESSION
A vacation is more than just a temporary escape.

MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR TRAVELS

Planning your trip through a travel agent is the best way to book your vacation. Agents have a wealth of experience and knowledge 

to draw upon and can craft a trip specifically designed to meet your wishes and budget. They can help you find the best deals, enjoy 

special perks, and take care of the plethora of details that go into a successful vacation experience.

To make your trip even more exciting, ask about reserving one of the tours included in this brochure before you leave! This allows you 

to arrive with your arrangements already made, so you can get right to enjoying being at your destination. To reserve a tour or get more 

information, contact your travel professional.

Be sure to ask about any additional amenities that may be available, such as spa treatments and golf outings. Your travel agent can  

help you navigate your choices and verify at the time of reservation. Bonus amenities are subject to change and restrictions.
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Preferred Perks First Class, Preferred Perks Plus, Premium Class, and seat selection are not available on all carriers and from all cities. See your travel agent for in-flight upgrade options on your 
Exclusive Nonstop Vacation Flights. Information is accurate at time of printing and subject to change. All public charter flights sold through Travel Impressions are operated by ALG Vacations Corp. 

PREMIUM CLASS 
• First checked bag free
• Seating near the front of the aircraft
•  Access to preferred check-in at the ticket counter  

and security line (when available through TSA)
•  Preferred boarding—be among the first on  

and off the aircraft

PREFERRED PERKS PLUS 
• First checked bag free
•  Snack box/snack option and two standard alcoholic  

beverages per adult (21+) on each flight
•  Preferred boarding—be among the first on  

and off the aircraft
•  Access to the preferred check-in at the ticket counter 

and security line (when available through TSA)
•  Seating in front of the aircraft

PREFERRED PERKS FIRST CLASS
•  First Class seating – select seats within the  

First Class cabin at no additional charge
• One or two free checked bags, dependent on carrier
•  Meal/snack box and two standard alcoholic  

beverages per adult (21+) on each flight 
•  Preferred boarding—be among the first on  

and off the aircraft 
•  Access to the preferred check-in at the ticket counter 

and security line (when available through TSA)

ADDITIONAL SEATING OPTIONS
• Exit rows
• Coach seating
• Extra leg room

EXCLUSIVE NONSTOP VACATION FLIGHTS 
They say it’s not about the destination, but more about the journey. We ask: why can’t it be about both? Not only does Travel Impressions provide 
a range of accommodations for every budget and vacation style, but we also offer a multitude of options on how to get there.

A BETTER IN-FLIGHT EXPERIENCE
We believe your vacation begins when you board your flight, from the second your smiling flight attendant greets you and you change your phone 
setting to airplane mode. Whether you’ll be traveling on a scheduled air or Exclusive Nonstop Vacation Flight, your airline has been selected 
for comfort, service, value, and reliability. We offer flexible scheduled air service on major airlines from your preferred departure city, plus unique 
Exclusive Nonstop Vacation Flights from over 20 U.S. gateways coast to coast. All of our Exclusive Nonstop Vacation Flights are direct meaning 
you’ll spend less time getting there and more time being there. 

Nevertheless, why not enjoy a few comforts on the way? We offer many affordable in-flight upgrades that will help you better enjoy that journey.
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Start your vacation off right with Amstar DMC. As soon as you exit the 
airport, you’ll find a team of friendly representatives holding an Amstar 
DMC/Travel Impressions sign and wearing bright blue tropical shirts, 
waiting to whisk you away to your hotel or resort on board a modern 
transfer vehicle.

Your Amstar DMC representative will be available throughout your 
stay, and scheduled desk hours at most hotels ensure that you’ll get 
the answers you need as quickly as possible. They’ll be able to help 
you with booking a wide selection of exciting excursions and tours, 
and host welcome briefings at most hotels. Be sure to attend! You’ll 
learn valuable local tips, and get tour recommendations and important 
departure information at this time.

Amstar DMC representatives are eager to assist you—so let them! 
Be sure to say hello, and visit them at their desks during your stay to 
make the most of your vacation.

Travel Impressions is represented in the Mexico, Dominican Republic, 
and Jamaica by Amstar DMC or other independent destination 
management companies operating in the Caribbean and Mexico, 
and providing services to Travel Impressions vacationers. 

 

AMSTAR DMC & INTERNATIONAL TOURS
Your Travel Impressions Representatives in Mexico, Dominican Republic and Jamaica

TRAVEL IMPRESSIONS OFFERS:
 • Roundtrip airfare from your home city 
 • Advance seat assignments • Roundtrip airport transfers
 • Hotel accommodations • Hotel tax 

ALL-INCLUSIVE PACKAGES ALSO INCLUDE:
 • All meals, drinks, and snacks 
 • Daily activities • Nightly entertainment
 • Non-motorized water sports where applicable 

ALL-IN LUXURY™ PACKAGES INCLUDE:
 • Unlimited free calls to Canada, USA and Europe
 • Free WiFi throughout the resort • 24-hour room service
 • Unlimited reservation-free dining 24/7
 • Concierge service around the clock
 • Sports Event Guarantee • Water park on-site
 • Daily activities and nightly entertainment

ENDLESS PRIVILEGES® PACKAGES FEATURE:
 • Complimentary gourmet dining options 
 • 24-hour in-suite dining • Wellness activities
 • Domestic and international premium beverages
 • Personal laundry service • One massage session per guest 

SUPER-INCLUSIVE PACKAGES INCLUDE:
 • All meals, snacks, and premium brand drinks
 • An incredible variety of land and water sports
 • Entertainment • Resort tax and service 
 • Plus, tipping is never permitted!

UNLIMITED-LUXURY® AND UNLIMITED-FUN®  
PACKAGES INCLUDE:
 • Endless meals, drinks and snacks • 24-hour room service
 • No wristbands and no restaurant reservations required
 • Mini-bar refreshed daily 
 • Daily activities • Nightly entertainment 
 • Non-motorized water sports and more

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS INCLUDE:
 •  Tours • Car rentals 
 •  Romance and spa & golf packages  

(at additional cost or unless noted) 
 •  Cancel For Any Reason Waiver* provided by Travel Impressions**
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HOTEL RATING SYSTEM
LUXURY HHHHH
Premium hotels and resorts located in choice settings with exquisite 
surroundings. They offer the finest guest services and amenities,  
tailored to the needs of the discerning traveler.

SUPERIOR HHHHH & HHHH
Tastefully furnished accommodations in beautiful surroundings,  
offering a broad range of upscale services and amenities.

MODERATE HHHH & HHH
Comfortable accommodations offering most standard services  
and amenities, and typically providing excellent value.

STANDARD HHH & HH
Clean, basic hotel rooms with modest services and amenities.  
A good choice for budget-minded travelers.

BOUTIQUE
Fine accommodations in an intimate setting, with fewer public facilities. 
Ideal for those seeking a stylish hotel with personalized service.

All maps copyright © David Lindroth, Inc.
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PARTNER PRIVILEGES
Exclusively through Travel Impressions.  
And exclusively through travel agents.

Travel Impressions is introducing a whole new level of privileges  
for clients of travel professionals: Partner Privileges.

Now, just by booking with an agent that chooses Travel Impressions, 
you can receive bonus amenities like an intimate dinner on the 
beach. Private cocktail parties for VIP guests. A kids’ concierge 
program that includes activities like an in-room game or movie 
night and even cooking classes. Reserved poolside cabanas and 
complimentary treatments or spa credit. Preferred room locations 
and special lounge access. Included airport transfers.

All at no additional cost.

These benefits and more are yours to enjoy when you choose to 
book with a Travel Impressions travel advisor. They’re the perks that 
make a vacation an experience, and a trip a getaway of a lifetime.

Visit www.travimp.com/PartnerPrivileges to learn more.
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Located in some of the world’s premier destinations, including the Caribbean, Mexico, Hawaii, and Europe, The Villa Experience offers 

you a choice of a wide variety of exquisite villas. Our expert team of villa consultants is ready to help you find the ideal property for the 

perfect vacation, family reunion, honeymoon or wedding. 

ASIA           CARIBBEAN            CENTRAL AMERICA            EUROPE            MEXICO            UNITED STATES            SOUTH PACIFIC

LUXURY AND PRIVACY

From farmhouses in Tuscany to chalet’s in Colorado to beachfront homes on Barbados, our villas 

cater to those who seek charming and tasteful accommodations in a private location.

PERSONALIZED LEISURE AND RELAXATION

Vacationing in a villa allows guests to have a holiday truly on their own schedule. Meal times  

and food preferences, pool and beach hours, as well as all other activities, are up to the 

vacationer’s discretion.

SIZE FLEXIBILITY

Villas can range in size from one to 40 bedrooms, fitting the needs of every conceivable 

vacationer. From honeymooners or couples traveling together to larger groups such as 

wedding parties or family reunions, we have the right fit.

COST EFFECTIVENESS

A private villa or condo featuring all the amenities associated with a luxurious five-star resort can 

actually be more economical than traditional accommodations. Explore the possibilities now.

THE VILLA EXPERIENCE’S  
PORTFOLIO INCLUDES:

More than 2,500 villa  
rental properties

A trained team of villa consultants 

Villa Concierge services for personal  
requests, such as pre-stocking of provisions,  

restaurant reservations,  
wedding coordination,  

golf tee time scheduling, car rentals,  
boat rentals, and more

Up-to-the-minute villa specials 
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*Cancel For Any Reason Waiver is provided by Travel Impressions. Note to Minnesota, Missouri and New York residents only: The Cancel For Any Reason Waiver can be purchased separate from the Travel 
Insurance. Contact 1-877-538-3815 for details. **Travel insurance benefits are underwritten by Arch Insurance Company, with administrative offices in Jersey City, NJ-(NAIC #11150), under Policy Form 
series LTP 2013 and applicable amendatory endorsements. This is a general overview of insurance benefits available. Coverages may vary in certain states and not all benefits are available in all jurisdictions. 
Please refer to your certificate of benefits or policy of insurance for detailed terms, conditions and exclusions that apply. When identifying insurance products that may be of interest to you, Travel Impressions 
may act on behalf of the insurance company and receive compensation that may vary by company and product. This plan provides insurance coverage that applies only during the covered trip. You may have 
coverage from other sources that provides you with similar benefits but may be subject to different restrictions depending upon your other coverages. You may wish to compare the terms of this policy with 
your existing life, health, home and automobile policies. If you have any questions about your current coverage, call your insurer, insurance agent or broker. For your travel protection details, please visit https://
www.archinsurancesolutions.com/coverage/travimp TIW_041718D

CANCEL FOR ANY REASON WAIVER* AND  
TRAVEL PROTECTION PLAN**

Travel Impressions offers the Cancel for Any Reason Waiver to  
give you some added peace of mind that you may be covered in  

the event you need to cancel your trip any time prior to departure. 

The Travel Protection Plan** provides coverage for eligible  
claims related to trip delay, trip interruption, medical expenses  

and baggage/personal effects.

Enrollment starts at $69 per person.

Ask your travel professional for details on this coverage  
when booking your vacation.

PLAN WITH CONFIDENCE
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CARIBBEAN
ANTIGUA
Cocobay Resort
Bottle of champagne and flowers upon arrival. 
Travel Window: 1/1/19 – 4/11/20

Galley Bay Resort & Spa
Fruit plate, sparkling wine, and a 25% discount 
off clients first spa treatment (not applicable at 
the hair salon). Travel Window: 1/1/19 – 1/2/21

The Verandah Resort & Spa
Fruit plate, sparkling wine, and a 25% discount 
off clients first spa treatment (not applicable at 
the hair salon). Travel Window: 1/1/19 – 1/2/21

Hermitage Bay
Complimentary upgrade from garden suite to 
beachfront suite at time of booking, subject to 
availability. Travel Window: 12/21/18 – 12/20/19

Keyonna Beach Resort
Complimentary gift upon arrival, 30 minute 
massage per person, one (1) champagne 
breakfast during stay. Travel Window:  
1/1/19 – 3/20/20

Pineapple Beach Club Antigua
Fruit plate, sparkling wine, and a 25% discount 
off clients first spa treatment (not applicable at 
the hair salon). Travel Window: 1/1/19 – 1/2/21

St. James’s Club & Villas
Fruit plate, sparkling wine, a 25% discount off 
clients first spa treatment (not applicable at the 
hair salon) and a 25% discount off catamaran 
cruise. Travel Window: 1/1/19 – 1/2/21

ARUBA
Bucuti & Tara Beach Resort
Honeymooners receive bottle of champagne, 
souvenir flutes, chocolate, cheese, and 
surprise gift. Plus one free night for return stay 
on first anniversary. (marriage license required) 
Travel Window: 12/24/18 – 12/22/19

Divi Aruba All Inclusive
Book a Gardenview room and receive 
complimentary upgrade to Pool or Oceanview, 
bottle of champagne, remembrance gift, 
complimentary one night return stay, candlelight 
dinner for two. Travel Window: 1/5/19 – 1/4/20

Riu Palace Antillas
Riu Palace Aruba
Surprise welcome gift in room upon arrival, small 
bottle of tequila, late check-out (subject to 
availability at time of departure), complimentary 
upgrade to next available room category (subject 
to availability and upon request), $35 spa credit 
in a selected couples massage for two (50 min). 
Travel Window: 12/24/18 – 12/23/19

Tamarijn Aruba All-Inclusive
Book a Deluxe Oceanfront King and receive a 
bottle of champagne, remembrance gift, 
complimentary one night return stay, candlelight 
dinner for two. Specifics apply. Travel must 
occur within 6 months of wedding. Travel 
Window: 1/5/19 – 1/4/20

BAHAMAS
NASSAU PARADISE ISLAND 
Meliá Nassau Beach All-Inclusive 
Complimentary honeymoon amenity. 
Travel Window: 12/22/18 – 12/20/20

Riu Palace Paradise Island
Surprise welcome gift in room upon arrival,  
small bottle of tequila, late check-out (subject to 
availability at time of departure), complimentary 
upgrade to next available room category (subject 
to availability and upon request), $35 spa credit 
in a selected couples massage for two (50 min). 
Travel Window: 12/24/18 – 12/23/19

CURAÇAO 
Sunscape Curaçao Resort, Spa & Casino
Sunscape Sweet Escape Honeymoon 
Package (Complimentary when booking the 

Sun Club Junior Suite Ocean View room or 
higher for a minimum of 7 nights. Must be 
traveled within 3 months of the wedding/
anniversary date): Fresh flowers, fruit and 
sparkling wine in room upon arrival, romantic 
breakfast in bed with Mimosas one morning 
(reservation with concierge is required), 
couples massage (25 minutes), choice of facial 
or body scrub for two (25 minutes), private 
beachfront dinner one evening. Travel Window: 
1/1/19 – 12/22/20. Newlywed & Anniversary 
Package: fresh fruit, bottle of sparkling wine, 
breakfast in bed with Mimosas (Reservations 
must be made in advance with concierge), 
15% discount on all spa treatments. Travel 
Window: 1/1/19 – 12/22/20

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 
LA ROMANA 
Dreams Dominicus La Romana
Welcome letter, fresh fruit, bottle of sparkling wine, 
special turndown service, breakfast in bed with 
mimosas (reservations must be made in advance 
with concierge), 15% discount on all spa 
treatments. Travel Window: 1/1/19 – 12/22/20

Gran Bahia Principe La Romana
Luxury Bahia Principe Bouganville 
Complimentary bottle of wine and box of 
chocolates, 20% discount on Couples Spa 
massage, special room decoration and 
surprise gift. Proof of marriage required. Must 
be within 6 months of original wedding date. 
Travel Window: 1/2/19 – 1/2/20

Iberostar Hacienda Dominicus, Premium
Bottle of champagne, fruit basket, special 
Iberostar gift. Marriage certificate copy will be 
required upon arrival in reception of the hotel. 
Travel Window: 1/1/19 – 10/31/20

PUERTO PLATA 
Grand Bahia Principe San Juan 
Complimentary bottle of wine and box of 
chocolates, turndown service, 20% discount 
on couples Spa massage, special room 
decoration and surprise gift. Proof of marriage 
required. Must be within 6 months of original 
wedding date. Travel Window: 1/2/18 – 1/2/19 

Sunscape Puerto Plata Dominican Republic
Gift in room upon arrival, bottle of rum, king bed 
(subject to availability), complimentary upgrade 
to next available room category (upon request 
and subject to availability) and $40 spa credit in 
Ocean Harmony Massage for two (50 mins), 
per person, per stay. Marriage certificate 
required. Travel Window: 1/1/18 – 12/23/18 

PUNTA CANA 
Barcelo Bavaro Palace
Barcelo Bavaro Beach
Complimentary upgrade to the next room 
category (subject to availability); priority at the 
check in and late check out (subject to 
availability); continental breakfast in the room the 
day after arrival; one bottle of sparkling wine and 
Petit Fours delivered to your room; 
honeymooners t-shirts; 15% discount in U Spa 
services; 10% discount in tours with Vacaciones 
Barceló. 3-night minimum and must present 
wedding certificate with no more than 4 months 
old. Travel Window: 12/21/18 – 12/20/19

Breathless Punta Cana
Dreams Punta Cana Resort & Spa
Dreams Palm Beach Punta Cana
Now Larimar Punta Cana Now Garden
Now Onyx Punta Cana
Secrets Cap Cana
Secrets Royal Beach Punta Cana
Zoëtry Agua Resort & Spa
Welcome letter, fresh fruit, bottle of  
sparkling wine, special turndown service, 
breakfast in bed with mimosas (Reservations 
must be made in advance with concierge), 
15% discount on all spa treatments.  
Travel Window: 1/1/19 – 12/22/20 

Luxury Bahia Principe Fantasia
Gran Bahia Principe Bavaro
Grand Bahia Principe Turquesa
Gran Bahia Principe Punta Cana
Complimentary bottle of wine and box of 
chocolates, 20% discount on Couples Spa 
massage, Special room decoration and 
surprise gift. Proof of marriage required. Must 
be within 6 months of original wedding date. 
Travel Window: 1/2/19 – 1/2/20

Punta Cana Princess All Suites Resort & Spa
King-size bed (subject to availability), fruit 
basket, one bottle of rum, special decoration  
in room, invitation for honeymoon cocktail and 
souvenir picture, romantic dinner, late check-
out (subject to availability). Available for clients 
married within a maximum of 60 days before 
arrival date, with proof of marriage. Travel 
Window: 12/23/18 – 12/22/19

Grand Palladium Bavaro Suites Resort & Spa
Grand Palladium Jamaica Resort & Spa
Grand Palladium Lady Hamilton Resort & Spa
Grand Palladium Palace Resort, Spa & Casino
Grand Palladium Punta Cana Resort & Spa
The Royal Suites Turquesa (Adults only)
TRS Cap Cana
Complimentary gifts in room upon arrival, free 
room upgrade (subject to availability), late 
check-out. Must be within two months from 
actual date of marriage. Travel Window: 
12/24/18 – 12/23/19

Iberostar Bavaro Suites
Iberostar Dominica
Iberostar Punta Cana
Iberostar Grand Hotel Bavaro
Bottle of champagne, fruit basket, special 
Iberostar gift. Marriage certificate copy will be 
required upon arrival in reception of the hotel. 
Travel Window: 1/1/19 – 10/31/20 

Majestic Colonial Punta Cana 
Majestic Elegance Punta Cana
Majestic Mirage Punta Cana
Romantic breakfast†; romantic dinner at the 
Beach Restaurant†; fruit platter and bottle of 
champagne upon arrival; upgrade to the next 
available room*; early check-in*; late check-out*; 
welcome banner on door; 10% discount at 
Majestic Spa; souvenir photograph. Must have 
been married within one month of arrival and 
present a copy of their wedding certificate at 
check-in. †One per stay *Subject to hotel 
availability. Travel Window: 12/24/18 – 12/23/19

Hard Rock Hotel & Casino Punta Cana
Complimentary bottle of sparkling house wine, 
mini cake, honeymoon dinner, in room 
breakfast, and Hydro-spa tub experience. Must 
present proof of marriage within the past year. 
Travel Window: 12/21/18 – 12/18/20

Paradisus Palma Real Resort
Paradisus Punta Cana Resort
The Reserve at Paradisus Punta Cana
The Reserve at Paradisus Palma Real
In-room bottle of sparkling wine and tropical 
fresh fruits display, and 10% discount on spa 
services for the bridal couple (not applicable to 
spa products). Minimum stay of 7 nights or 
longer. Marriage certificate, within one year of 
the wedding date, is required upon arrival for 
validation. Travel Window: 12/22/18 – 12/20/20

Riu Bambu
Riu Palace Bavaro
Riu Naiboa
Riu Palace Macao
Riu Palace Punta Cana
Honeymooners will receive a surprise gift in 
their rooms upon arrival. Marriage certificate 
required. Must be within 90 days. Travel 
Window: 12/24/18 – 12/23/19

Occidental Punta Cana
Welcome letter, fresh fruit platter and bottle of 

sparkling wine upon arrival, one special 
turndown service, one continental breakfast in 
bed one morning (reservations must be made 
in advance with concierge), 10% discount on 
all spa treatments (products not included). 
Minimum 3-night stay required. Must be 
requested at time of booking. Spa treatment 
discount cannot be applied to spa packages  
or combined with any other spa promotion or 
offers. Offer subject to availability and can be 
withdrawn at any time without prior notice. 
Travel Window: 12/21/18 – 12/20/19

SAMANA 
Gran Bahia Principe Cayacoa
Luxury Bahia Principe Cayo Levantado
Gran Bahia Principe El Portillo
Luxury Bahia Principe Samana
Complimentary bottle of wine and box of 
chocolates, turndown service, 20% discount 
on Couples Spa massage, special room 
decoration and surprise gift. Proof of marriage 
required. Must be within 6 months of original 
wedding date. Travel Window: 1/2/19 – 1/2/20

THE GRENADINES
Palm Island, The Grenadines
Fresh fruit plate, sparkling wine, 25% off on 
clients first spa treatment. (Not applicable at the 
hair salon). Travel Window: 1/1/19 – 1/2/21

JAMAICA 
Breathless Montego Bay
Zoëtry Montego Bay
Fresh fruit and bottle of sparkling wine on  
arrival, special turndown service one evening, 
breakfast in bed with Mimosas (reservations 
required in advance via guest service), 15% 
discount on spa treatments (required to present 
a copy of wedding invitation or marriage 
certificate at check-in. 15% discount on spa 
treatments cannot be applied to spa packages 
or combined with any other spa promotion or 
offer. Travel must occur over anniversary date  
or within three months of wedding date.)  
Travel Window: 1/1/19 – 12/22/20

Couples Swept Away
Couples Negril
Couples Sans Souci
Couples Tower Isle
Complimentary bottle of sparkling wine, 25-min. 
his & hers massage with a minimum 6-night stay; 
must commence within 30 days of wedding.

Secrets St. James Montego Bay
Secrets Wild Orchid Montego Bay
Welcome letter, fresh fruit, bottle of sparkling wine, 
special turndown service, breakfast in bed with 
mimosas (reservations must be made in advance 
with concierge), 15% discount on all spa 
treatments. Travel Window: 1/1/19 – 12/22/20 

Sunscape Cove Montego Bay
Sunscape Splash Montego Bay
When booking Deluxe Oceanfront room or  
higher for 7 nights or more: fresh flowers, fruit,  
and sparkling wine in room on arrival, romantic 
breakfast in bed with mimosas (reservations 
required) 25-minute couples massage, choice of 
25-minute facial or body scrub, one private 
beachfront dinner, one romantic turndown service 
with petit fours. Travel Window: 1/1/19 – 12/22/20

Iberostar Grand Hotel Rose Hall
Iberostar Rose Hall Suites
Iberostar Rose Hall Beach
Bottle of champagne, fruit basket, special 
Iberostar gift. Marriage certificate copy will be 
required upon arrival in reception of the hotel. 
Travel Window: 1/1/19 – 10/31/20 

Grand Bahia Principe Jamaica
Luxury Bahia Principe Runaway Bay
Bottle of wine and box of chocolates, 20% 
discount on couples spa massage, special room 
decoration, a surprise gift, and late check-out 
(upon availability). Proof of marriage required (to 
be sent in advance), must be within 6 months of 

SPECIAL AMENITIES FOR HONEYMOONS
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original wedding date. Window: 1/2/19 – 1/2/20

Meliá Braco Village
Complimentary bottle of sparkling wine, welcome 
fruit amenity in room. Proof of marriage certificate 
required. Travel Window: 12/22/18 – 12/20/20

Moon Palace Jamaica
Bottle of sparkling wine, mini-cake, breakfast in 
bed (on request), late check-out (based on 
availability), two t-shirts, and one honeymoon 
dinner at select restaurants. Travel Window: 
12/24/18 – 12/23/19

Riu Palace Jamaica
Riu Montego Bay
Riu Palace Tropical Bay
Riu Negril
Riu Ocho Rios
Surprise welcome gift in room upon arrival, bottle 
of rum, late check-out (subject to availability), 
complimentary upgrade to next available room 
category (subject to availability/upon request), 
$40 spa credit in Ocean Harmony massage for 
two (50 min), per person, per stay. Travel 
Window: 12/24/18 – 12/23/19

SAINT LUCIA
The Landings St. Lucia
Champagne and flowers upon arrival, one 
special flower petal turndown with champagne, 
one hour couples massage. Minimum 4-night 
stay. Travel Window: 1/5/19 – 12/16/19

Rendezvous
Chilled sparkling wine in room on arrival, one 
complimentary Honeymoon Massage with 
stays 5 nights or longer, and weekly beachside 
honeymooners social event. Travel Window: 
1/2/19 – 1/3/20

St. James’ Club Morgan Bay
Complimentary fruit plate, bottle of sparkling 
wine, 25% off clients first spa treatment (not 
applicable at hair salon), and 25% off 
catamaran. Travel Window: 1/1/19 – 1/2/21

MEXICO
CANCUN 
Dreams Sands Cancun Resort & Spa
Now Emerald Cancun
Reflect Cancun Resort & Spa
Secrets the Vine Cancun
Dreams Vista Cancun Resort & Spa
Welcome letter, fresh fruit, bottle of sparkling 
wine, breakfast in bed with mimosas and 15% 
discount on all spa treatments. Marriage 
certificate required; some restrictions apply. 
Travel window: 1/1/19 – 12/22/19

Hard Rock Hotel Cancun
Honeymoon dinner, mini cake, sparkling wine, 
hydro-spa tub experience, and one in-room 
breakfast (by reservation only) Marriage certificate 
required. Travel window: 1/1/19 – 12/22/19

Star Prestige at Iberostar Selection Cancun
Iberostar Selection Cancun
Sparkling wine, fruit platter, and Iberostar gift. 
Travel window: 1/1/19 – 12/23/19

Le Blanc Spa Resort
Fruit platter, flower arrangement, mini cake, 
honeymoon dinner at select restaurants, 
breakfast in bed (upon request), bottle of 
sparkling wine, petit fours, beach bag, two 
keepsake “honeymoon” embroidered 
bathrobes, and late check-out until 6 PM  
(upon request and subject to availability). 
Minimum 4-night stay and marriage certificate 
required. Travel window: 1/1/19 – 12/23/19

Riu Palace Peninsula
Welcome gift in room, bottle of tequila, king bed 
(subject to availability), late check-out (subject to 
availability), upgrade to next available room 
category (subject to availability), and a $35 spa 
credit for a 50-minute Ocean Harmony massage 
for two. Travel Window: 12/24/18 – 12/23/19 

TRS Costa Mujeres
Free room upgrade is available, fruit basket  
with bottle of champagne, 15% discount on 
massage, resort credit coupon of $400 per 

room. (Does not apply for family selection 
suites) Travel window: now - 12/23/19

COZUMEL 
Cozumel Palace
Sparkling wine, mini cake, honeymoon dinner 
at selected restaurants, two T-shirts, breakfast 
in bed (upon request), turndown service, late 
check-out until 6 PM (upon request and 
subject to availability). Minimum 3-night stay 
required. Travel window: 1/1/19 – 12/23/19

Iberostar Cozumel
Sparkling wine, fruit platter, and Iberostar gift. 
Travel window: 1/1/19 – 12/23/19

Secrets Aura Cozumel
Sunscape Sabor Cozumel
Welcome letter, fresh fruit, bottle of sparkling 
wine, breakfast in bed with mimosas and 15% 
discount on all spa treatments. Marriage 
certificate required; some restrictions apply. 
Travel window: 1/1/19 – 12/22/19

HUATULCO 
Dreams Huatulco Resort & Spa
Welcome letter, fresh fruit, bottle of sparkling wine, 
breakfast in bed with mimosas (reservations must 
be made in advance with concierge), and 15% 
discount on all spa treatments. Copy of marriage 
certificate required and travel within 2 – 3 months 
of marriage; 3 night minium stay. Travel window:  
12/23/18 – 12/22/19

Secrets Huatulco Resort & Spa
Welcome letter, fresh fruit, bottle of sparkling 
wine, special turndown service, breakfast in bed 
with mimosas and 15% discount on all spa 
treatments. Marriage certificate required at time of 
check-in. Travel window: 12/23/18 – 12/2/19

ISLA MUJERES
Isla Mujeres Palace
Bottle of sparkling wine, mini cake, honeymoon 
dinner at select restaurants, two T-shirts, 
breakfast in bed (upon request), turndown 
service, late check-out until 6 PM (upon request 
and subject to availability). Minimum 3-night stay 
required. Travel window: 1/1/19 – 12/23/19

Zoëtry Villa Rolandi Isla Mujeres Cancun
Welcome letter, fresh fruit, sparkling wine, 
turndown service, breakfast in bed with 
mimosas and 15% discount on all spa 
treatments. Marriage certificate required.  
Travel window: 1/1/19 – 12/22/19. 

IXTAPA 
Sunscape Dorado Pacifico Ixtapa
Welcome letter, fresh fruit, bottle of sparkling wine, 
breakfast in bed with mimosas and 15% discount 
on all spa treatments. Marriage certificate required. 
Travel window: 12/23/18 – 12/22/19

LOS CABOS 
Breathless Cabo San Lucas Resort & Spa
Dreams Los Cabos Resort & Spa
Secrets Puerto Los Cabos Golf & Spa Resort
Welcome letter, fresh fruit, bottle of sparkling wine, 
breakfast in bed with mimosas and 15% discount 
on all spa treatments. Marriage certificate 
required. Travel window: 12/23/18 – 12/22/19

Riu Palace Baja
Riu Palace Cabo San Lucas
Riu Santa Fe
Riu Palace Baja California
Welcome gift in room, bottle of tequila, king 
bed (subject to availability), late check-out 
(subject to availability), upgrade to next 
available room category (subject to availability), 
and a $35 spa credit for a 50-minute massage 
for two. Travel Window: 12/24/18 –12/23/19

MAZATLÁN 
Riu Emerald Bay
Welcome gift in room, bottle of tequila, king 
bed (subject to availability), late check-out 
(subject to availability), upgrade to next 
available room category (subject to availability), 
and a $35 spa credit for a 50-minute massage 
for two. Travel Window: 12/24/18 –12/23/19

PLAYA MUJERES / COSTA MUJERES
Dreams Playa Mujeres Golf & Spa Resort
Secrets Playa Mujeres Golf & Spa Resort
Welcome letter, fresh fruit, sparkling wine, 
breakfast in bed with mimosas and 15% discount 
on all spa treatments. Marriage certificate required. 
Travel window: 1/1/19 – 12/22/19

Riu Palace Costa Mujeres
Riu Dunamar
Welcome gift in room, bottle of tequila, king 
bed (subject to availability), late check-out 
(subject to availability), upgrade to next 
available room category (subject to availability), 
and a $35 spa credit for a 50-minute Ocean 
Harmony massage for two. Travel Window: 
12/24/18 – 12/23/19 

PUERTO VALLARTA 
Buenaventura Grand Hotel & Spa
Room upgrade to the next room category 
subject to availability; bottle of domestic 
champagne; strawberries covered with 
chocolate. Proof of Marriage Required. Travel 
Window: 12/21/18 – 12/20/19

Dreams Villamagna Nuevo Vallarta
Now Amber Puerto Vallarta Resort & Spa
Fresh fruit, sparkling wine, breakfast in bed with 
mimosas (reservations must be made in advance 
with concierge), and 15% discount on spa 
treatments. Marriage certificate required at the time 
of check-in. Travel window: 12/23/18 – 12/22/19

Grand Palladium Vallarta Resort & Spa
Free room upgrade if available, fruit basket with 
bottle of champagne, 15% discount on 
massages, resort coupons of $400 per room. 
Marriage certificate required and travel within  
2 – 3 months of marriage; Travel window: 
12/24/18 – 12/23/19

Iberostar Playa Mita
Fruit basket and bottle of champagne and gift. 
Marriage certificate required at the time of 
check-in. Travel window: 1/1/18 – 10/31/19

Hard Rock Hotel Vallarta
Honeymoon dinner, mini cake, sparkling wine, 
hydro-spa tub experience, and one in-room 
breakfast (by reservation only) Marriage certificate 
required. Travel window: 1/1/19 – 12/22/19

Riu Vallarta
Welcome gift in room, bottle of tequila, king 
bed (subject to availability), late check-out 
(subject to availability), upgrade to next 
available room category (subject to availability), 
and a $35 spa credit for a 50-minute massage 
for two. Travel Window: 12/24/18 –12/23/19

Secrets Vallarta Bay Resort & Spa
Welcome letter, fresh fruit, sparkling wine, 
breakfast in bed with mimosas and 15% 
discount on all spa treatments. Note: Please 
request newlywed or anniversary package at 
time of booking. Marriage certificate required. 
Travel window: 12/23/18 – 12/22/19 

Sunscape Puerto Vallarta Resort & Spa
Welcome letter, fresh fruit, sparkling wine, 
breakfast in bed with mimosas, and 15% 
discount on all spa treatments. Marriage 
certificate required and travel within 2 – 3 
months of marriage; 3 night minium stay. 
Travel window: 12/23/18 – 12/22/19

RIVIERA MAYA 
Barceló Maya Beach and Caribe Resort
Barceló Maya Colonial and Tropical Resort
Barceló Maya Palace
Room upgrade to Premium category (based on 
availability), one Romantic breakfast in bed (coffee, 
tea or chocolate, orange juice, fruit plate, pastries 
and omelet-reservations required), Petit fours and 
bottle of domestic champagne in room, sparkling 
wine, access to the hydrotherapy areas. Travel 
window: 1/1/19 – 12/16/19

Breathless Riviera Cancun Resort & Spa
Fresh fruit, bottle of sparkling wine, breakfast in 
bed with mimosas (reservations must be made 
in advance with concierge), and 15% discount 

on all spa treatments. Marriage certificate 
required. Travel window: 1/1/19 – 12/22/19

Dreams Puerto Aventuras Resort & Spa
Dreams Riviera Cancun Resort & Spa
Dreams Tulum Resort & Spa
Now Jade Riviera Cancun
Now Natura Riviera Cancun
Now Sapphire Riviera Cancun
Sunscape Akumal Beach Resort & Spa
Welcome letter, fresh fruit, sparkling wine, 
breakfast in bed with mimosas and 15% discount 
on all spa treatments. Marriage certificate required. 
Travel window: 1/1/19 – 12/22/19

Grand Bahia Principe Coba
Grand Bahia Principe Tulum
Luxury Bahia Principe Akumal
Luxury Bahia Principe Sian Ka’an
Sparkling wine, box of chocolates, surprise gift, 
special room decoration, late check out (subject 
to availability) and 20% discount on couples 
massage. Travel window: 1/2/19 – 1/1/20

Grand Palladium Colonial Resort & Spa
Grand Palladium Kantenah Resort & Spa
Grand Palladium White Sand Resort & Spa
TRS Yucatan Hotel
Fruit basket with bottle of champagne, 15% 
discount on massages, a $400 Resort Coupon 
per room and room upgrade (based on 
availability). Travel window: 1/1/19 – 12/20/19

Hard Rock Hotel Riviera Maya
Hard Rock Hotel Riviera Maya - Heaven Section
Honeymoon dinner, mini cake, sparkling wine, 
hydro-spa tub experience, and one in-room 
breakfast (by reservation only). Marriage certificate 
required. Travel window: 1/1/19 – 12/22/19

Iberostar Grand Paraiso
Sparkling wine, fruit platter, Iberostar gift, 
turndown service, and room upgrade (based on 
availability). Travel window: 1/1/19 – 12/23/19

Iberostar Paraiso Beach 
Iberostar Paraiso Del Mar
Iberostar Selection Paraiso Lindo
Iberostar Selection Paraiso Maya
Iberostar Quetzal
Iberostar Tucan
Sparkling wine, fruit platter, and Iberostar gift. 
Travel window: 1/1/19 – 12/23/19

The Grand at Moon Palace Cancun
Moon Palace Cancun
Playacar Palace
Sparkling wine, mini cake, honeymoon dinner 
at selected restaurants, two T-shirts, breakfast 
in bed (upon request), late check-out until 6 
PM (upon request and subject to availability). 
Minimum 3-night stay required. Travel window: 
1/1/19 – 12/23/19

Riu Palace Mexico
Riu Palace Riviera Maya
Riu Playacar
Riu Yucatan
Welcome gift in room, bottle of tequila, king bed 
(subject to availability), late check-out (subject to 
availability), upgrade to next available room 
category (subject to availability), and a $35 spa 
credit for a 50-minute Ocean Harmony massage 
for two. Travel Window: 12/24/18 – 12/23/19

Secrets Akumal Riviera Maya
Secrets Capri Riviera Cancun
Secrets Maroma Beach Riviera Cancun
Secrets Silversands Riviera Cancun
Zoëtry Paraiso de la Bonita Riviera Maya
Welcome letter, fresh fruit, sparkling wine, 
turndown service, breakfast in bed with mimosas 
and 15% discount on all spa treatments. 
Marriage certificate required; some restrictions 
apply. Travel window: 1/1/19 – 12/22/19.

Valentin Imperial Maya
Sparkling wine, fruit plate, in-room breakfast the 
day after arrival, turn down service and one 
romantic dinner (by reservation only). Minimum 
7-night stay and marriage certificate required. 
Travel window: 1/1/19 – 12/23/19
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ANTIGUA

HERMITAGE BAY
HHHHH
Nestled into a hidden cove on the 
southwest coast of Antigua, Hermitage 
Bay is a gourmet all-inclusive comprised 
of just 30 luxury suites. This eco-chic 
hotel provides all the comforts of a 
premium resort without compromising 
the natural habitat that thrives around it. 
All rooms offer WiFi, A/C, and outdoor 
showers. Hillside Suites feature private 
plunge pools. All-Inclusive

GALLEY BAY RESORT & SPA
HHHHH
Treat yourself to an authentic Caribbean 
getaway at Galley Bay Resort & Spa. 
Set between one of the best beaches 
on the island and acres of lush tropical 
gardens, this boutique resort delights 
guests with a refined, yet unpretentious 
atmosphere. Ideal for couples and 
newlyweds seeking a romantic getaway, 
both adventure and tranquility are on 
the menu at this award-winning tropical 
paradise. All-Inclusive/Adults-Only

BLUE WATERS RESORT &  
SPA, ANTIGUA
HHHHH

Nestled on 17 acres of tropical 
gardens, this intimate 110-room 
boutique-style resort is one of Antigua’s 
best-kept secrets. The spacious 
luxury rooms, suites, and villas are 
furnished to the highest standards, 
boasting sophisticated amenities and 
breathtaking views of the Caribbean 
Sea. Enjoy gourmet dining nightly,  
spa, tennis, and water sports.   
All-Inclusive Available

COCOBAY RESORT
HHHHBOUTIQUE

A colorful collection of 65 West 
Indian-style cottages, Cocobay crowns 
a headland on the sunset side of 
Antigua, sloping down to white sandy 
beaches and the turquoise waters of 
the Caribbean Sea. The pastel-painted 
cottages offer panoramic views from 
private patios where the experience 
centers around rest and relaxation.  
All-Inclusive/Adults-Only

Blazing sunsets over Technicolor seas, teeming with nearly 700 

species of fish flitting among 70 types of vivid coral. Trade winds  

that skim mountain peaks, breathing softly into lush rainforests. 

Palms rising out of sparkling white beaches. Ethereal cloud forests 

that float high above mangrove swamps, cactus scrublands,  

and vast savannahs. 

These are the images travelers to the Caribbean’s over 700 islets, 

reefs, cays, and more than 30 islands carry with them. However, 

the beauty of these paradisiacal destinations goes beyond stunning 

aesthetic; gorgeous landscapes and year-round sunshine are only 

the beginning of this region’s allure. To get a true picture of the 

Caribbean, look past what you see and tap into how you feel.

Close your eyes and focus on the sound of steel drums and 

pounding feet as pulsing reggae, calypso, and other island  

rhythms echo through the night. Savor what cuisine spooned from 

a melting pot tastes like—a blend of African, Spanish, Asian, East 

Indian and European flavors creating a profile all its own. Let the  

joy and vibrancy of incredible festivals infuse your soul. Escape to 

a time and place a world away, with elegant hospitality surrounded 

by colonial architecture on romantic estates, or resorts that provide 

modern luxury at its finest.

Together, these are the true lasting impressions of the Caribbean— 

the beautiful, indelible marks from the sweetest of escapes.
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ANTIGUA

COCOS HOTEL
HHHHBOUTIQUE

This unique collection of 30 individual 
wooden cottages with sweeping views 
is made even more special with its 
bluff location, between two beaches 
and overlooking the azure Caribbean 
Sea. All-inclusive, meals are served 
in a casual and romantic à la carte 
restaurant. Each cottage has a four-
poster king-size bed, private balcony, 
A/C, mini-bar, and outdoor shower;  
no TV. All-Inclusive

KEYONNA BEACH RESORT
HHHHBOUTIQUE

Situated on beautiful Turner’s Beach on 
the sunset side of the island is an all-
inclusive, couples-only boutique resort 
of just 25 cottages, some with their own 
individual plunge pool. Each cottage 
has its own Bali bed. With no TVs, no 
buffets, and waiter-service at à la carte 
venues, Keyonna Beach Resort offers  
a beachfront location with sweeping 
views of the Caribbean Sea.  
All-Inclusive

PINEAPPLE BEACH  
CLUB, ANTIGUA
HHHH
Pineapple Beach Club is known as the 
“Most Laid-Back All-Inclusive” on the 
island. Located on a stunning stretch 
of white-sand beach, this bright and 
causal property completely embodies the 
ultimate Caribbean experience. Guests 
will enjoy three freshwater pools and 
unlimited non-motorized watersports. This 
adults-only resort is an ideal vacation spot 
for singles, couples or a simply relaxing 
escape. All-Inclusive/Adults-Only

ST. JAMES’S CLUB & VILLAS
HHHH
Tucked away on a private 100-acre 
peninsula, the St. James’s Club Resort 
& Villas exudes a casual, club-like 
ambiance and has a long-standing 
reputation for exceptional service. This 
exclusive hideaway caters to couples, 
families, and singles with plenty of 
amenities and activities, including two 
beaches and six pools. Here, guests 
can retreat from the world or enjoy a 
wide array of island- and water-based 
diversions. All-Inclusive

THE VERANDAH RESORT & SPA
HHHH
Nestled along Antigua’s pristine 
northeast coast, this eco-friendly, 
family-friendly resort encompasses 30 
spectacular oceanfront acres traversed 
by walking trails and bordered by Devil’s 
Bridge National Park. Featuring large 
suites and two-bedroom villas, a full 
spa and salon, a kids club, unlimited 
water sports, and a miniature golf 
course, this property is an ideal vacation 
spot for families, singles or couples.
All-Inclusive

ARUBA

BUCUTI & TARA  
BEACH RESORT
HHHHH  BOUTIQUE

This intimate resort on one of Aruba’s 
most expansive beaches was named 
one of the “Top Ten Caribbean 
Beaches” by Dream Beaches of the 
World. Perfect for honeymooners and 
couples, the resort has only 104 rooms 
and is a favorite for romantic getaways. 
Owner-managed personal touch service 
is exceptional and unique in Aruba.  
AAA Four Diamond. Adults-Only

THE RITZ-CARLTON, ARUBA
HHHHH
Perched on Palm Beach, The Ritz-
Carlton, Aruba offers an authentic 
island experience brimming with unique 
amenities and a wealth of recreational 
experiences. The resort boasts 320 
beautifully appointed rooms and suites, 
all with private balconies; five distinctive 
dining outlets, including BLT Steak; a 
luxurious, 13-treatment room spa, two 
swimming pools, a 24-hour casino,  
Ritz Kids, and an exclusive retail area. 
AAA Four Diamond. 

RIU PALACE ANTILLAS
HHHHH
The all-inclusive, adults-only Riu 
Palace Antillas on Palm Beach is an 
ideal place to relax, whether with a 
workout at the complimentary gym, an 
optional treatment in the spa, on a sun 
terrace, or in the casino. Enjoy the sun 
while taking a swim or relaxing by the 
poolside bar, then experience authentic 
Caribbean cuisine at one of five themed-
cuisine restaurants. All-Inclusive/
Adults-Only

RIU PALACE ARUBA
HHHHH
This magnificent Palace offers you 
everything you need to find peace, 
strength, or energy. You’ll find two 
freshwater swimming pools, a Jacuzzi®; 
sauna, gym, solarium-terrace, and a 
health and beauty center offering a 
range of treatments...perfect after a  
day in the warm ocean at the beach. 
All-Inclusive

AMSTERDAM MANOR  
BEACH RESORT
HHHH
Have a unique vacation experience at 
this AAA Three Diamond and pet  friendly 
resort located along Eagle Beach. With 
72 studios and suites, this picturesque 
resort offers you the personalized 
service families, honeymooners, and 
couples deserve. The Dutch colonial 
architecture, with its lively colors and 
cozy courtyards, will help you savor the 
charming Dutch Caribbean atmosphere.
All-Inclusive Available

BARCELÓ ARUBA
HHHH
Overlooking the aquamarine Caribbean 
Sea, this all-inclusive resort is located 
on the exclusive Palm Beach—just 
minutes away from Queen Beatrix 
Airport—and filled with luxurious 
European flavor. Spend days enjoying a 
variety of fun-filled activities. Bask in the 
sun on the sandy white beaches while 
the trade winds cool you. Watch the 
sun set into the ocean as it illuminates 
the sky with its wondrous colors.   
All-Inclusive

DIVI ARUBA ALL INCLUSIVE
HHHH

Guests can enjoy a mile long beach, 
waterfront dining, freshwater pools, and 
daytime activities like snorkeling, sailing, 
or just strolling along the shore. Do as 
little or as much as you choose…it’s 
all included: ten dining options, eight 
bars, nightly entertainment and more. 
For more variety, a Divi Aruba vacation 
includes all of the services and facilities 
of the adjacent Tamarijn Aruba All 
Inclusive. All-Inclusive
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ARUBA

TAMARIJN ARUBA  
ALL INCLUSIVE
HHH
Right on the water with all oceanfront 
rooms, you’ll be mere steps away from 
windsurfing, kayaking, or snorkeling. 
Everything’s included at this Aruban hot 
spot, where the fun never stops. Take 
your pick of great food and refreshing 
drinks at any of the ten dining options 
and eight bars; you’ll also have full 
use of the facilities at the Divi Aruba All 
Inclusive right next door. All-Inclusive

BAHAMAS - PARADISE ISLAND

THE COVE ATLANTIS
HHHHH
A chic and contemporary resort 
set within the exciting world of 
Atlantis, every room is a suite 
with an ocean view. It features 
stylish accommodations, indulgent 
experiences, and exquisite cuisine. 
A vibrant social scene and poolside 
gaming surrounds an exclusive adults-
only ultra-pool and beach club. A resort 
sophisticated and indulgently luxurious, 
inspired by nature.  

THE REEF AT ATLANTIS
HHHHH
Featured here are spacious studios and 
one-bedroom suites that feature king-
size beds and private balconies with 
ocean, harbor, or terrace views. Studios 
have a sitting area with sleeper sofa and 
kitchenette, while suites offer complete 
kitchens, dining and living rooms, and 
two full bathrooms. Situated directly 
on Paradise Beach with a semi-private 
pool, guests enjoy complete access to 
the wonders of Atlantis.  

RIU PALACE PARADISE ISLAND
HHHHH

Located on a picture-perfect beach, 
this RIU resort is an oasis of fun with a 
distinct Bahamian flair. This all-inclusive 
beachfront resort offers 379 junior 
suites and suites, elegantly decorated 
with stunning sea views. Choose from 
a succulent selection of dining options, 
including international cuisine, themed 
dinners, and gourmet and fusion 
restaurants. All-Inclusive/Adults-Only

HARBORSIDE RESORT  
AT ATLANTIS
HHHH
Set just across the marina from 
Atlantis, guests here get full access 
to all the facilities of Atlantis, Paradise 
Island and the home-away-from 
home amenities that only a spacious 
villa can offer. The resort consists of 
392 one-, two-, and three-bedroom 
villas and features a harborfront 
restaurant, fitness center, free-form 
freshwater pools, zero entry pools, 
and all-day shuttle service to Atlantis.

THE ROYAL AT ATLANTIS 
HHHH
The Royal is the icon of Atlantis, 
featuring the awe-inspiring mythology 
of the Lost City of Atlantis risen from 
the sea. From the artwork to the 
experiences, a stay at The Royal is 
larger than life, with intimate proximity 
to the world’s largest open-air marine 
habitat situated at its center and the 
famed Atlantis Casino by its side.  
 

WARWICK PARADISE  
ISLAND, BAHAMAS
HHHH
Experience the new adults-only all-
inclusive resort, Warwick Paradise 
Island – Bahamas. Relax on the 
resort’s private harbor beach or take in 
amazing views of Nassau Harbor and 
the island from the Sunset Terrace and 
Boardwalk. With amazing restaurants 
and delectable dining, Warwick is 
itself one of the best places to eat on 
Paradise Island, in Nassau, or in the 
Bahamas. All-Inclusive/Adults-Only

BAHAMAS - NASSAU

GRAND HYATT BAHA MAR
HHHHH
Along the soothing white sands of New 
Providence sits a new sanctuary of 
natural beauty, dramatic architecture, 
art, and modern luxury. Discover an 
island paradise with 1,800 beautifully 
appointed guestrooms, suites, and 
villas; six pools; an 18-hole Jack 
Nicklaus Signature golf course; the 
Caribbean’s largest casino; luxurious 
ESPA; and more than 20 world-class 
restaurants, bars, and lounges.

MELIÀ NASSAU BEACH  
ALL INCLUSIVE
HHHH
Whether for singles, couples, or families, 
Meliá Nassau Beach is an ideal all-
inclusive resort for everyone. Located on 
world-famous Cable Beach, it features the 
best stretch of beach in the area. Guests 
in The Level rooms enjoy personalized 
services, amenities, and perks. Shuttle 
service to Baha Mar Casino and Royal 
Blue Golf Course is also available. Ten 
minutes away from the airport.  
All-Inclusive

BARBADOS

THE CRANE 
HHHHH

Set on one of the world’s finest beaches, 
The Crane was founded as Barbados’ 
first resort in 1887 and has always 
attracted a special kind of person to 
its extraordinary expanse of sand, 
spectacular vistas, and unspoiled coast. 
A place of stunning beauty, The Crane 
is the perfect choice for your Barbados 
getaway. AAA Four Diamond. See ad  
on page 56.

THE CLUB BARBADOS  
RESORT & SPA
HHHH

On the famous West Coast of the island 
is this adults-only, all-inclusive resort set 
in lush tropical gardens with spectacular 
views of the ocean. Enjoy three fresh-
water pools, a Jacuzzi®, tennis courts, 
and a variety of water sports. A luxurious 
spa, two à la carte restaurants, and live 
nightly entertainment, including a late 
night piano bar, complete The Club 
experience. All-Inclusive/Adults-Only

CAYMAN ISLANDS

THE RITZ-CARLTON,  
GRAND CAYMAN
HHHHH
Poised on the widest stretch of Seven 
Mile Beach, The Ritz-Carlton, Grand 
Cayman spans 144 acres. An unmatched 
collection of resort amenities and 
experiences await, including four signature 
restaurants and the Caribbean’s only AAA 
Five Diamond dining experience, Blue by 
Eric Ripert; la prairie spa; the 9-hole, Ritz-
Carlton Golf Club, Grand Cayman; and 
Jean-Michel Cousteau’s Ambassadors  
of the Environment. 
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CAYMAN ISLANDS

THE WESTIN GRAND  
CAYMAN SEVEN MILE  
BEACH RESORT & SPA
HHHHH

A fully transformed resort, with 
renovations—full room redesign, 
as well as all public areas and 
pool reconstruction—by renowned 
architecture firm SOM. Located on 
the best stretch of Seven Mile Beach, 
enjoy its four restaurants, three 
lounges, a full-service spa, and  
water sports on property.  

CURAÇAO

SANTA BARBARA BEACH & 
GOLF RESORT
HHHHH

Santa Barbara Beach & Golf Resort 
captures natural Caribbean charm and 
delivers it with an international elegance 
and sophistication. Enjoy superior 
amenities like the Pete Dye-designed golf 
course, a luxurious spa, resort pools with 
Caribbean views, an alluring white-sand 
beach with a swimming lagoon, and 
sophisticated dining. AAA Four Diamond. 
All-Inclusive Available 

SUNSCAPE CURAÇAO 
RESORT, SPA & CASINO
HHHH
Located near one of the world’s most 
praised diving sites, this resort offers all 
the privileges of Unlimited-Fun®. Enjoy 
limitless access to six restaurants, 
where reservations are never required, 
and endless domestic and international 
beverages from six chic bars and 
lounges. Kids can enjoy supervised fun 
in the Explorer’s Club or in the Core 
Zone Teens Club. See ad on page 53. 
Unlimited-Fun®

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC -  
CAP CANA

SECRETS CAP CANA  
RESORT & SPA
HHHHH
Perfectly situated within the exclusive 
gated community of Cap Cana, Secrets 
Cap Cana Resort & Spa brings the 
highest level of luxury to the crystal blue 
waters and magnificent sugar sands 
of Juanillo Beach. This luxurious resort 
features gourmet dining, plus 24-hour 
room service; and top-shelf spirits, as 
well as a daily refreshed in-room mini-
bar. See ads on pages 53. Unlimited-
Luxury®/Adults-Only

TRS CAP CANA HOTEL
HHHHH
Opening 2019, the TRS Cap Cana 
Hotel will be situated directly on the 
waterfront, giving guests access to 
some of the most pristine white-sand 
beaches of the Dominican Republic. 
The resort will feature 115 luxury suites; 
two serene pools with wait service; 
Zentropia Palladium Spa & Wellness®; 
personal butler service; and 24-hour 
room service with Palladium’s signature 
Infinite Indulgence® program. AAA Four 
Diamond. All-Inclusive/Adults-Only

ANCORA PUNTA CANA
HHHH
Conveniently located only 10 minutes from 
the Punta Cana airport, this architecturally 
stunning property is situated within a 
masterfully designed village and features 
spacious suites with sweeping marina 
views. Guests can enjoy superior service, 
including 24-hour front desk service, daily 
housekeeping, supervised activities for 
children, a secluded beach, five themed 
restaurants and a beach club, four bars, 
four pools, the Kids Center, and a state- 
of-the-art fitness center. All-Inclusive

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC -  
PUNTA CANA

BREATHLESS PUNTA CANA 
RESORT & SPA
HHHHH
This resort is a vibrant, chic, and 
modern experience for sophisticated 
travelers. Breathless Punta Cana offers 
guests all the benefits of Unlimited-
Luxury®, including 11 dining venues 
matched with carefully selected wines 
and other premium beverages served 
up at nine bars and lounges. Embrace 
life and find yourself enveloped in smiles 
and laughter. See ad on page 53. 
Unlimited-Luxury®/Adults-Only

DREAMS PALM BEACH  
PUNTA CANA
HHHHH
Unlimited-Luxury® here means amenity-
filled luxury rooms and suites, eight 
gourmet restaurants, five chic bars and 
lounges, and the Sip, Savor & See Dining 
Experience with select nearby Dreams, 
Now and Sunscape Resorts & Spas. 
Kids can spend time at the supervised 
Explorer’s Club, teens in the Core Zone, 
and parents poolside or at the world-
class spa. AAA Four Diamond. See ad 
on page 53. Unlimited-Luxury®

DREAMS PUNTA CANA 
RESORT & SPA
HHHHH
This secluded Unlimited-Luxury® resort 
provides ocean views and palm-studded 
beaches, offering a large pool that flows 
from the lobby to the beach, with a 
swim-up bar and venues throughout. 
Kids love the supervised Explorer’s Club 
while teens flock to the Core Zone. For 
adults? A spa, fitness center, and the 
Sip, Savor & See program with select 
nearby resorts. AAA Four Diamond. See 
ad on page 53. Unlimited-Luxury®

THE GRAND RESERVE AT 
PARADISUS PALMA REAL 
HHHHH
An exclusive and luxurious paradise, 
where everyone will find full bliss. All 
Inclusive luxury is taken to a whole new 
dimension with the opening of The Grand 
Reserve at Paradisus Palma Real. Its 
sophisticated, stylish and modern design 
is the perfect canvas for a unique and 
thoughtfully crafted experience, upon 
which our guest’s most intimate desires 
will create memories to be cherished.  
All-Inclusive

IBEROSTAR GRAND BAVARO 
HHHHH
This adults-only property is an all-suites 
resort where guests can experience all 
the trappings of luxury: personalized 
butler and concierge services; five 
specialty restaurants; five bars and 
lounges; 24-hour room service; a  
world-class spa; and more. Guests  
can also enjoy a round of golf and 
access to sister hotels in the complex. 
See ad on page 50. All-Inclusive/
Adults-Only

MAJESTIC MIRAGE  
PUNTA CANA
HHHHH
A premier all-suite resort in Punta Cana, 
there are 511 breathtaking one-bedroom 
suites with outdoor Jacuzzi®. This hotel 
is adults-oriented, offering exclusive 
buildings for adults, but also family friendly 
where the Majestic Supreme Service 
is available. Amenities include top shelf 
spirits, 24-hour room service, butler 
service, and more. The Mirage Club  
will be exclusive for those 18 and over. 
See ad on page 51. All-Inclusive
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MELIA PUNTA CANA  
BEACH RESORT 
HHHHH
This resort is ideal for couples, 
honeymooners, golfers, and groups 
and offers four pools, five restaurants, 
free-flow dining; guests 18 and older 
can access select restaurants at the 
adjacent Melia Caribe Beach expanding 
the culinary offering to 13 restaurants, 
seven bars, The Level Adults Only offers 
exclusive services and facilities. See ad 
on page 72. All-Inclusive

NOW LARIMAR PUNTA CANA
HHHHH
This Unlimited-Luxury® escape is located 
on a beautiful palm-studded beach. 
Guests can swim, sail, snorkel, and 
windsurf, or just relax at the spa while 
the kids play at the supervised Explorer’s 
Club. Enjoy gourmet dining and top-shelf 
spirits, 24-hour room service, the Sip, 
Savor & See Dining Experience with 
nearby Dreams, Now and Sunscape 
Resorts & Spas (restrictions apply; 
transfers not included)! See ad on  
page 53. Unlimited-Luxury®

NOW ONYX PUNTA CANA
HHHHH
These all-new suites offer pure 
pampering, beginning with a private 
balcony with a whirlpool or terrace 
with swim-out pool access. With nine 
restaurants and ten bars, plus over 20 
more options at Breathless Punta Cana 
next door, guests will find everything 
they’re looking for: land and sea pursuits, 
parties and live entertainment for all  
ages, five pools, kids and teens clubs,  
a casino, nightclub, and spa. See ad  
on page 53. Unlimited-Luxury®

PARADISUS PALMA  
REAL RESORT
HHHHH
Discover luxurious suites with 
Jacuzzis® for two and top amenities 
to please the most discerning of 
travelers. Experience indulgent spa 
therapies, immaculate luxury, and 
a Royal Service level exclusively 
for adults. Take a culinary journey 
through ten remarkable restaurants. 
Complimentary green fees available  
at Cocotal Golf & Country Club.  
All-Inclusive

THE RESERVE AT  
PARADISUS PALMA REAL
HHHHH
The Reserve at Paradisus Palma Real 
is an exclusive, private, all-inclusive, 
and luxuriously appointed Residential 
Concierge Suite Enclave. Gusts are 
welcomed in the exclusive VIP check-
in lounge. The resort offers a main 
swimming pool with water ritual feature, 
dedicated restaurants, and full use of  
all resort facilities. AAA Four Diamond. 
All-Inclusive

RIU PALACE BAVARO
HHHHH
This resort boasts over 600 rooms across 
the main building and 12 exclusive villas. 
All guestrooms have free WiFi, a mini-bar 
with a beverage dispenser, a coffee 
machine, 24-hour room service, and a 
balcony or terrace, among numerous 
other amenities. Guests can cool off at 
the Arena Gorda beach or in one of the 
swimming pools, one of which is just for 
children. Guests also enjoy access to 
the Splash Water World. All-Inclusive

TRS TURQUESA HOTEL
HHHHH
Designed exclusively for adults, The 
Royal Suites Turquesa offers the privacy 
and personalized service of a boutique 
resort, as well as access to the wide 
array of services its three sister resorts 
within the complex offer. Guests at 
The Royal Suites enjoy exclusive 
amenities, a private beach, a newly 
added exclusive Beach Club, pools, 
bars, butler service, and 24-hour room 
service. All-Inclusive/Adults-Only

SECRETS ROYAL BEACH 
PUNTA CANA
HHHHH
This Unlimited-Luxury® resort puts a 
modern twist on traditional Caribbean 
décor. Guests will enjoy a large free-form 
pool; non-motorized water sports; a 
full-service spa; gourmet dining; and top-
shelf spirits. Enjoy the Sip, Savor & See 
Dining Experience with select nearby 
Breathless, Dreams, Now and Sunscape 
Resorts & Spas (restrictions apply; 
transfers not included). See ad on page 
53. Unlimited-Luxury®/Adults-Only

ZOËTRY AGUA PUNTA CANA
HHHHH
Stunningly located along 200 yards 
of private beach on the easternmost 
coast is a sanctuary of supreme 
relaxation offering Endless Privileges®. 
Trappings include 96 ultra-luxe suites; 
four gourmet à la carte restaurants; 
a sumptuous spa; full-service fitness 
center; 24-hour in-suite dining; the Sip, 
Savor & See Dining Experience with 
select nearby resorts, and even more. 
AAA Four Diamond. See ad on  
page 53. Endless Privileges®

BARCELÓ BÁVARO PALACE
HHHHH

Set on pristine sands along the clear 
Caribbean waters lies Barceló Bávaro 
Palace, part of the larger Barceló Bávaro 
Grand Resort. Up to 10 restaurants 
within the complex; four swimming 
pools, including a children’s water park; a 
24-hour casino; theater; U-Spa; bowling 
area; world-class convention center 
ideal for groups; The Lakes Barceló Golf 
Course; and several sports fields create 
a rich guest experience. All-Inclusive

HARD ROCK HOTEL & CASINO 
PUNTA CANA
HHHHH

Challenge yourself on the 18-hole Jack 
Nicklaus-designed golf course.  
Featuring an expansive Las Vegas-style 
casino, or rock out at ORO nightclub. 
Turn it back down at the Rock Spa®. 
Luxuriate in one of 13 pools, with three 
swim-up bars, and, for the kids, three 
pools, water slides, and a dedicated kids 
club and arcade center. Dine at one of 
the nine restaurants and 23 bars. AAA 
Four Diamond. All-Inclusive

IBEROSTAR BAVARO
HHHHH

This Selection resort offers all-suite 
accommodations; fine dining at six 
specialty restaurants; four bars and 
lounges; disco; 24-hour room service; 
the newly built Spa Sensations; casino; 
tropical gardens; on-site 18-hole 
championship golf course designed  
by P.B. Dye; shops on Caribbean 
Street; and several additional activities.  
See ad on page 50. All-Inclusive
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LUXURY BAHIA  
PRINCIPE AMBAR
HHHHH

Newly renovated, fronting the swaying 
palms and azure waters of Bavaro 
Beach, this resort invites guests to 
experience impeccable service, selective 
entertainment, a refreshing pool, à la 
carte restaurants, bars, and a spa.  
For more, there’s Bahia Principe Village 
and the complex’s many sister hotels 
except Fantasia. See ad on page 49.  
All-Inclusive/Adults-Only

LUXURY BAHIA  
PRINCIPE ESMERALDA
HHHHH

Its prime east coast beachfront access 
is made more exquisite with butler 
service and personalized assistance  
for every guest. Boasting colonial style 
and exquisite décor, guests can also 
explore Bahia Principe Village and all 
Luxuy Bahia Principe in the complex 
except Fantasia. See ad on page 49. 
All-Inclusive

FANTASIA BAHIA PRINCIPE 
PUNTA CANA
HHHHH

New and magical, guests here enjoy 
towering castles, a one-of-a-kind  
water park, kids club, expansive  
pools, exquisite accommodations,  
and gourmet restaurants. The teens 
club is equipped with a gym, movie 
theater, dance floor, DJ, video 
consoles, pool table, and spa.  
Access to Bahia Principe Village  
and select complex hotels included. 
See ad on page 49. All-Inclusive

HIDEAWAY AT ROYALTON 
PUNTA CANA RESORT
HHHHH

Set along Bavaro Beach, one of the 
best beaches in the world, this property 
is the perfect place for travelers in 
search of an elegant adults-only 
vacation. Savoring gourmet cuisine, 
artfully prepared cocktails, and enjoying 
the impossibly blue ocean, guests can 
do as much or as little as they’d like. 
All-In Luxury®

MAJESTIC ELEGANCE  
PUNTA CANA
HHHHH

This beachfront resort, where the junior 
suites and suites are all equipped with 
indoor Jacuzzis®, is ideal for lovers of 
the Caribbean. It offers WiFi throughout 
the resort; restaurant buffet and a la 
carte with unlimited visits; 16 bars; a 
lagoon swimming pool; room service; 
golf; and the Elegance Club, an adults-
only section with upgraded amenities 
and services. See ad on page 51. 
All-Inclusive

MELIA CARIBE  
TROPICAL RESORT
HHHHH

An excellent choice for individuals, 
families, and groups of any kind. Resort 
features 609 junior suites and suites, 11 
restaurants; free-flow dining; guests 18 
and older can access select restaurants 
at the adjacent Melia Punta Cana Beach 
expanding the culinary offering to a 
total of 13 restaurants, 8 bars, 6 pools, 
expansive beach, The Level offers 
exclusive services and facilities, a  
kid’s club, YHI Spa, golf. All-Inclusive

OCEAN EL FARO
HHHHH

Located on the seafront overlooking  
the idyllic beaches of Punta Cana,  
the Ocean El Faro features swimming 
pools, a calm stream with a gentle 
current, as well as a family area with  
a water park. The resort, located  
in the Uvero Alto area, also has 
spectacular rooms, a wide range of 
themed restaurants, a Despacio Spa 
Centre, Privilege, Exclusive Rooms  
and Services and a full programme  
of entertainment for the whole family.  

PARADISUS PUNTA  
CANA RESORT
HHHHH

This resort is surrounded by lush 
tropical gardens and mangroves in  
one of Punta Cana’s most prestigious 
corners: Bavaro Beach. Experience 
personalized service in the adults-
only Royal Service category and 
championship golf just minutes away. 
The resort is ideal for families, golfers, 
and couples. AAA Four Diamond. 
All-Inclusive
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THE RESERVE AT PARADISUS 
PUNTA CANA
HHHHH

The Reserve at Paradisus Punta Cana 
offers you your very own vacation 
home. Here, guests have exclusive 
access to separate facilities as well 
as the Signature Paradisus Family 
Concierge Suites, renowned for their 
comfort and irresistible array of family-
friendly amenities. AAA Four Diamond.
All-Inclusive

RIU PALACE MACAO
HHHHH

This adults-only resort is situated on 
a 16-mile beach surrounded by lush 
gardens. Featuring 364 newly renovated 
guestrooms, three pools (one with a 
swim-up bar), and a delightful selection 
of dining options, this hotel creates a 
unique atmosphere of unpretentious 
elegance. Amenities include 24-hour 
room service and complimentary 
wireless internet. Guests also have 
access to Splash Water World.  
All-Inclusive/Adults-Only

RIU PALACE PUNTA CANA
HHHHH

This completely renovated all-inclusive 
hotel is located on a spectacular stretch 
of white-sand beach and features 676 
guestrooms, all with RIU’s distinctive 
amenities. The hotel offers an American 
breakfast buffet, room service, and 
24-hour all-inclusive snacks and 
beverages, plus six restaurants. Guests 
also have access to the Splash Water 
World water park. All-Inclusive

RIU REPUBLICA
HHHHH

This adults-only hotel offers the perfect 
vacation with 24/7 all-inclusive service. 
Set in an extraordinary location for those 
who love water sports and all types of 
outdoor activities—including tennis and 
golf—the hotel features comfortable 
accommodations, two enormous infinity 
pools, and large solarium terraces. 
Guests can also enjoy the new Splash 
Water World. All-Inclusive/Adults-Only

ROYALTON PUNTA CANA 
RESORT & CASINO
HHHHH

Combining the charming culture of 
the Dominican Republic with a luxury 
product, exceptional service, and 
incredible attention to detail, this is a 
vacation experience built for travelers 
of all ages. The modern resort features 
three sections: a family friendly one, 
Diamond Club™ for a higher level of 
service, and a tranquil Diamond Club™ 
Adults-Only section. All-In Luxury®

BARCELO BAVARO BEACH
HHHH
Nestled along a white sandy shore and 
the crystalline Caribbean Sea, discover 
the adults-only, 24-hour all-inclusive 
Barceló Bávaro Beach. This resort 
offers over 580 chic, Caribbean-style 
rooms, up to three restaurants, and a 
large swimming pool. Guests also enjoy 
access to the services and amenities of 
the entire Barceló Bávaro Grand Resort, 
including eight restaurants, 24-hour 
casino, U-Spa and more! All-Inclusive/
Adults-Only

CHIC PUNTA CANA
HHHH
On the golden sands of Uvero Alto, CHIC 
by Royalton provides discerning adults  
a social vacation experience. Capturing 
the luxury poolside atmosphere of 
Vegas and South Beach, all 320 stylish 
guestrooms are designed in keeping 
with the trendiest hotels. Spend sultry 
afternoons in private cabanas. Savor 
culinary creations at six gourmet 
restaurants. Boost your energy at the 
oxygen bar. Give yourself the privilege  
of “All-Exclusive.” All-Exclusive™

GRAND BAHIA  
PRINCIPE BAVARO
HHHH
Experience great beaches and non-stop 
entertainment and leisure with two pools, 
six restaurants, four bars, a spa, and 
the Bahia Principe Village shopping and 
entertainment center. Younger guests 
enjoy the Bahia Scouts mini-club, a 
water park, teens club, mini-disco, and 
more. Enjoy staying at one, and playing 
at neighboring Grand Bahia Principe 
Turquesa and Punta Cana. See ad  
on page 49. All-Inclusive

GRAND BAHIA  
PRINCIPE TURQUESA
HHHH
A vacation experience the whole 
family can enjoy, here rooms are 
spacious enough to host large families, 
dining options suit every taste, a 
children’s waterpark and activities 
and entertainment are designed for 
everyone—including the kids. Guests 
can also enjoy the neighboring Bavaro 
and Punta Cana Grand hotels. All this 
and more awaits you on Bavaro Beach.
See ad on page 49. All-Inclusive

GRAND PALLADIUM PALACE 
RESORT SPA & CASINO
HHHH
Ideally located on famous Bavaro Beach, 
this resort has bountiful gardens; newly 
renovated rooms, lobby, and restaurants; 
a casino; kids club featuring the Play 
at Palladium with Raggs program; and 
a new adults-only pool that keeps the 
bar open until 11 PM. A variety of à la 
carte restaurants and bars plus nightly 
entertainment is provided for all ages, 
along with free WiFi and room service. 
See ad on page 52. All-Inclusive

GRAND PALLADIUM PUNTA 
CANA RESORT SPA
HHHH
On the shore of Bavaro Beach,this resort 
is accompanied by two outstanding sister 
properties. Couples and families can 
choose from a wide variety of cuisines 
at eight à la carte restaurants, pamper 
themselves with relaxing massages at 
the distinguished spa, or practice their 
favorite water sport. Additional amenities 
include free WiFi, room service, and  
14 bars around the resort. See ad on 
page 52. All-Inclusive

IBEROSTAR DOMINICANA
HHHH
This recently renovated resort shares 
facilities with Iberostar Punta Cana and 
features an enclosed buffet area, a newly 
laid-out Mexican restaurant, a greatly 
expanded casino, new StarMarket shop, 
newly built SPA Sensations, and much 
more. The resort also offers preferred 
rates at the on-site P.B. Dye-designed golf 
course, a supervised kids/teen program 
and lots of entertainment programs.  
See ad on page 50. All-Inclusive
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IBEROSTAR PUNTA CANA
HHHH
Visit an exotic haven, where lagoonstyle 
pools shimmer beneath swaying 
palm trees. Iberostar Punta Cana 
offers an exceptional family vacation, 
with incredible dining options at six 
specialty restaurants, a newly built spa, 
newly renovated casino; shopping; 
a supervised Star Camp (Kids/Teen 
Club); and endless activities for every 
member of the family. See ad on  
page 50. All-Inclusive

MAJESTIC COLONIAL  
PUNTA CANA
HHHH
A colonial-style beachfront resort with 
658 oversized junior suites and suites 
with jacuzzi; free WiFi:14 bars; seven 
restaurants; a sports bar/discotheque; 
1,312-foot river-shaped pool; 
entertainment program; and a supervised 
Kids Club Castle are among the amenities 
guests will discover. This property also 
offers the Colonial Club, an adults-only 
section with Majestic Supreme Service. 
See ad on page 51. All-Inclusive

GRAND MEMORIES  
PUNTA CANA
HHHH
Located only a short walk away from one 
of the most pristine and beautiful stretches 
of Bavaro Beach, Grand Memories Punta 
Cana is perfectly situated in a lush tropical 
setting, with unparalleled service and 
deluxe accommodations that perfectly 
fit into the magical ambiance of this 
Caribbean coast. Discover the beautiful 
beach, golden sands, and an abundance 
of accommodation options with high-
quality amenities. All-Inclusive

GRAND MEMORIES SPLASH
HHHH
Located only a short walk away from 
one of the most pristine and beautiful 
stretches of Bavaro Beach, Grand 
Memories Splash offers access to 
diverse dining options, indulge in the 
romance of the Mediterranean at the 
resort’s Italian à la carte restaurant, 
which offers the perfect ambiance  
for special occasions and celebrations, 
or embark on a thrilling seafood 
adventure at the popular restaurant 
‘Under The Sea’.  

OCCIDENTAL CARIBE
HHHH
On the sugar-soft sands of Punta Cana, 
along the clear waters of the Caribbean 
Sea sits the all-inclusive Occidental 
Caribe. This elegant, Mediterranean-
inspired resort offers 798 elegant 
guestrooms and suites; up to seven 
restaurants and eight bars; two pools, 
including a mini water park for kids; 
rejuvenating spa; nightly shows and 
more. Beach lovers will enjoy the various 
outdoor activities available. All-Inclusive

OCEAN BLUE & SAND
HHHH
A spectacular all-inclusive resort located 
on paradisiacal beaches with white 
sand and turquoise water, this is an 
all-junior-suite hotel with a VIP Privilege 
section. Endless island activities with 
24-hour all-inclusive amenities, free 
room service, a bowling alley, WiFi, 
casino, and free unlimited à la carte 
dining make this a prime hotel for 
couples and families. All-Inclusive

PUNTA CANA PRINCESS  
ALL SUITES RESORT & SPA
HHHH
This cozy all-suites resort for adults only. 
Pamper yourself with room service, 
butler service on the beach, and free 
internet. Enjoy a unique selection of 
specialty restaurants and facilities that 
cater to those who want something 
more than the typical all-inclusive. 
Guests staying at one can play at three 
of its sister properties! All-Inclusive/
Adults-Only

RIU BAMBU
HHHH
This hotel features 1,000 bungalow-
style guestrooms on one of Punta 
Cana’s most beautiful beaches. The 
resort offers 24-hour all-inclusive 
(snacks and beverage) service, exciting 
activities, nightly outdoor entertainment, 
a nightclub, and casino, all surrounded 
by inviting swimming pools and tropical 
vegetation. Guests can also enjoy free, 
unlimited access to the new Splash 
Water World at Riu Resort. All-Inclusive

RIU NAIBOA
HHHH
A peaceful setting for a relaxing holiday, 
Riu Naiboa is surrounded by abundant 
gardens, a warm climate, and is far 
from the hustle and bustle of the city. 
You’ll find a swimming pool, a solarium 
terrace, as well as a variety of sports 
and entertainment options. Clients 
staying within the RIU complex have 
free unlimited access to the new Splash 
Water World. All-Inclusive

OCCIDENTAL PUNTA CANA
HHH
Surrounded by some of the finest white 
sands in Punta Cana, this all-inclusive 
resort offers over 860 rooms and 
suites with balconies; three pools; 
11 restaurants; ten bars; a disco; live 
music; theater; water sports; kids club; 
daily and nightly entertainment; and 
more. Enhance your stay with Royal 
Level accommodations and services.  
All-Inclusive

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC -  
LA ROMANA

DREAMS DOMINICUS  
LA ROMANA
HHHHH
Dreams Dominicus La Romana, set 
in the town of Bayahibe. Guests can 
lounge by one of the three pristine 
swimming pools or retreat to the 
expansive Dreams Spa by Pevonia®, 
offering peaceful treatment spaces, 
gardens, and hydrotherapy areas. 
Kids and teens can hang out at the 
supervised Explorer’s Club and Core 
Zone Teens Club. See ad on page 53.  
Unlimited-Luxury®

CASA DE CAMPO  
RESORT & VILLAS
HHHHH

A luxury family resort for the adventure 
of a lifetime. Play 63 holes of Pete Dye-
designed golf, including the famed “Teeth 
of The Dog” course, the #1 course in the 
Caribbean. Also enjoy polo; the marina; 
tennis; shooting club; spa; renowned 
restaurants; exclusive beaches; luxurious 
accommodations; private villas; exclusive 
beaches; and “La Villa de los Artistas,” 
Altos de Chavon. All-Inclusive Available
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IBEROSTAR HACIENDA 
DOMINICUS
HHHHH

A unique blend of a relaxed Caribbean 
atmosphere and classic elegance come 
together to create an authentic and 
indulgent resort. Featuring 504 perfectly 
appointed rooms, four pools, four 
specialty restaurants, six bars, 24-hour 
room service, and endless amenities, 
this resort is exquisitely designed for 
leisurely garden strolls or unwinding  
on the beach. See ad on page 50. 
All-Inclusive

LUXURY BAHIA PRINCIPE 
BOUGANVILLE
HHHHH

Tucked amid palm trees and gardens, 
this beachfront resort fascinates. Savor 
tantalizing international cuisine with 
unlimited fine dining and golf. And take 
advantage of complimentary access to 
Grand Bahia Principe La Romana and 
the Bahia Principe Village. See ad on 
page 49. All-Inclusive/Adults-Only

GRAND BAHIA PRINCIPE  
LA ROMANA
HHHH
Enjoy fabulous swimming pools, 
Jacuzzis®, sports facilities, tennis 
courts, a golf course, a Bahia Spa, 
non-motorized water sports, and 
spacious Junior Suites. The hotel’s 
five on-site restaurants provide 
buffet-style food as well as à la carte 
menus. At night, the fun continues at 
Bahia Principe Village with live music, 
karaoke, a disco, and more. See ad 
on page 49. All-Inclusive

IBEROSTAR COSTA DORADA
HHHH
Tucked between majestic mountains 
and shimmering waves, this resort is 
a haven for water lovers. Relax while 
sipping a beverage at one of six bars, 
or join in daily activities while younger 
guests live it up at star camp kids/teen 
club. Dine at three specialty restaurants, 
or enjoy a nightly show. Unrivaled 
amenities plus unmatched service 
ensure a spectacular family getaway. 
See ad on page 50. All-Inclusive

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC - 
PUERTO PLATA

CASA COLONIAL BEACH 
RESORT & SPA
HHHHHBOUTIQUE

This tasteful resort on the northern 
coast fuses old world elegance with 
contemporary style to excellent effect; 
colonial aesthetic meets modern chic 
in accommodations furnished with one-
of-a-kind art and unique fixtures. Fusion 
continues at Lucia, where cuisine is 
artfully prepared, and at Bagua Spa, 
where indigenous and European 
treatments merge luxuriously.  
AAA Four Diamond.  

SUNSCAPE PUERTO PLATA 
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
HHHH
This resort is located on the exclusive 
northern coast of Playa Dorada. 
Boasting eight restaurants and bars 
and surrounded by a beautiful 18-hole 
golf course, here guests can indulge in 
the benefits of Unlimited-Fun®: 24-hour 
unlimited food and beverage options 
and  amenities—all without wristbands. 
Enjoy a wide variety of activities and kid-
friendly programs. See ad on page 53 
Unlimited-Fun®

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC -  
PURTO PLATA - RIO SAN JUAN

GRAND BAHIA PRINCIPE  
SAN JUAN
HHHH

Set on a one-mile private beach, 
this resort boasts a wide range of 
restaurants, bars, and entertainment that 
delights guests of all ages. The beach, 
sheltered by a coral reef, is truly a tropical 
paradise, perfect for snorkeling, lounging, 
and to engage in a selection of beach 
activities and water sports. At night, 
experience Bahia Principe Village and its 
karaoke, live music, nightclub, and more.
See ad on page 49. All-Inclusive

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC - 
SAMANA

LUXURY BAHIA PRINCIPE 
CAYO LEVANTADO
HHHHH
Discover pure Caribbean paradise at 
the only hotel located on the idyllic island 
of Cayo Levantado. The journey to this 
property begins with a short ferry ride to a 
magical island of otherworldly beauty. With 
elegantly appointed accommodations, 
sweeping ocean views, multiple swimming 
pools and whirlpools, six restaurants, and 
four bars, the property allows guests to 
disconnect and recharge. See ad on 
page 49. All-Inclusive

GRAND BAHIA  
PRINCIPE CAYACOA
HHHH
Atop a picturesque Dominican cliff with 
panoramic views of the Bay of Samana, 
this beachfront resort attracts guests of all 
ages. With well-appointed guestrooms, 
three pools, five restaurants, four bars, a 
spa, casino, and a bundle of amenities 
and activities, this resort delivers fun and 
relaxation. Just minutes away, Bahia 
Principe Village provides guests with 
shopping and leisure options.  
See ad on page 49. All-Inclusive

GRAND BAHIA PRINCIPE  
EL PORTILLO
HHHH
Boasting one of the island’s most 
spectacular beaches, perfect for 
snorkeling, El Portillo offers an array of 
activities and amenities. Explore spacious 
Family Suites, play areas, a water park, 
great sports facilities, daily and nightly 
entertainment, and more. Additional 
leisure options include non-stop fun at 
Bahia Principe Village or a visit to Las 
Terrenas, a vibrant little fishing town. 
See ad on page 49. All-Inclusive

LUXURY BAHIA  
PRINCIPE SAMANA 
HHHH
Golden beaches and tropical hills 
wrap this bay, a destination for nature 
lovers, adventurers, and romantics. 
Intimate and relaxing are the resort’s 
exquisite accommodations, à la carte 
dining, and personalized service. Its 
awe-inspiring setting makes it the 
perfect choice to enjoy an exclusive 
treatment at Bahia Spa. See ad on 
page 49. All-Inclusive/Adults-Only

JAMAICA - MONTEGO BAY

BREATHLESS MONTEGO BAY 
RESORT & SPA
HHHHH
Breathless Montego Bay Resort & Spa, 
surrounded by Montego Bay Marine 
Park, is a modern, adults-only, resort 
boasting chic design and state-of-the-art 
technology. Featuring the only rooftop 
pool and bar in Jamaica, the resort also 
offers fire pits, cabanas, five bars, seven 
restaurants, themed parties that provide 
the ultimate social setting, and 24-hour 
room service. See ad on page 53. 
Unlimited-Luxury®/Adults-Only
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JAMAICA - MONTEGO BAY

HALF MOON JAMAICA
HHHHH
Discover beautiful gardens, a nature 
reserve, and 197 rooms and suites 
in whitewashed cottages, plus 31 
capacious villas, all fronted by two miles 
of private beach. Half Moon offers a 
broad range of amenities, including 
an 18-hole championship golf course; 
massive spa; Equestrian Centre; 13 
tennis courts; unique children’s facilities;  
and a multitude of leisure activities.  
Meals and Drinks inclusive plan available. 

IBEROSTAR GRAND  
ROSE HALL
HHHHH
This beachfront adults-only resort is 
located in beautiful Rose Hall, and 
includes luxuries like personalized butler 
service, 24-hour gourmet room service, 
concierge service, four pools, and 
spacious suites with top-of-the- 
line amenities, as well as a world-class 
spa. AAA Four Diamond. See ad on 
page 50. All-Inclusive/Adults-Only

IBEROSTAR ROSE HALL 
SUITES, SELECTION
HHHHH
An upscale family resort designed to 
exceed every expectation, it features 
concierge and 24-hour room services; a 
lazy river, infinity pool, water playground; 
five specialty restaurants; five bars and 
lounges; a disco; and Star Camp (kids/
teen club). AAA Four Diamond. See ad 
on page 50. All-Inclusive

RIU PALACE JAMAICA
HHHHH
Riu Palace Jamaica is one of the best 
hotels in Montego Bay, Jamaica. It is 
the ideal place to enjoy a vacation with 
your partner or with friends, thanks 
to RIU Hotels & Resorts’ Adults Only 
program. Amenities include free WiFi, 
room service 24 hours a day, infinity 
pools, and an endless array of sports 
and activities that will make your 
vacation unforgettable. All-Inclusive/
Adults-Only

SECRETS ST. JAMES 
MONTEGO BAY
HHHHH
A relaxing oceanfront destination, elegant 
rooms and suites, this resort offers 24-
hour room service; outdoor Jacuzzis®; 
nine restaurants; eight bars and lounges; 
nightly entertainment; wedding gazebos; 
nearby golf; and on-site water sports 
and fitness centers. Kick things up by 
utilizing your exchange privileges with 
Secrets Wild Orchid next door. AAA 
Four Diamond. See ad on page 53. 
Unlimited-Luxury®/Adults-Only

SECRETS WILD ORCHID 
MONTEGO BAY
HHHHH
From indigenous art to chic design, 
Secrets Wild Orchid offers the 15,000- 
square-foot Secrets Spa by Pevonia®, 
24-hour room service, large pool, nine 
gourmet restaurants, eight bars and 
lounges, nightly entertainment, water 
sports, and a fully equipped fitness center 
await. Enjoy the option to escape to the 
sophisticated Secrets St. James next door. 
AAA Four Diamond. See ad on page 53. 
Unlimited-Luxury®/Adults-Only

ZOËTRY MONTEGO BAY JAMAICA 
HHHHH
Zoëtry Montego Bay Jamaica, 
a boutique resort in the upscale 
Ironshore neighborhood brings the 
Endless Privileges® experience, where 
everything is included, to the island 
of Jamaica. Zoëtry Montego Bay has 
49 suites in three main buildings. 
Indulge in limitless access to à la carte 
restaurants, each with a bar serving 
unlimited top-shelf beverages, as well 
as 24-hour in-suite private dining. See 
ad on page 53. Endless Privileges®

IBEROSTAR ROSE  
HALL BEACH
HHHHH

Located in the golf community of Rose 
Hall, approximately 20 minutes from 
Sangster Airport, this beachfront resort 
has a Caribbean colonial-style décor 
filled with tropical gardens. Also: three 
specialty restaurants; two pools, one 
with an infinity edge; five bars and 
lounges; Star Camp (kids/teens club); 
disco; and endless activities, including  
a game room and more. See ad on 
page 50. All-Inclusive

RIU MONTEGO BAY
HHHH
Located less than three miles from 
downtown Montego Bay and practically 
next door to a lively shopping center, 
this island oasis offers a wide variety of 
activities and deluxe accommodations 
in a beautiful setting. Hotel amenities 
include four restaurants; five bars; 
complimentary WiFi in all public areas; 
fitness center; spa; disco; pool with 
adjoining Jacuzzi®; children’s pool; and 
Mini-Club and playground. All-Inclusive

RIU REGGAE
HHHH
Placed right on the beach and 
surrounded by incredible nature,  
the Riu Reggae is an all-inclusive, 
adults-only hotel in the heart of reggae 
country: Montego Bay. Thanks to its 
idyllic surroundings and a wide array  
of services and amenities such as free 
WiFi, infinity pools, a gym, and a spa,  
it is the perfect place for a vacation with 
your partner or friends. All-Inclusive/
Adults-Only

SUNSCAPE COVE MONTEGO BAY
HHHH
Surrounded by the Montego Bay Marine 
Park, Jamaica’s fully underwater national 
park, this all-Sun Club resort provides 
guests with elevated amenities, 
including special treats for kids, and 
an upgraded mini-bar that’s refreshed 
daily. Enjoy 24-hour access to food and 
beverages, complimentary WiFi in the 
lobby and lounge, and room service. 
Indulge in Unlimited-Fun® for the kid 
in everyone! See ad on page 53. 
Unlimited-Fun®

SUNSCAPE SPLASH  
MONTEGO BAY
HHHH
Zip down water slides at Pirate’s Paradise 
Waterpark, and enjoy 24-hour access 
to food and beverages at the Unlimited-
Fun® Sunscape Splash Montego Bay! 
Kids can have supervised fun in the 
Explorer’s Club, while the Core Zone 
offers activities for teens. Enjoy the VIP 
family check-in experience with red 
carpet stairs, a welcome treat, and resort 
passports for kids. See ad on page 53. 
Unlimited-Fun®
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JAMAICA - OCHO RIOS

COUPLES TOWER ISLE
HHHHH
Blending breezy island-chic style 
with Couples’ flair for elegance and 
sophistication, Couples Tower Isle is 
Couples’ flagship retreat on the lush 
coastline of Ocho Rios. Featuring its 
own private island, 218 rooms and 
suites, four swimming pools, an award-
winning spa, and acclaimed farm-to-
table cuisine in six unique restaurants, 
this iconic all-inclusive resort delights 
romantics of every age. See ad on 
page 54. All-Inclusive/Adults-Only

JAMAICA INN
HHHHH
Since 1950, Jamaica Inn has been a 
top resort in the Caribbean. It’s a small, 
elegantly timeless resort with just 52 
suites spread over six acres. Every 
suite has a sweeping view of the sea. 
The property boasts a 700-foot private 
beach, numbered among the best in 
the Caribbean. AAA Four Diamond.  
All-Inclusive Available

MOON PALACE JAMAICA
HHHHH
The latest property from Palace 
Resorts, the Moon Palace Jamaica 
offers luxurious amenities that start 
with 700 modern rooms and suites, 
four pools, five restaurants, eight bars, 
and a gourmet food corridor. With 
features like a FlowRider® Double Wave 
Simulator, Wired Teens Lounge, and 
ample meeting and event space, it’s no 
surprise that its guests of all ages agree 
that they love it. AAA Four Diamond.  
See ad on page 55. All-Inclusive

COUPLES SANS  
SOUCI RESORT
HHHHH

The “Jewel of Jamaica,” Couples 
Sans Souci is a hidden gem set 
majestically against emerald mountains 
and the Caribbean Sea. Featuring just 
150 suites, this intimate, romantic, 
oceanfront all-inclusive features three 
restaurants; six bars; an award-winning 
spa; and three inviting swimming pools 
tucked into lush tropical foliage. See ad 
on page 54. All-Inclusive/Adults-Only

RIU OCHO RIOS
HHHH
Unwind with spectacular waterfalls 
and fine dining, a pampering spa, 
and Jacuzzi®, or simply revel in the 
Caribbean sunshine while enjoying 
mirthful entertainment. This hotel offers 
free weddings, complimentary WiFi 
in all public areas, a disco, and kids 
amenities like RiuLand Mini-Club.  
All-Inclusive

JAMAICA - RUNAWAY BAY

MELIÁ BRACO VILLAGE
HHHHH
Nestled on a secluded stretch of white 
sand beach on Jamaica’s north coast, 
this intimate resort features unique 
colonial-style architecture, 232 spacious 
guest rooms and suites, exquisite dining 
at 6 restaurants, two pools, free WiFi, 
Kids & Co. club, daily activities, nightly 
live entertainment, disco, adventure 
park, gym, spa, garden and beach 
gazebos, meetings and event spaces. 
All-inclusive

LUXURY BAHIA PRINCIPE 
RUNAWAY BAY
HHHHH

Located on a privileged beach, this 
resort delights with premium amenities 
and service. Experience great 
entertainment from sunrise to sunset. 
Relax poolside, treat yourself to a 
pampering spa experience, dance all 
night at Bahia Principe Village’s nightclub, 
or enjoy access to Grand Bahia Principe 
Jamaica. AAA Four Diamond. See ad  
on page 49. All-Inclusive/Adults-Only

GRAND BAHIA  
PRINCIPE, JAMAICA
HHHH
Located on Runaway Bay, among cliffs, 
exuberant vegetation, and spectacular 
beaches. Enjoy a wide range of services, 
great facilities, and organized activities 
day and night for a relaxing, fun vacation. 
Families enjoy lake-style pools, a kids 
club, a children’s waterpark, and, of 
course, music everywhere. Sports 
facilities, live entertainment, and a disco at 
Bahia Principe Village complete a perfect 
stay. See ad on page 49. All-Inclusive

JAMAICA - LUCEA

GRAND PALLADIUM LADY 
HAMILTON RESORT & SPA
HHHHH

This modern beachfront resort features 
a spa and wellness center; junior 
suites, suites, and luxurious adults-only 
Romance Villa Suite, including free 
WiFi and room service; a large indoor 
theater; gaming lounge; seven à la carte 
restaurants; and 14 bars. The resort 
shares facilities and services with the 
neighboring Grand Palladium Jamaica 
Resort & Spa. See ad on page 52. 
All-Inclusive

GRAND PALLADIUM JAMAICA 
RESORT & SPA
HHHH
Ideally located on the beachfront, 
this resort has a variety of à la carte 
restaurants, a kids club, and a full-
service spa. The huge swim-up pool 
with bar, children’s water park, and 
newly renovated sports bar are special 
highlights that go along with free WiFi 
and free room service. See ad on  
page 52. All-Inclusive

JAMAICA - NEGRIL

COUPLES SWEPT AWAY NEGRIL
HHHHH
Located on world-famous Seven Mile 
Beach, 312-suite Couples Swept 
Away delights romantics with its tranquil 
19-acre setting, stunning white sand 
beach, and succulent island cuisine. 
One of the island’s most beloved all-
inclusive resorts, this all-suite stunner 
features six restaurants, eight bars, 
and three swimming pools, as well as 
an award-winning spa and a ten-acre 
fitness complex. See ad on page 54. 
All-Inclusive/Adults-Only

GRAND LIDO NEGRIL, AU 
NATUREL ALL SUITE RESORT
HHHHH
Private and exclusive, this newly built 
oceanfront boutique resort offers an 
au naturel luxury all-inclusive option for 
adults. Enjoy ocean views from every 
angle while relaxing in the pool or on 
spacious patios. It’ll be a contemporary, 
upscale, and elegant naturist holiday with 
26 ocean-facing suites, butler service, 
and access to Royalton Negril and the 
adults-only Hideaway at Royalton Negril. 
All-Inclusive/Adults-Only
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JAMAICA - NEGRIL

RIU NEGRIL
HHHHH
Located on a plush stretch of Jamaican 
beach, Riu Negril is ideal for a relaxing 
and memorable vacation. Hotel 
amenities include 24-hour snacks and 
beverages; five restaurants with six 
meal options; six bars; fully stocked 
mini-bars and liquor dispenser in room; 
two lit tennis courts; complimentary WiFi 
in public areas and RiuLand Mini-Club. 
Free wedding package is available.  
All-Inclusive

RIU PALACE TROPICAL BAY
HHHHH
Nestled on a secluded stretch of 
white-sand beach, this hotel is an 
incredible fun-in-the-sun vacation  
spot with five restaurants, six bars and 
complimentary wireless internet. In the 
guestrooms: coffee maker, a flat screen 
TV, turndown service, and, just to top  
it off, 24 hour room service. The resort 
also offers exchange privileges with  
Riu Negril. All-Inclusive

COUPLES NEGRIL
HHHH
Set on a secluded and romantic 
stretch of pure white sand, Couples 
Negril is a lively, low-key oceanfront 
oasis where long relaxing days merge 
seamlessly into evenings spent savoring 
exceptional cuisine. Featuring 234 
guest rooms and suites, this 18-acre 
all-inclusive retreat is a storybook setting 
with four restaurants, six bars, two 
swimming pools, and a world-class spa. 
See ad on page 54. All-Inclusive/
Adults-Only

PUERTO RICO

DORADO BEACH, A  
RITZ-CARLTON RESERVE
HHHHH
Somewhere between idyllic and perfection 
sits one of the most enchanting Puerto 
Rico luxury resorts - Dorado Beach, a 
Ritz-Carlton Reserve. All 115 guestrooms 
and suites feature an oversized terrace 
overlooking the ocean. Other features 
include a five-acre spa, Spa Botánico; and 
Jean Michel Cousteau’s Ambassadors of 
the Environment. AAA Five Diamond.

ST. REGIS BAHIA  
BEACH RESORT
HHHHH
Located on the Caribbean’s first  
Gold Certified Audubon Signature 
Sanctuary, luxury awaits at Puerto 
Rico’s first AAA Five Diamond Resort 
and Forbes Travel Guide Five Star 
Resort. Find full relaxation and indulge 
at the world-class Remede Spa or 
oceanfront pools, or discover a plethora 
of activities from biking to kite surfing, 
kayaking and golf–all just 25 minutes 
from San Juan Airport.

SAN JUAN MARRIOTT RESORT & 
STELLARIS CASINO
HHHH
With an outstanding beachfront location 
in the heart of Condado’s shopping and 
restaurant district, just minutes away 
from historic Old San Juan, this resort’s 
activities and entertainment options will 
make your visit as exciting or relaxing 
as you’d like. Slumber under a palm 
or beside the pool, its water slide, and 
hot tub; rejuvenate in the spa or fitness 
center; or test your luck in the full-
service casino. AAA Four Diamond.  

WYNDHAM GRAND RIO  
MAR PUERTO RICO GOLF & 
BEACH RESORT
HHHH
An ultimate beachfront escape on 
Puerto Rico’s beautiful northeastern 
shore, Wyndham Grand Rio Mar 
Puerto Rico Golf & Beach Resort 
boasts 400 renovated guestrooms; two 
championship golf courses; a tennis 
center; Mandara Spa; casino; three 
pools; seven restaurants and three 
lounges; water slide; children’s activities; 
and water activities. AAA Four Diamond.  

ST. KITTS

PARK HYATT ST. KITTS
HHHHH
The Park Hyatt St. Kitts offers golden-
sand beaches overlooking The Narrows, 
a strait separating St. Kitts and the 
volcanic island of Nevis. Guests will 
enjoy the highest levels of luxury. 
Spacious guestrooms and suites 
combine contemporary architecture 
with a colonial feel that taps into the rich 
historic roots of St. Kitts. Unique dining 
concepts in three signature restaurants 
offer exquisite cuisine.
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ST. KITTS

ST. KITTS MARRIOTT RESORT 
& THE ROYAL BEACH CASINO
HHHHH

This resort captivates from the 
moment you see it, immersing you 
in the culture and atmosphere of 
this relaxing and romantic Caribbean 
island. A beachfront property, it offers 
eight restaurants and three lounges, 
and its 35,000-square-foot casino, 
15,000-square-foot spa, 18-hole 
championship golf course, and white-
sand beach are sure to keep guests 
entertained. All-Inclusive Available

NEVIS

FOUR SEASONS RESORT 
NEVIS, WEST INDIES 
HHHHH
Practice your golf game on a scenic 
course, play tennis at a ten-court facility, 
escape to the spa’s tropical gardens, go 
monkey-spotting on a hike, taste flavors 
sourced from the chef’s garden in six  
on-property restaurants, or soak in the 
sun at a luxury beach house, three 
seaside pools, or two miles of beach. 
The choice is yours at this splendid 
resort in Nevis. AAA Five Diamond. 

SAINT LUCIA

JADE MOUNTAIN
HHHHH
Jade Mountain is a cornucopia of 
organic architecture celebrating Saint 
Lucia’s stunning scenic beauty. For 
instance, its extraordinary infinity pool 
sanctuaries are open-walled, stage-like 
settings from which to embrace the full 
glory of Saint Lucia’s Pitons and the 
Caribbean Sea. Guests enjoy privileges 
at sister resort Anse Chastanet, spread 
across a 600-acre estate and two 
beaches. All-Inclusive Available

SUGAR BEACH,  
A VICEROY RESORT
HHHHH
Tucked into over 100 acres of tropical 
rainforest and embraced by Saint 
Lucia’s World Heritage-listed Pitons, 
Sugar Beach is replete with French 
Caribbean charm. Its 96 rooms and 
villas boast elegant plantation styling.  
A stunning white-sand beach, beautiful 
spa, full PADI® dive facility, and superb 
waterfront dining ensure a splendid 
vacation experience. AAA Four 
Diamond. All-Inclusive Available

ANSE CHASTANET SAINT LUCIA
HHHHH BOUTIQUE

Set in a 600-acre tropical estate with 
two soft-sand beaches bordering 
pristine coral reefs, this romantic and 
scenic hideaway has 49 individually 
designed rooms that are scattered 
about a lush hillside or at beach level. 
Three restaurants and bars; a full-
service spa; scuba center; mountain 
bike facility; Serenity, their 42-foot 
yacht; daily guided hikes; shops; and 
art gallery complete the resort. AAA Four 
Diamond. All-Inclusive Available

CALABASH COVE  
RESORT & SPA
HHHHH BOUTIQUE

Located on a gently sloping beachfront, 
Calabash Cove is renowned for 
rest, relaxation, and rejuvenation in 
contemporary style. From sunset ocean 
views to private cottages on the water’s 
edge, enjoy the authentic Caribbean 
experience of good conversation, 
delicious cuisine, and panoramic views 
of the Caribbean in a boutique setting. 
The hotel staff are at your service.   
All-Inclusive Available

LADERA RESORT
HHHHH BOUTIQUE

Overlooking the Pitons—two volcanic 
spires and a recognized World Heritage 
Site—with the shimmering Caribbean 
Sea below, Ladera is an ultimate 
romantic retreat. Each of the resort’s 
iconic suites are distinctively designed 
with the fourth wall missing, lending to the 
feeling of being in harmony with the lush 
surrounding rainforest. The 37 suites and 
villas offer complete privacy, spectacular 
views, and private pools. AAA Four 
Diamond. All-Inclusive Available

THE LANDINGS RESORT & SPA 
BY ELEGANT HOTELS
HHHHH

Situated on 800 feet of beachfront, this 
resort’s 85 villa suites—outfitted with 
designer kitchens and spacious living 
rooms—provide a sense of luxury. Butler 
service is offered with ocean view or 
beachfront categories. Included with each 
stay is daily breakfast, non-motorized water 
sports, a fitness center, and kids club.  
Also featured: three restaurants, three  
bars, and a spa. AAA Four Diamond.   
All-Inclusive Available

SERENITY AT COCONUT BAY
HHHHH

A new philosophy in sophisticated adults-
only, Caribbean all-inclusive luxury. Where 
expectations are transcended. Desires 
indulged. Privacy perfected. Serenity, a 
state of being. Serenity offers 36 Plunge 
Pool Suites in a lush enclave of exotic 
Saint Lucia, just minutes from Hewanorra 
International Airport. Luxuries include 
spacious indoor and outdoor living areas, 
fine dining, craft cocktails, butler service, 
24-hour room service and personalized 
top-shelf bar. All-Inclusive

TI KAYE RESORT & SPA
HHHH  BOUTIQUE

Set along a cliffside on one of the best 
snorkeling bays on the island, Ti Kaye’s 
33 cottages—all with postcard views of 
stunning sunsets—make it the ultimate 
place to relax and unwind for weddings, 
honeymoons, eco-vacations, and land 
and sea adventures. While there, try 
the fabulous international cuisine and 
sommelier picks from the award-winning 
wine cellar, and experience personable 
service and sumptuous spa treatments. 
All-Inclusive Available

COCONUT BAY BEACH 
RESORT & SPA
HHHH
Located only five minutes from the 
international airport, this award-winning 
resort features: 250 air-conditioned 
rooms, nine restaurants, seven bars, 
five pools, fitness center, tennis and 
basketball courts, full service salon  
and oceanfront spa, the island’s largest 
waterpark and more! Designed to 
please all ages, this all-inclusive retreat 
is a great value for singles, families or 
couples. All-Inclusive

RENDEVOUS RESORT
HHHH
Rendezvous is a prime stage to live 
your vacation on your terms. The resort 
welcomes you to an idyllic and intimate 
ambiance, making this all-inclusive, 
couples-only boutique property a 
favorite. Accommodations feature 
marble floors, four-poster beds, and 
terraces. Couples enjoy the included 
dining, water sports, and Spa in the 
Water Garden. All-Inclusive/ 
Adults-Only
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SAINT LUCIA

ST. JAMES’S CLUB  
MORGAN BAY
HHHH
A refreshingly informal all-inclusive resort 
distinguished by its romantic beachfront 
setting just minutes away from Gros Islet 
and Rodney Bay. Its features a wide 
array of accommodations, four swimming 
pools, water sports, six restaurants, 
nightly entertainment, fitness center and 
complete children’s program that makes 
St. James’s Club Morgan Bay just right 
for couples and families seeking a fun 
tropical getaway. All-Inclusive

ST. MAARTEN / DUTCH SIDE

SONESTA OCEAN  
POINT RESORT
HHHHH
Sonesta Ocean Point Resort is an 
adults-only, all-suite, limitless all-
inclusive resort featuring unique design 
and exemplary service. The stylish, 
brand-new resort embraces a chic 
Caribbean style, with 130 spacious 
luxury suites offering stunning ocean 
views; three pools, including the cliffside 
Edge Pool with private beach area;  
and an endless array of amenities. 
Limitless All-Inclusive

ST. VINCENT AND THE 
GRENADINES - PALM ISLAND

PALM ISLAND RESORT & SPA 
THE GRENADINES
HHHHH
Palm Island is a tranquil private island 
resort that invites guests to slow down, 
recharge their batteries, and rediscover 
the wonders of nature. This luxury 135-
acre resort is surrounded by five dazzling 
white-sand beaches, and there are just 
43 guestrooms and villas, each with 
incredible views of either the gardens 
or turquoise sea. Palm Island is perfect 
for weddings, honeymoons, or romantic 
escapes. All-Inclusive/Adults-Only

TURKS AND CAICOS

COMO PARROT CAY
HHHHH
COMO Parrot Cay is a private-island 
resort in Turks and Caicos. It combines 
unspoiled nature with beachside  
villas and swathes of white sand.  
Restaurants serve a range of fine  
dining and casual dishes, including 
healthy COMO Shambhala cuisine. 
Wellness is catered for at the award-
winning COMO Shambhala Retreat, 
while water sports and island excursions 
complete the experience.  

SEVEN STARS RESORT
HHHHH
Seven Stars Resort on Grace Bay 
Beach blends genuine island hospitality 
with luxurious all-suite accommodations 
and bespoke amenities. Suites feature 
full kitchens or kitchenettes, wraparound 
balconies, and oversized marble 
bathrooms. An oceanfront pool terrace 
with cabanas, two restaurants, tennis, 
complimentary water sports, children’s 
program, fitness center, and nearby 
golf enhance your stay. See ad on 
page 56.

WYMARA RESORT & VILLAS
HHHHH
Caribbean cool meets urban chic at this 
modern, boutique oceanfront retreat 
on Grace Bay. Savor ocean views from 
any of the 91 guestrooms, including 
31 suites, four penthouses, and a new 
collection of villas for extra privacy. 
Lounge by the 7,000-square-foot infinity 
edge pool, heal at the award-winning 
Exhale Spa, or wine and dine at Stelle. 
It’s all here for you.

ALEXANDRA RESORT 
HHHH
Discover 90 studios and one- to four-
bedroom suites located on famous 
Grace Bay Beach. Amenities include 
a swimming pool; three restaurants 
with buffet and à la carte beachfront 
dining; three bars, including a swim-up 
bar; kayaks, sailboats, snorkeling, 
paddleboards; kids program; spa; fitness 
room; and day and night activities, plus 
free shuttle and all-inclusive access to 
Blue Haven and Beach House sister 
resorts. All-Inclusive

BEACH HOUSE 
HHHHBOUTIQUE

Beach House is an adults-only, 
all-inclusive, 21-suite boutique resort 
offering attentive, intimate service on 
Grace Bay Beach with reserved beach 
sunbeds and umbrellas, non-motorized 
watersports, nearby reef for snorkeling, 
bicycles, fitness room, two restaurants, 
and two bars. Enjoy dine-around and 
all-inclusive privileges at sister Alexandra 
and Blue Haven Resorts, accessible 
by free shuttle service. All-Inclusive/
Adults-Only

BLUE HAVEN RESORT 
HHHH
From a serene location in an upscale 
villa and mega-yacht community with a 
private beach, this hotel offers 41 studios 
and one- to three-bedroom suites; three 
restaurants; three bars, including a 
swim-up bar; infinity pool; water sports; 
fire pits; kids club; and spa. Perfect for 
groups, free shuttle and all-inclusive 
access to Alexandra and Beach House 
sister resorts is available. All-Inclusive

U.S. VIRGIN ISLANDS - ST. CROIX

THE BUCCANEER
HHHHH

This exquisite country club-like setting 
provides guests with 138 luxury 
accommodations; three pristine 
beaches; 18 holes of golf; eight tennis 
courts; a spa; and four restaurants. 
Family-owned and operated for three 
generations, The Buccaneer remains  
St. Croix’s flagship resort, ideal for 
couples, weddings, honeymoons, 
and families. Located minutes from 
Christiansted. Breakfast, Kid’s Camp, 
WiFi and watersports are included.
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COSTA RICA - LIBERIA/
GUANACASTE

DREAMS LAS MAREAS  
COSTA RICA
HHHHH
Features start with an expansive palm-
studded beach, lush tropical jungles, 
and all the benefits of Unlimited-Luxury®, 
including gourmet dining options, limitless 
top-shelf spirits, and 24-hour room and 
concierge services. Kids and teens can 
mingle at the Explorer’s Club for kids and 
Core Zone Teens Club, while adults can 
relax poolside, or unwind at the Dreams 
Spa by Pevonia®. See ad on page 53. 
Unlimited-Luxury®

SECRETS PAPAGAYO  
COSTA RICA
HHHHH
Located on the stunning Papagayo 
Peninsula in Guanacaste, this adults-
only resort will seem a million miles 
away. Perfectly situated on a serene 
beachfront and surrounded by lush 
tropical gardens, this hideaway offers an 
Unlimited-Luxury® experience in one of 
the most romantic and intimate settings 
imaginable. See ad on page 53. 
Unlimited-Luxury®/Adults Only

PLANET HOLLYWOOD BEACH 
RESORT COSTA RICA
HHHHH

Vacation like a Star™. Guests of all 
ages can get close to authentic 
Hollywood memorabilia and enjoy 
themed beachfront experiences on 
Costa Rica’s famed Pacific Coast. 
Choose from a variety of all-inclusive 
dining venues or indulge in extra 
services at the PH Spa & Beauty Bar. 
Pick Your Soundtrack™ music theme  
or snap and share every moment with 
Plugged In™. All-Inclusive

RIU PALACE COSTA RICA
HHHHH

Fully prepared to provide exceptional 
service to its customers, the Riu Palace 
Costa Rica features four swimming 
pools; a Jacuzzi®; gym; wellness center; 
and Renova Spa (services at additional 
cost). The quality of the cuisine 
offered at the different restaurants 
is exceptional, thanks to chefs who 
prepare a variety of dishes from classic 
to the most exotic. All-Inclusive

OCCIDENTAL PAPAGAYO
HHHH
Carved out of unspoiled ecodiversity, 
from spectacular bluffs to warm ocean 
waters, lies the all-inclusive, adults-only 
Occidental Papagayo. This 163-room 
resort showcases stunning ocean 
views; two restaurants and a snack bar; 
four bars and a disco; two swimming 
pools; spa services (additional cost); 
fitness room; tennis; non-motorized 
water sports; and daily recreational 
activities. All-Inclusive

RIU GUANACASTE
HHHH
Experience an incredible level of comfort 
meant for creating moments of fun and 
pleasure. Featuring 701 guestrooms; a 
kids pool, playground, and mini-club; 
tennis courts; disco; casino and spa 
(additional costs); fitness center; water 
sports; and five restaurants and five 
bars, this resort is ideal for all ages. Free 
WiFi throughout the hotel. All-Inclusive

Welcome to

CENTRAL AMERICA
Connected geographically to North America and culturally to Mexico 

and South America, this isthmus of seven beautiful countries is a 

literal bridge between the two. In this subcontinent that floats between 

worlds, everything here is, in a word, diverse: the rainforested volcanic 

landscape; the mestizo heritage of European and Native American 

roots; the variety of foods that springs from fertile ground.

Don’t just sample but savor chocolate where it was first cultivated by 

the ancient Mayans and dubbed theobroma—“food of the gods”—

cacao. Put on your most adventurous sandals and see if you can 

identify even close to the 8,000 different plant species in this region’s 

forests. Turn your face skyward to taste clean water that took ten 

minutes just to permeate the dense canopy of the tropical rainforest 

from the heavens above. Or, head for the surf and sand. It’s not hard 

in Central America, where not a single destination is farther than 125 

miles from the oceans that surround it, and the waves are renowned 

for being as spectacular as the cloud forests that float languidly 

between mountain valleys.

Will your lasting impression be of minnows that flit between round 

river rocks and your toes through crystal-clear freshwater streams 

in Belize? Or the rush of adrenaline you’ll awaken in Costa Rica as 

you soar across a zipline, raft fast-moving currents, and hurtle into 

forest depths on a bungee? With so many fresh destinations to be 

discovered in Central America, who’s to say what yours will be?
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COSTA RICA - LIBERIA/
GUANACASTE

OCCIDENTAL TAMARINDO
HHH
Located on the Pacific Coast, this is  
the only all-inclusive resort in Tamarindo. 
Featuring over 190 rooms and suites 
with either a king or two double beds, 
guests will enjoy stunning views of the 
beach and beautiful sunsets. This resort 
is ideal for surfers and nature lovers, 
as well as families and honeymooners.  
All-Inclusive

COSTA RICA -  
NICOYA PENINSULA  

BARCELO TAMBOR
HHHH

A natural setting of unparalleled beauty, 
positioned on a beach that stretches 
more than three miles on the Pacific 
Coast of Costa Rica, this hotel is 
found in the province of Puntarenas. 
Take pleasure in the convenience of 
choosing between adventure, natural 
exploration, and relaxation. Enjoy a 
sunset dinner overlooking the ocean, 
or partake in the countless activities 
offered. All-Inclusive

BELIZE - AMERGRIS CAYE  
(SAN PEDRO)

VICTORIA HOUSE RESORT  
& SPA
HHHHH BOUTIQUE

Victoria House’s 42 accommodations, 
consisting of casitas, plantation rooms, 
and private villas, are located in lush 
tropical gardens with sweeping views  
of the reef and beach. Dining can be  
as romantic or casual as you desire, 
and the on-site staff will help plan  
your fishing, diving, birding, cave  
tubing, heritage, and adventure tours.  

EL SALVADOE -  
SAN SALVADOR CITY

BARCELO SAN SALVADOR
HHHHH

The Barceló San Salvador offers 
innovative accommodations in San 
Salvador, with an unbeatable location 
close to the Multiplaza, Las Cascadas 
and La Gran Vía shopping malls, and 
the city´s fabulous Museum of Art. 
Located just 45 minutes from Monseñor 
Oscar Arnulfo Romero y Galdámez 
International Airport, its 205 luxurious 
rooms guarantee a relaxing stay for both 
business and pleasure. 

GUATEMALA -  
GUATEMALA CITY

BARCELO GUATEMALA CITY
HHHH
This hotel is in the heart of the city, 
surrounded by restaurants, shops, and 
entertainment. Its 397 rooms offer daily 
full breakfast buffet, high speed internet 
connection and shuttle services. Enjoy 
the cuisine at its restaurants, play sports 
at its facilities, or take a stroll through 
the nearby ruins of Tikal. 

PANAMA - PANAMA CITY

HARD ROCK HOTEL  
PANAMA MEGAPOLIS 
HHHHH

This 66-story tower is located in the  
heart of Panama City, with everything  
you need to enjoy yourself–dining, 
nightlife, and entertainment–in one  
place. More than 1,400 stylish rooms 
and suites feature ocean view balconies, 
signature bedding, stocked mini-bar, 
robes and slippers, rock-inspired art,  
and personalized touches like free 
playlists and customized in-room  
music offerings. All-Inclusive Available   

HOTEL RIU PLAZA PANAMA
HHHHH

Hotel Riu Plaza Panama offers a 
selection of exceptional services 
designed both for business and leisure 
travelers, all with the uniform excellence 
that characterizes RIU Hotels. With 
its 35 stories located in the heart of 
the city’s financial district, its elegant 
contemporary design, and its spacious 
and modern rooms, this beautiful 
hotel will surpass the expectations of 
even the most discerning guests. 

PANAMA - PLAYA BLANCA

THE BUENAVENTURA GOLF 
& BEACH RESORT PANAMA, 
AUTOGRAPH COLLECTION
HHHHH
Within lush, tropical gardens and by 
a lagoon with views of the Pacific is 
this family-friendly luxury resort set on 
a pristine stretch of beach, framed by 
graceful Spanish colonial architecture, 
beautifully landscaped pools, a 18-hole 
Nicklaus Design golf course, and 
exquisite Corotu Spa. Its guestrooms, 
suites, and villas are the essence of 
coastal elegance and luxury.  

RIU PLAYA BLANCA
HHHH
The Riu Playa Blanca offers 573 
rooms and modern facilities with a 
contemporary and fresh design. The 
hotel includes three swimming pools, 
one with a swim-up bar; daytime and 
evening entertainment; mini-club and 
children’s playground; water sports; a 
gym; conference hall; as well as free 
WiFi in all public areas of the hotel.  
All-Inclusive

PANAMA - PLAYA BONITA

DREAMS PLAYA  
BONITA PANAMA 
HHHHH
A diverse landscape—beaches, 
rainforest, mountains—as beautiful as 
the name implies welcomes Unlimited-
Luxury®. The resort offers the Dreams 
Spa by Pevonia®, and infinity pool 
for leisure; the youngest guests find 
entertainment at the fully supervised 
Explorer’s Club. A complimentary  
shuttle to Panama City effortlessly  
adds local culture to your stay. See  
ad on page 53. Unlimited-Luxury®
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Awe-inspiring resorts, set on powdery sands on sprawling 

coastlines. Darling coastal villages, where fútbol is played 

by youngsters on the same streets the greatest European 

conquistadors and Aztec, Incan, and Mayan warriors once  

strode; where old traditions live on, tortillas are still handmade, 

chocolate is served spiced, and Mayan and Nahuatl flows like  

the rivers that run through the country’s jungle.  

These are only some of the lasting impressions made by the 

United Mexican States, the 11th most populated country in the 

world. Featuring a landscape that offers sugar-white beaches and 

cinnamon deserts, forgotten cities and remembered, and restored 

colonial hubs in between, it’s no wonder 15-16 million Americans 

cross the second-longest border in the world each year in search 

of paradise.

They head south to feel the kiss of the sun on their skin and the 

whisper of clear water at their feet. The rush of warm air as they  

zip through lush rainforests, countered by the crisp coolness  

of a refreshing cenote. The taste of pestle-ground guacamole,  

filling tamales, savory barbacoa, or heavenly carnitas, spiced with  

fresh chiles and tempered with a cornucopia of tropical fruit and 

mild cheeses. 

From Baja California to the Yucatan Peninsula, the Gulf of Mexico 

to the Sea of Cortez, the magic of Mexico awaits to impress.

ACAPULCO

DREAMS ACAPULCO  
RESORT & SPA
HHHHH
Opening 2019 - Located on one of the 
most exclusive beaches in Acapulco, 
Dreams Acapulco Resort & Spa 
provides spectacular views of Acapulco 
Bay. This family-friendly resort offers 
24-hour room service, daily activities 
and nightly entertainment, 8 gourmet 
restaurants and 4 bars which are all 
included with your Unlimited-Luxury® 
experience. See ad on page 53. 
Unlimited-Luxury®

ISLA MUJERES

ZOËTRY VILLA ROLANDI ISLA 
MUJERES CANCUN
HHHHH
Arrive from mainland Cancun—only 30 
minutes away—on the resort’s private 
yacht to enjoy this modern resort 
featuring Tikul stone floors, Tikul and 
marble mats, and vaulted ceilings, as 
well as all of the benefits of Endless 
Privileges®, which include spacious 
oceanfront suites, gourmet dining, 
access to a private dock, 24-hour 
concierge services, and more. See ad 
on page 53. Endless Privileges®

Welcome to

MEXICO

ISLA MUJERES PALACE
HHHHH

This couples-only resort combines 
modern amenities with an island feel. 
Located on the beautiful Isla Mujeres, 
guests can enjoy a variety of international 
favorites, an á la carte breakfast and 
dinner, and an ample lunch buffet in the 
open-air restaurant. The activities staff 
will keep you entertained with pool and 
beach activities throughout the day or if 
you prefer, relax and rejuvenate in one 
of the four massage rooms.See ad on 
page 55. All-Inclusive/Adults-Only

PLAYA MUJERES/ 
COSTA MUJERES

DREAMS PLAYA MUJERES 
GOLF & SPA RESORT 
HHHHH
Within the exclusive gated community 
of Playa Mujeres rests a stunning resort 
that boasts 502 suites, from which 
guests can discover all the benefits 
of Unlimited-Luxury®. Thirteen bars, 
gourmet á la carte dining, 24-hour room 
service, a mini-bar refreshed daily, plus 
pool and beach wait service and more 
complete an upscale experience for all 
ages. See ad on page 53.  
Unlimited-Luxury®

RIU PALACE COSTA MUJERES
HHHHH
This new Riu Palace is located on the 
private beaches of Costa Mujeres. 
Enjoy state-of-the-art accommodations, 
access to Splash Water World at Riu 
Dunamar next door, a variety of culinary 
options, and a long list of activities for all 
ages, all included. Discover the private 
atmosphere this upcoming destination 
has to offer at Riu Palace Costa 
Mujeres. All-Inclusive

SECRETS PLAYA MUJERES 
GOLF & SPA RESORT
HHHHH
This adults-only resort boasts Unlimited-
Luxury® with 24-hour room service and 
daily refreshed mini-bar; it continues  
with limitless gourmet dining and top-
shelf spirits, and nights out with the  
Sip, Savor & See Dining Experience at 
select nearby resorts. Indulge yourself  
at the Secrets Spa by Pevonia® or by 
using complimentary green fees at a 
course nearby. See ad on page 53. 
Unlimited-Luxury®/Adults-Only
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PLAYA MUJERES/ 
COSTA MUJERES

TRS CORAL HOTEL
HHHHH
The all-new, adults-only luxury hotel 
provides authentic vacation experiences 
along a beautiful beach surrounded  
by pristine mangroves. Exclusive 
restaurants, butler service, 24-hour 
room service, premium liquors, and  
an Ibiza-style Beach Club experience 
along with much more are just a few 
highlights of this luxurious all-new hotel. 
All-Inclusive/Adults-Only 

RIU DUNAMAR
HHHH
Discover Riu Dunamar, a private 
paradise on the Costa Mujeres 
beachfront, located on the continental 
side of Isla Mujeres. During your stay, 
you will enjoy some of the best daytime 
and nighttime entertainment: live shows 
and music, the Splash Water World 
attraction for more fun times, and the 
RiuFit program, ideal for the most 
athletic guests. All-Inclusive

CANCUN

BREATHLESS RIVIERA 
CANCUN RESORT & SPA
HHHHH
A vibrant, modern all-suite resort for 
adults, sparkling social and party 
pools provide all-day entertainment 
and spectacular locations for special 
events and parties. Ten chic dining 
venues tantalize palates, while ten bars 
and lounges pour premium spirits. The 
Unlimited-Luxury® experience continues 
with exhilarating nightlife and a social 
atmosphere. See ad on page 53. 
Unlimited-Luxury®/Adults-Only

DREAMS RIVIERA CANCUN 
RESORT & SPA
HHHHH
Dreams Riviera Cancun is surrounded 
by glistening pools, lush tropical 
gardens, and a palm-studded beach. 
This Unlimited-Luxury® resort offers 
gourmet á la carte themed restaurants, 
fabulous bars, the lavish Dreams Spa 
by Pevonia®, and the Sip, Savor & See 
Dining Experience with select nearby 
Dreams, Now, and Sunscape Resorts  
& Spas. See ad on page 53. 
Unlimited-Luxury®

DREAMS SANDS CANCUN 
RESORT & SPA
HHHHH
Experience Unlimited-Luxury® at 
Dreams Sands Cancun Resort & 
Spa. Guests can enjoy international 
gourmet dining; unlimited top-shelf 
spirits at festive bars and lounges; a 
650-foot stretch of pristine beach; 
two swimming pools; an on-site spa 
and fitness center; Explorer’s Club for 
kids; countless daytime activities; and 
exciting nightlife. See ad on page 53. 
Unlimited-Luxury®

DREAMS VISTA CANCUN 
RESORT & SPA
HHHHH
Dreams Vista Cancun resort’s prime 
location is has  everything a guest 
could want and it’s all included with 
Unlimited-Luxury®. There’s activities for 
the kid in everyone: four pools, a surf 
pool, watersports, an Explorer’s Club 
for Kids, Core Zone Teens Club, 
reservation-free dining, unlimited drinks, 
and even a nightclub for a worry-free, 
unforgettable vacation! See ad on 
page 53. Unlimited-Luxury®

THE GRAND AT MOON  
PALACE CANCUN
HHHHH
Say hasta la vista to all things ordinary 
because The Grand at Moon Palace 
Cancun is on its way—and it’s got one 
incredible entourage. Think hundreds 
of luxurious new guestrooms, ten 
restaurants, nine pools, seven bars,  
the biggest Awe Spa in who knows  
how many miles, and a whole lot more. 
AAA Four Diamond. See ad on page 
55. All-Inclusive

HAVEN RIVIERA CANCUN 
RESORT & SPA
HHHHH
Find your personal sanctuary and 
tranquility at this all-suite beachfront 
resort and spa. Being surrounded by 
pure luxury and pampered by the 
attentive, experienced staff will help  
you to explore new levels of exclusive 
services and personalized amenities. 
Enjoy the finest resort facilities as you 
indulge in opulent accommodations, 
unique fusion cuisine, and amazing spa 
experiences. All-Inclusive/Adults-Only
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CANCUN

STAR PRESTIGE AT IBEROSTAR 
SELECTION CANCUN
HHHHH
Introducing the all-new, Star Prestige 
Tower at Iberostar Cancun. Steps from 
the waters of the Caribbean, guests  
may indulge in a host of exclusive 
experiences in all-inclusive dining, 
activities and entertainment – all in 
addition to services available at Iberostar 
Cancun. All suites feature private 
balconies with whirlpool tubs overlooking 
a private oceanfront beach. See ad on 
page 50. All-Inclusive/Adults-Only

LE BLANC SPA RESORT
HHHHH
An adults-only oasis, surrounded by 
the white-sand beaches and pristine 
waters of the Caribbean, sophistication 
and luxury meet to cater your every 
indulgence. Butler service is included in 
all rooms, as are prestigious BVLGARI® 
bath products, espresso makers, 
and in-room aromatherapy. AAA Five 
Diamond. See ad on page 55.  
All-Inclusive/Adults-Only

LIVE AQUA BEACH  
RESORT CANCUN
HHHHH
Live Aqua is an adults-only, all-inclusive 
luxury Cancun resort on the Caribbean 
Sea designed with the modern adult in 
mind. It’s beautiful, sensual, and 
seductive. Indulge all of your senses, 
whether with the aroma of exquisite 
cuisine, a moonlit swim, or a refreshing 
massage. And best of all, you’ll 
experience the new completely 
renovated guestrooms, restaurants, and 
public areas. All-Inclusive/Adults-Only

NOW EMERALD CANCUN
HHHHH
An elegant haven of relaxation 
situated in the heart of Cancun’s hotel 
zone, the Now Emerald Cancun will 
offer a unique Unlimited-Luxury® 
experience. Facing the Caribbean 
Sea on a white sand beach, this 
family oriented resort of 427 rooms 
combines lush nature with modern 
world-class facilities. See ad on  
page 53. Unlimited-Luxury®

NOW NATURA RIVIERA 
CANCUN 
HHHHH
Opening late 2019 -Inspired by the 
surrounding Mayan jungle, the all-new 
Now Natura Riviera Cancun will offer a 
unique Unlimited-Luxury® experience. 
Infused with elements of nature including 
a lazy river, waterfalls and a grotto bar. 
Rest and relax at the Now Spa by 
Pevonia® - designed to look like the 
region’s remarkable cenotes. Or enjoy the 
infinity pool complete with a waterslide. 
See ad on page 53. Unlimited-Luxury®

NOW JADE RIVIERA CANCUN
HHHHH
Now Jade Riviera Cancun starts by 
offers over 2,600 feet of breathtaking  
beach with 24-hour room service; 
eight delicious gourmet restaurants; 
six full-service bars; the Now Spa by 
Pevonia®; the Sip, Savor & See Dining 
Experience with select nearby Dreams, 
Now, and Sunscape Resorts & Spas; 
the supervised Explorer’s Club for 
kids (ages 3 – 12); and all the finest in 
Unlimited-Luxury®. See ad on page 53 
Unlimited-Luxury®

NOW SAPPHIRE  
RIVIERA CANCUN
HHHHH
Experience Unlimited-Luxury® including 
gourmet food and top-shelf spirits, and 24-
hour room and concierge service. Luxuriate 
in the Now Spa by Pevonia® while kids 
ages 3 – 12 enjoy supervised fun in the 
Explorer’s Club and teens ages 13 – 17 
chill out in the Core Zone. Enjoy the Sip, 
Savor & See Dining Experience with select 
nearby Dreams, Now, and Sunscape 
Resorts & Spas. AAA Four Diamond.  
See ad on page 53. Unlimited-Luxury®

PARADISUS CANCUN
HHHHH
Paradisus Cancun’s five awe-inspiring 
pyramids reflect the grandeur and 
elegance that await at this premier 
beachfront resort. Its location between 
the coastlines offers magnificent 
views of the Caribbean Sea and of 
Nichupte Lagoon. The resort boasts ten 
restaurants, seven bars, water sports, 
and daytime activities. Enjoy a state-of-
the-art health club and spa, executive 
9-hole golf course, or opt for the Royal 
Service adults-only section. All-Inclusive 

REFLECT CANCUN RESORT & SPA
HHHHH
Situated on a stretch of white-sand 
beachfront for breathtaking views of  
the Caribbean, Reflect Krystal Grand 
Cancun invites friends, families, and 
couples to a vibrant getaway. Be 
treated to Unlimited-Luxury®, where 
every meal or snack at six dining 
options and each delicious cocktail 
poured at five bars and lounges  
is included without any required 
reservations. See ad on page 53. 
Unlimited-Luxury®

ROYALTON SUITES CANCUN 
RESORT & SPA
HHHHH
Located in the famous hotel zone, it is 
the newest addition to Royalton Luxury 
Resorts offering exceptional service, 
stylish architecture and incredible food. 
Spend your days lounging on the beach 
next to breathtaking blue waters, and 
your nights celebrating under the stars 
overlooking the ocean and the Cancun 
strip at the exclusive adults only Level 
18 – Rooftop Cabana Lounge. 
All-Inclusive

SECRETS SILVERSANDS 
RIVIERA CANCUN 
HHHHH
This Unlimited-Luxury® resort brings 
sophistication and distinction to the 
Riviera Maya. Eight gourmet restaurants 
and as many posh bars, the Sip, Savor 
& See Dining Experience and the lavish 
Secrets Spa by Pevonia® are just some 
of the indulgent amenities set amid  
the silvery surroundings. See ad on 
page 53. Unlimited-Luxury®/ 
Adults-Only

SECRETS THE VINE CANCUN
HHHHH
On one of the world’s most picturesque 
beaches, this Unlimited-Luxury® resort 
presents  guestrooms with private 
balconies, and revealing awe-inspiring 
views of the Caribbean Sea and Nichupte 
Lagoon. Indulge in endless gourmet 
meals, snacks, and top-shelf spirits. 
Enjoy 24-hour room service and a daily 
refereshed mini-bar. Relax at the world-
class Secrets Spa by Pevonia®. AAA 
Four Diamond.  See ad on page 53. 
Unlimited-Luxury®/Adults-Only
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CANCUN

VENTUS AT HOTEL MARINA EL 
CID SPA & BEACH RESORT
HHHHH
Ventus at Hotel Marina El Cid Spa & 
Beach Resort offers exceptional  
service in a luxury setting promising  
the perfect vacation escape. Experience 
breathtaking surroundings, elegantly 
styled rooms and world class cuisine 
where guests have access to the 
adjacent hotel Marina El Cid Spa & 
Beach Resort restaurants and bars  
with no extra cost. All-Inclusive

ZOËTRY PARAISO DE LA 
BONITA RIVIERA MAYA
HHHHH
This boutique resort focuses on 
wellness, serenity, romance, and 
environmental responsibility. Enjoy 24-
hour in-suite private dining; unlimited 
gourmet meals, snacks, and top-shelf 
spirits; and the Sip, Savor & See Dining 
Experience with select nearby Secrets, 
Dreams, Now, and Sunscape Resorts 
& Spas (restrictions apply; transfers not 
included). AAA Five Diamond. See ad 
on page 53. Endless Privileges®

BEACH PALACE
HHHHH

Share amazing views from sunrise to 
sunset in rooftop pools—where some like 
to get married—or from 287 spacious 
accommodations, all of which have 
double whirlpool tubs and first-class 
amenities. Other amenities include a kids 
club featuring games and water activities 
at the kiddie pool, a pool with a swim-up 
bar; spectacular beach; fine dining at four 
restaurants; several bars; and available 
spa services. AAA Four Diamond.  
See ad on page 55. All-Inclusive 

HARD ROCK HOTEL CANCUN
HHHHH

Located in the heart of the Hotel Zone, 
this resort pays homage to a lifestyle of 
excess. A 12-story marvel that sparkles 
against white sand and Caribbean Sea, 
it has 601 stylish guestrooms, each 
with panoramic ocean or lagoon views, 
and private balconies from which to 
enjoy them. In each room: a hydro-spa 
tub, satellite TV, liquor dispenser, and 
mini-bar. On site are six acclaimed 
restaurants, five bars and lounges,  
and a Rock Spa®. All-Inclusive 

IBEROSTAR SELECTION CANCUN
HHHHH

Featuring the area’s only 18-hole golf 
course; spa; ten pools, infinity pool;  
and a supervised Starcamp (Kids/Teens 
Club) that’s complete with a water 
playground, this Selection property is  
an ideal setting. Their 426 spacious 
rooms including 334 ocean view and  
an excellent selection of dining options  
that ensure your vacation exceeds every 
expectation. AAA Four Diamond.  
See ad on page 50. All-Inclusive 

MOON PALACE CANCUN
HHHHH

This resort features eight pools; a 
marina with non-motorized water sports; 
six tennis courts; two basketball and 
volleyball courts; mini golf; kids club and 
Wired Teens Lounge; the FlowRider® 
surf simulator; Dolphinarium; and 15 
restaurants and 16 bars, including the 
Sky Bar and one at Noir Nightclub. 
The spa offers 30 treatment rooms, 
including a Golden Couple Suite. AAA 
Four Diamond. See ad on page 55. 
All-Inclusive 

OCEAN CORAL & TURQUESA
HHHHH

This all-suite, 24-hour beachfront hotel 
with rooms accommodating up to four 
adults and one child is great for families 
and couples. Amenities include a terrace 
with Ocean or Tropical Garden View 
Junior Suites; entertainment; a buffet 
and eight themed á la carte restaurants, 
with unlimited reservations; seven bars, 
including a swim-up bar; coffee shop; 
four pools; kids and teens clubs; dive 
center and water sports; gym and spa; 
and free WiFi. All-Inclusive 

RIU PALACE LAS AMERICAS
HHHHH

Riu Palace Las Americas has been 
converted into a sensational Adults  
Only hotel in Punta Cancun. This hotel 
on the beach offers some of the best  
all-inclusive, 24-hour-a-day service so 
that your vacation with your loved one  
or friends at RIU Hotels & Resorts is  
an unforgettable one. All-Inclusive/
Adults-Only

RIU PALACE PENINSULA
HHHHH

This beachfront resort offers a 
spectacular experience within extensive 
gardens, accented by complimentary 
sun loungers on a private beach, free 
hotelwide WiFi, and 24-hour room 
service. Choose from seven restaurants 
and seven bars, including a pool bar. 
The Adults-Only Deluxe Villas are 
perfect for couples looking for exclusivity 
and tranquility. All-Inclusive 

SUN PALACE
HHHHH

Located on the southern end of the Hotel 
Zone, this couples-only resort features 
252 guestrooms, all appointed with 
double whirlpool tubs and ocean views. 
Enjoy the spa, three infinity pools, an 
indoor pool, a white-sand beach, fitness 
center, and four restaurants. Complete 
wedding packages—complimentary 
and designer—remove the stress of 
planning; complimentary honeymoons 
are available, too. See ad on page 55. 
All-Inclusive/Adults-Only 

VILLA DEL PALMAR CANCUN 
LUXURY BEACH RESORT
HHHHH

Villa del Palmar Cancun Luxury Beach 
Resort offers something for everyone 
within this idyllic Mexican Caribbean 
resort designed to reflect the Mayan 
legacy on the palm-studded beach 
featuring a world-class spa and fitness 
facilities, four swimming pools, and a 
variety of gourmet dining options. Kids 
will enjoy the dedicated kids club with 
splash pool and a host of activities.  

OCCIDENTAL COSTA CANCUN
HHHH
Let the fun begin at Occidental Costa 
Cancun, a beautiful resort built in the 
Mediterranean style and strategically 
located in the famous Hotel Zone.  
Just a 30-minute drive from the  
Cancun airport and a short distance  
from shopping, golf, and Cancun’s  
legendary nightlife, the all-inclusive  
Occidental Costa Cancun resort  
stands out for its quality and value.  
All-Inclusive 
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OCCIDENTAL TUCANCUN 
HHHH
Residing in a central location on 
Cancun’s world-famous Hotel Zone, 
only 25 minutes from the Cancun 
International Airport and five minutes 
on foot from La Isla Shopping Village, 
Occidental Tucancun is the ideal 
spot for active families looking for an 
entertaining, affordable vacation or 
couples looking for a hotel close to  
the legendary nightlife that Cancun  
has to offer. All-Inclusive 

RIU CARIBE
HHHH
A 24-hour all-inclusive in Cancun’s 
Hotel Zone, located on a turquoise 
seafront with fine sand, here guests 
can enjoy Mexican cuisine at its best at 
Maria Margarita. Experience a style of 
cooking that is varied and recognized 
for its distinctive and sophisticated 
flavors that incorporate many spices. 
Other dining options include Asian 
cuisine and a steakhouse. All-Inclusive 

SUNSCAPE AKUMAL BEACH 
RESORT & SPA
HHHH
Opening October 2019 – Sunscape 
Akumal Beach Resort & Spa is located 
on a stunning strip of white sand. Snacks 
and meals are available at eight dining 
options while limitless drinks are available 
at eight bars. Five shimmering pools, 
endless activities, and Unlimited-Fun® 
offers everything guests need for an 
endlessly fun-in-the-sun getaway.  
See ad on page 53. Unlimited-Fun®

RIVIERA MAYA

BARCELO MAYA PALACE 
HHHHH
This resort offers spectacular views  
and elegant Suites, plus a 24-hour  
all-inclusive program. Guests staying  
at Barceló Maya Palace also enjoy 
exclusive privileges at the restaurants, 
pools and facilities to all hotels within the 
Barceló Maya Beach Resort complex. 
Exquisite restaurants, an inspired spa, 
sparkling pools and family-friendly 
amenities like a children’s water parkare 
mere highlights of its many attractions. 
AAA Four Diamond. All-Inclusive 

BLUE DIAMOND LUXURY 
BOUTIQUE HOTEL   
HHHHH
This exclusive, 128-suite, à la carte 
luxury resort reflects the newest in 
upscale trends, and provides first-class 
hospitality. Its three dinning venues range 
from indoor to alfresco and casual to 
elegant chic. Customized treatments at 
the spa incorporate Mayan and Asian 
philosophies, and exclusive activities 
available. Member of Small Luxury Hotels 
of the World. All-Inclusive/Adults-Only

DREAMS PUERTO AVENTURAS 
RESORT & SPA
HHHHH
This resort offers pools, water sports, 
and endless gourmet meals, snacks, 
and top-shelf spirits. Indulge in the 
Sip, Savor & See Dining Experience 
with select nearby Dreams, Now, and 
Sunscape Resorts & Spas (restrictions 
apply; transfers not included). Relax at 
Dreams Spa by Pevonia® while kids 
enjoy the Explorer’s Club and everyone 
will love the on-site dolphinarium. See 
ad on page 53. Unlimited-Luxury®

DREAMS TULUM RESORT & SPA
HHHHH
This resort features nine internationally 
themed gourmet restaurants; unlimited 
top-shelf spirits at seven bars and 
lounges; pampering treatments at the 
Dreams Spa by Pevonia®; Explorer’s 
Club for kids; and endless daily activities 
and nighttime entertainment. Enjoy the 
Sip, Savor & See Dining Experience 
with select nearby Dreams, Now, and 
Sunscape Resorts & Spas (restrictions 
apply; transfers not included). See ad  
on page 53. Unlimited-Luxury®

GRAND VELAS RIVIERA MAYA
HHHHH
Enjoy the jungle’s mystique and endless 
ocean views at the region’s finest All 
Inclusive resort, where 12-course 
tasting menus, eco-tours through the 
jungle and tequila tastings are just a few 
features to look forward to. Discover the 
Grand Class ambiance for adults only, 
the SE Spa, our romantic experience 
catalog and impressive bars amidst the 
splendor of the Mexican Caribbean.  
All-Inclusive 
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HOTEL XCARET MEXICO
HHHHH
Enjoy the best of Mexico, with unlimited 
access to Xcaret parks and tours: 
Xcaret, Xel-Ha, Xplor, Xplor Fuego, 
Xoximilco, Xenses, Xenotes and 
Xichen, with transportation included 
and the meal plan that each attraction 
offers. The program All-Fun Inclusive® 
transforms the traditional all-inclusive 
into a unique experience.   
All-Fun Inclusive®

IBEROSTAR GRAND PARAISO
HHHHH
This luxurious Iberostar Grand, adults-
only resort lets you enjoy ultimate luxury 
with personalized butler service, four 
specialty restaurants, a customizable 
pillow menu, and 24-hour gourmet 
room service. Guests enjoy free 
round(s) of golf at an on-site 18-hole 
course with a 3-night minimum stay and 
have access to eight sister hotels in the 
area. AAA Four Diamond. See ad on 
page 50. All-Inclusive/Adults-Only

IBEROSTAR SELECTION 
PARAISO MAYA
HHHHH
This Mayan-influenced Selection 
beachfront resort offers concierge and 
24-hour room service; five specialty 
restaurants; nine pools, including the only 
wave pool in the Riviera Maya and a lake 
pool; and a lazy river and Splash Park. 
An on-site 18-hole golf course, spa, 
disco, Star Camp (Kids/Teen Club), and 
access to seven sister hotels provide  
fun for everyone. AAA Four Diamond.
See ad on page 50. All-Inclusive 

LUXURY BAHIA PRINCIPE  
SIAN KA’AN 
HHHHH
Located within the lush tropical jungle of 
the Riviera Maya, adjacent to the 18-hole 
Riviera Maya Golf Club, this adults-only 
resort combines natural beauty with 
exclusivity. Enjoy four themed 
restaurants, four pools, disco, casino 
and local shops at Hacienda Dona 
Isabel. Guests can access all 
neighboring hotels in the complex.  
See ad on page 49. All-Inclusive/ 
Adults-Only

PARADISUS PLAYA DEL 
CARMEN LA ESMERALDA
HHHHH
Located 45 minutes from Cancun’s 
airport, this oceanfront resort is just a 
few steps away from Playa del Carmen. 
This family resort provides a relaxed 
ambiance with 510 suites, including 
64 swim-ups. The Family Concierge 
service offers activities for kids and 
teens; all-day assistance; an exclusive 
Family Concierge restaurant, Olio; and 
much more. All-Inclusive 

PARADISUS PLAYA DEL 
CARMEN LA PERLA
HHHHH
Located on a stunning small bay, 
this adults-only luxury resort has 394 
elegantly appointed suites, 60 of which 
are swim-ups. Paradisus’ signature 
Royal Service offers all-inclusive luxury 
in an exclusive environment, where 
amenities include butler service; private 
pool and beach areas; La Palapa, an 
á la carte restaurant for Royal Service 
guests to enjoy; and more.  
All-Inclusive/Adults-Only

PLATINUM YUCATAN PRINCESS
HHHHH
An adults-only resort taken to its finest 
expression with an incredible location 
in front of the crystal Caribbean waters 
in the heart of the Mayan Riviera. This 
luxurious haven showcases vibrant 
contemporary design and sophistication 
in 472 well-decorated suites.   
All-Inclusive/Adults-Only

SECRETS AKUMAL  
RIVIERA MAYA 
HHHHH
A magical Unlimited-Luxury® experience 
starts with 434 elegant suites, an 
expansive infinity pool, and 11 smaller 
ones—all located near the sites of 
Tulum and Coba. Indulge in 24-hour 
room service, daily refreshed mini-bars, 
limitless gourmet dining, top-shelf spirits 
at nine restaurants and six bars and 
lounges, nightly entertainment, and 
more. See ad on page 53.  
Unlimited-Luxury®/Adults-Only

SECRETS CAPRI  
RIVIERA CANCUN
HHHHH
This all-adult, all-Preferred Club resort 
offers Unlimited-Luxury®. Savor 
international cuisine at five gourmet 
restaurants. Enjoy complimentary green 
fees at a nearby championship course, 
unwind at the Secrets Spa by Pevonia®, 
or spend a night out with the Sip; Savor 
& See Dining Experience (restrictions 
apply; transfers not included). AAA 
Four Diamond. See ad on page 53. 
Unlimited-Luxury®/Adults-Only

SECRETS MAROMA BEACH 
RIVIERA CANCUN
HHHHH
This Unlimited-Luxury® resort is situated 
on a stunning powder white beach and 
features all-suite accommodations. Dine 
on gourmet fare at any of the seven 
restaurants, the buffet, or café; taste 
top-shelf spirits at six bars; or try the 
Sip, Savor & See Dining Experience with 
select, participating Secrets, Breathless, 
Dreams, Now, and Sunscape Resorts & 
Spas. See ad on page 53. Unlimited-
Luxury®/Adults-Only

TRS YUCATAN HOTEL
HHHHH
Newly renovated and expanded with 
an addition of luxurious suites, multiple 
gourmet restaurants, an exclusive 
Beach Club, brand-new beachfront 
pool, and 24-hour room service, this 
hotel also offers free access to the 
Zentropia Spa facilities. See ad on  
page 52. All-Inclusive/Adults-Only

UNICO 20°87° HOTEL  
RIVIERA MAYA
HHHHH
Set on the stunning white beaches of 
Riviera Maya, UNICO 20°87° immerses 
guests in the culture of the region, 
from locally inspired cocktails and 
cuisine to the art in the rooms. Three 
unique pools and a holistic spa drive 
home a sense of relaxed luxury, while 
exciting pop-up events insert a touch  
of spontaneity into the experience. 
Leading Hotels of the World.  
All-Inclusive/Adults Only
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RIU PALACE RIVIERA MAYA
HHHHH
This dazzling hotel boasts 400 elegant 
junior suites with hydromassage tubs 
and all the RIU signatures such as in-
room mini-bars and liquor dispensers. 
Indulge in specialty restaurants and 
bars; 24-hour room service, snacks, 
and beverages; free WiFi; and an 
exchange privileges program with all 
sister properties within the RIU Resort 
complex, including the RiuLand Mini-
Club. All-Inclusive 

RIU PALACE MEXICO
HHHHH
Discover Mexico and its elegant yet 
traditional style at this beachfront all-
inclusive Palace. Located less than 
two miles from Playa del Carmen, Riu 
Palace Mexico offers warm personalized 
service along with luxurious amenities 
that include four pools; five specialty 
restaurants; five bars, including a 
swim-up bar; a RiuLand kids club; and 
a wellness center and the pampering 
Renova Spa. AAA Four Diamond.  
All-Inclusive

VALENTIN IMPERIAL  
RIVIERA MAYA
HHHHH
A casually elegant resort located just 25 
minutes south of the Cancun airport and 
20 minutes north of Playa del Carmen, 
this property is set on a swimmable, 
half-mile beach and nestled within 
impressive gardens. Home to one of 
the largest pools in the Riviera Maya, 
complete with islands and swim-up 
bars, this resort is a dream for both 
relaxation and play. All-Inclusive/
Adults-Only

BARCELO MAYA BEACH  
AND CARIBE
HHHHH

Stay at one and play at four in this 
pair of hotels sharing 1,044 rooms. 
A 24-hour all-inclusive model at all of 
this brand’s resorts give you access 
to various buffets, snack bars, grills, 
specialty restaurants, bars, pools, and 
entertainment. AAA Four Diamond.   
All-Inclusive

BARCELO MAYA COLONIAL 
AND TROPICAL
HHHHH

Barceló Maya Colonial and Tropical 
comprises 960 rooms distributed 
across two hotels, allowing you to 
stay at one and explore four! This 
24-hour all-inclusive offers plentiful 
dining and activities, including family 
entertainment like the U-Kids Spa, kids 
zone, shopping center, and more in the 
mega-complex. All-Inclusive

GRAND PALLADIUM WHITE 
SAND RESORT & SPA
HHHHH

Guests can enjoy free WiFi and room 
service; newly renovated rooms, lobby, 
and á la carte restaurants; a shuttle train 
connecting all of the brand’s resorts in 
the area; a first-class spa and wellness 
center; Baby Club, Mini Club, and 
Juniors Club for children ages one 
through their teens; and 26 bars 
throughout the complex for adults. You’ll 
find your experience here unforgettable.  
See ad on page 52. All-Inclusive 

HARD ROCK HOTEL  
RIVIERA MAYA
HHHHH

Surrounded by lush tropical gardens 
guests can swim in the outdoor pools or in 
the natural water of the private beach while 
the children and teens enjoy their own 
respective clubs. Together, indulge in the 
fine cuisine of nine restaurants. Experience 
the brand-new Woodward facility with 
options including: dryland snowboarding 
and skiing, cheer and dance, indoor 
skateboarding and BMX biking, and  
more.  AAA Four Diamond. All-Inclusive 

HARD ROCK HOTEL RIVIERA 
MAYA - HEAVEN SECTION  
(ADULTS ONLY)
HHHHH

An exclusive section of the Hard Rock 
Hotel Riviera Maya. Take a dip in four 
adults-only pools or work out at the 
Body Rock® fitness center. Relax and 
unwind in one of 75 treatment rooms 
at the legendary Rock Spa® or yoga 
temple. Or, have a favorite cocktail 
at any of the nine bars. AAA Four 
Diamond. All-Inclusive/Adults-Only

IBEROSTAR SELECTION 
PARAISO LINDO
HHHHH

This Selection, upscale family resort 
combines spectacular design elements 
with the beauty of its location. It features 
concierge and 24-hour room service; 
four specialty restaurants; seven large 
pools, including a splash park, the only 
wave pool in Riviera Maya, and lazy 
river; ice cream parlor; Star Camp (Kids/
Teen Club); and more. Guests have 
access to six sister properties. See ad 
on page 50. All-Inclusive 

OCCIDENTAL AT  
XCARET DESTINATION
HHHHH

Adjacent to the eco-archaeological Xcaret 
Park in the heart of the Riviera Maya, this 
all-inclusive resort offers 765 rooms and 
suites, 11 restaurants, ten bars, and 
seven swimming pools for an exciting 
experience. A fun getaway for 
adventurers, ecotourists, and travelers 
seeking the tranquility of the Caribbean 
Sea, guests desiring extra pampering also 
have the option of the Royal Level 
experience. All-Inclusive 

OCEAN RIVIERA PARADISE
HHHHH

This newest hotel of the chain, is located 
oceanfront along one of the most beautiful 
beaches in Playa del Carmen. It offers 
luxury accommodations divided into four 
sections: Daisy for families, El Beso for 
adults only, Eden by the beach, and the 
exlusive Privilege section. Rooms include 
free WiFi, room service, and sofa beds. 
The hotel features five pools, ten 
restaurants, twelve bars, a bowling alley, 
kids and teen clubs, a casino, a spa, 
and a diving center. All-Inclusive

PLAYACAR PALACE
HHHHH

This intimate and luxurious 
beachfront resort features 208 deluxe 
accommodations, all with double 
whirlpool tubs, 24-hour room service, 
and spectacular views of the Caribbean 
Sea. Outside, a sparkling refreshing 
pool with swim-up bar overlooks 
a pristine beach. Enjoy excellent 
restaurants, bars, and an on-site spa  
for ultimate relaxation. Wedding services 
available. See ad on page 55.  

All-Inclusive 
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GRAND BAHIA PRINCIPE COBA
HHHH
Find a wide selection of facilities to 
enjoy as a family, such as spacious 
accommodations—including Family 
Suites and Master Family Suites, for up 
to eight people—play areas, a water 
park, kids and teens clubs, great sports 
facilities, and more. For a night out, 
Hacienda Doña Isabel offers local arts 
and crafts, live music, nightly shows, 
karaoke, and more. Enjoy access to 
Grand Bahia Principe Tulum. See ad  
on page 49. All-Inclusive 

GRAND BAHIA PRINCIPE TULUM
HHHH
Located just steps from the beach, here 
guests enjoy spacious accommodations 
and a great variety of on-site 
restaurants, bars, and pools. Grand 
Bahia Principe Tulum’s outstanding 
facilities, beachfront location, and daily 
and nightly entertainment make this 
resort a great choice for families, 
friends, and groups. Guests have 
access to Grand Bahia Principe Coba 
and Hacienda Doña Isabel. See ad  
on page 49. All-Inclusive 

GRAND PALLADIUM COLONIAL 
RESORT & SPA
HHHH
This Resort offers free WiFi and room 
service; nine à la carte restaurants; a 
first-class spa; two theaters; clubs for 
babies, children, and teens; snorkeling; 
and a variety of bars are just some of 
the wonderful amenities that make this 
stay memorable. Junior Suites for 
families of up to five and adults-only 
Mayan Suites available. See ad on 
page 52. All-Inclusive 

GRAND PALLADIUM 
KANTENAH RESORT & SPA
HHHH
Modern with features for all ages 
including a variety of clubs for children 
and teenagers; free WiFi and room 
service; nine á la carte restaurants; 
sports bar; nightclub; live nightly 
entertainment; meeting rooms and a 
conference center; adults-only pool/bar, 
and luxurious spa and wellness center. 
See ad on page 52. All-Inclusive 

IBEROSTAR PARAISO BEACH
HHHH
Find seven specialty restaurants, 
eight bars/lounges, and three large 
interconnecting pools on the grounds 
of this all-inclusive resort, plus a theater 
with live shows, shopping plaza with 
two discos—one for adults; another for 
teens—and a two-story spa. Numerous 
other activities include yoga, kickboxing 
classes, and scuba clinic. See ad on 
page 50. All-Inclusive 

IBEROSTAR PARAISO DEL MAR
HHHH
Experience the tropical oasis, exotic 
birds, and unlimited adventures of this 
property with three interconnected 
pools, a waterfall, a mile of white-sand 
beach, and seven specialty restaurants. 
Explore daily activities or relax to the 
sounds of tropical birds and cooling 
breezes. This can be your paradise  
by the sea. See ad on page 50.  
All-Inclusive 

IBEROSTAR QUETZAL
HHHH
This family-friendly, beachfront Premium 
resort’s jungle gardens feature a variety 
of animals, including monkeys and 
flamingos. Located in the private 
community of Playacar, within walking 
distance of Playa del Carmen’s 5 
Avenue, it features five specialty 
restaurants; seven bars/lounges; three 
pools and a children’s pool; fitness 
center; spa; Star Camp (Kids/Teen 
Camp). See ad on page 50.  
All-Inclusive 

IBEROSTAR TUCAN
HHHH
In the private community of Playacar and 
within walking distance of the famous 
5th Avenue in Playa del Carmen. The 
grounds feature jungle gardens with 
animals; five specialty restaurants; four 
pools and a children’s pool; seven bars; 
Star Camp (Kids/Teen Club), spa; water 
sports; and nightly entertainment.   
See ad on page 50. All-Inclusive 
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LUXURY BAHIA  
PRINCIPE AKUMAL
HHHH
Close to the region’s most important 
historic sites and just steps from the 
beach, this Akumal resort delights guests 
with premium amenities and exquisite 
service, from spectacular pools and 
outstanding accommodations to fine 
dining and an adults-only section. Enjoy 
access to the Hacienda Doña Isabel 
shopping and entertainment center and all 
the neighboring hotels in the complex.
See ad on page 49. All-Inclusive 

OCEAN MAYA ROYALE
HHHH
Right next to Playa del Carmen is this 
adults-only resort for those 18 and over, 
with 320 unique and stylish Mayan 
Deluxe and Honeymoon rooms. Savor 
the flavors of four á la carte restaurants 
with unlimited dining, treats from Mike’s 
Coffee Shop, five bars, and included 
room service. Free WiFi, a spa, and 
fitness center add to this ideal location 
for couples. All-Inclusive/Adults-Only

RIU PLAYACAR
HHHH
Located on stunning Playa del 
Carmen beach, the newly renovated 
Riu Playacar offers the perfect plan 
for unforgettable holidays: 24-hour 
all-inclusive service. This resort has a 
full range of comforts to suit any type 
of guests, from three pools to 8 food 
and beverage venues, all set within a 
complex shared with four other RIU 
Hotels & Resorts for countless services, 
activities, and amenities. All-Inclusive 

RIU YUCATAN
HHHH
This beachfront, golf course-adjacent 
resort offers 507 guestrooms with 
a modern style, state-of-the-art 
furniture, and a stocked mini-bar. Hotel 
amenities include a contemporary Italian 
restaurant; free WiFi in public areas; an 
outdoor swimming pool and pool bar; 
24-hour all-inclusive snacks; five bars; 
a spa; and RiuLand Mini-Club. Guests 
have access to the facilities at two 
additional sister RIU properties.  
All-Inclusive 

COZUMEL

SECRETS AURA  
COZUMEL UNLIMITED
HHHHH
Secrets Aura Cozumel Unlimited, the 
ultimate adults-only Unlimited-Luxury® 
all-suite resort on the island of Cozumel 
offering a vast array of activities, dining 
options, entertainment and relaxation. 
Enjoy the resort with the largest 
beachfront on the island. In addition, 
guests at have complete access to 
Sunscape Sabor next door. See ad  
on page 53. Unlimited-Luxury®  

COZUMEL PALACE
HHHHH

On the world-famous Palancar Reef and 
walking distance from the San Miguel 
Plaza, all 175 rooms blend Mexican and 
contemporary design. Most guestrooms 
incorporate a double Jacuzzi®, marble 
bathroom, seating area, balcony, and 
ocean view. Attentive service—including 
24-hour room service—accompanies 
optional massages, themed restaurants, 
a poolside bar, and water sports. 
Wedding services available. See ad  
on page 55. All-Inclusive 

OCCIDENTAL COZUMEL
HHHH
A charming, elegant resort with 247 
rooms and suites, including 38 Royal 
Level rooms. Discover six restaurants; 
five bars; four pools, including a kids 
pool; and a kids club from its location 
on San Francisco Beach, one of 
Cozumel’s most desirable beaches. 
Only minutes from one of the largest 
reef systems in the world, this is 
endless luxury from an oceanside 
hacienda. All-Inclusive 

SUNSCAPE SABOR COZUMEL
HHHH
Guests will enjoy all the benefits of 
Unlimited-Fun®. Delight in countless 
daily activities and endless meals, 
snacks, and domestic and international 
beverages. While adults relax poolside, 
kids can enjoy supervised fun in the 
Explorer’s Club (ages 3 – 12). Guests 
will be able to enjoy the world-class spa 
shared with the neighboring Secrets 
Aura Cozumel at additional cost. See 
ad on page 53. Unlimited-Fun®

IBEROSTAR COZUMEL
HHHH
This resort sits on the edge of a 
beautiful bay and is located in front of 
the world’s second largest coral reef. 
The hotel decor has a romantic and 
tropical feel, with 293 bungalow-style 
guestrooms; three specialty restaurants; 
five bars and lounges; three swimming 
pools; Star Camp (Kids/Teen Club) with 
supervised activities; scuba diving; and 
more. See ad on page 50.   
All-Inclusive 

MELIÁ COZUMEL GOLF- 
ALL INCLUSIVE 
HHHH

Find this impressive hideaway on the 
beautiful beach of Santa Pilar, three miles 
from the San Miguel town and airport,  
six miles from Chankanaab Park, and  
in front of a championship golf course. 
Some of the 143 spacious rooms have 
an in-room Jacuzzi®. Enjoy the activities 
park, Kids & Co, mini Club; the lobby 
bar’s live bands, a swim-up bar, palapa 
beach bar, and an array of dining.  
All-Inclusive 

GUADALAJARA

HOTEL RIU PLAZA 
GUADALAJARA
HHHHH

Only a mile from the Gran Plaza 
Fashion Mall and less than two from 
the Guadalajara Expo, this imposing 
42-floor building houses exquisitely 
decorated rooms with free wireless 
Internet, a work desk, easy chair, TV 
with multimedia connections, and full 
modern bathrooms. Upper-floor rooms 
have panoramic views over the city.  

HUATULCO

DREAMS HUATULCO
RESORT & SPA
HHHHH
Offering Unlimited-Luxury®, this 
resort features stunning bay views; 
seven internationally themed gourmet 
restaurants; five chic bars and lounges; 
24-hour room service; and superior 
service. The lDreams Spa by Pevonia® 
offers world-class pampering treatments 
and the supervised Explorer’s Club 
allows kids the opportunity to have their 
own vacation experience. See ad on 
page 53. Unlimited-Luxury®
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HUATULCO

SECRETS HUATULCO  
RESORT & SPA
HHHHH
Located on the Conejos Bay’s sugary 
sands among beautiful rock formations, 
this resort the exclusivity of Unlimited-
Luxury®. Be swept away by nine 
restaurants; seven bars and lounges; 
gorgeous suites with spectacular ocean 
views; the Secrets Spa by Pevonia®; 
nearby golf; and exchange privileges with 
nearby Dreams Huatulco Resort & Spa. 
AAA Four Diamond. See ad on page 53. 
Unlimited-Luxury®/Adults-Only

BARCELO HUATULCO 
HHHH
The beachfront Barcel Huatulco offers 
beautiful views and a wide range of 
services and facilities, including six 
restaurants; four bars; nightly shows; 
three tennis courts; a fitness center; 
kids water park; a game room; a large 
swimming pool and swim-up bar; non-
motorized water sports; and Premium 
Level services. It is an ideal choice for 
couples, families, conventions, and 
destination weddings. All-Inclusive

IXTAPA

SUNSCAPE DORADO  
PACIFICO IXTAPA 
HHHHH

Located in the heart of the beautiful 
beach town of Ixtapa, this oceanfront 
resort treats couples, singles, and 
families to an Unlimited-Fun® getaway. 
Providing  six dining options; four bars, 
including a swim-up; two pools; two 
water slides; and an Explorer’s Club 
for kids and a Core Zone Teens Club, 
Sunscape Dorado Pacifico Ixtapa  
has something for guests of all ages. 
See ad on page 53. Unlimited-Fun®

BARCELO IXTAPA 
HHHH
This is a great all-inclusive choice for family 
vacations, business meetings, destination 
weddings, and secluded honeymoons. 
Explore the countless beachfront 
activities that include an adults-only  
pool with swim-up bar, kids pool and 
program, and daily entertainment. In 
addition, this is a great locale for those 
wanting to take excursions to Ixtapa 
Island, and is also adjacent to two 
championship golf courses.   
All-Inclusive 

LOS CABOS - CABO SAN LUCAS

BREATHLESS CABO SAN 
LUCAS RESORT & SPA
HHHHH
Treat yourself to an all-adult vacation 
experience with exhilarating entertainment, 
restaurants, bars, and lounges, and a 
vibrant social lifestyle. During your stay, 
enjoy the Unlimited-Luxury® experience: 
24-hour room service, pool and beach 
wait service, limitless gourmet dining 
options, premium-brand spirits, a daily 
refreshed mini-bar, and so much  
more. See ad on page 53.  
Unlimited-Luxury®/Adults-Only

CASA DORADA LOS CABOS 
RESORT & SPA
HHHHH
In the heart of Cabo San Lucas, 
steps away from a swimmable beach, 
shopping centers, the main marina,  
and this destination’s vibrant nightlife, 
this resort is all suites, each with 
furnished ocean view balconies. There 
are also two large pools; an open- 
air Jacuzzi®; kids club with pool; full-
service health spa; five restaurants; 
three bars; and 24-hour room service. 
AAA Four Diamond.  

RIU PALACE BAJA CALIFORNIA
HHHHH
This new Riu Palace is an adults-
only hotel in Cabo San Lucas that 
offers 24-hour all-inclusive service, 
free WiFi, free access to Splash Water 
World at Riu Santa Fe next door, an 
extensive culinary selection, and some 
of the best relaxation and entertainment 
options for you to enjoy an unforgettable 
stay with RIU Hotels & Resorts. 
All-Inclusive/Adults-Only

RIU PALACE CABO SAN LUCAS
HHHHH
Stretching down the Sea of Cortez and 
presenting colorful contrasts between 
abundant gardens and crystalline 
pools, this renovated hotel features 
a Capuchino Patisserie with an ice 
cream parlor; large variety of culinary 
options, such as Indian cuisine; free 
access to Splash Water World at Riu 
Santa Fe next door; and suite options 
with private swim-out pools and 
Jacuzzis®. All-Inclusive 

RIU SANTA FE
HHHHH

This resort features 1,190 rooms,  
all with balcony, mini-bar, and liquor 
dispenser; suites include a living room 
and Jacuzzi®. Facilities include six 
restaurants; ten bars, including four 
swim-up bars; seven pools, including 
one whirlpool and a children’s pool; 
RiuLand kids club; a spa; fitness center; 
nightclub; and Splash Water World  
with eight different water slides for 
maximum family all-inclusive fun.  
All-Inclusive 

VILLA DEL ARCO BEACH 
RESORT & SPA
HHHHH

This exclusive boutique-style resort on 
Medano Beach, overlooking Land’s 
End, will take your breath away with 
first-class facilities, amazing amenities, 
and the ultimate in intimate experiences. 
Choose one-, two-, or three-bedroom 
suites that boast comfort and style.  

VILLA LA ESTANCIA BEACH 
RESORT & SPA
HHHH
Villa La Estancia Beach Resort & Spa 
Los Cabos is a delightful five-star resort 
nestled on scenic Medano Beach, 
overlooking Land’s End. Boasting an 
impressive Spanish colonial design 
and 60 all-suite villas, this exquisite 
masterpiece is the epitome of elegant 
living. From the personalized check-in 
to the exclusive in-suite amenities, every 
detail exudes serene luxury.   

ME CABO
HHHH
ME Cabo offers a premier location 
and an experience beyond mere 
accommodation. The ME+ (ME PLUS) 
section, a collection of suites exclusively 
for adults, can take your vacation to 
the next level with superior luxury. 
Inspiring global cuisine is served on 
beautiful Medano Beach. Well-known 
for being a midweek lounge hotel and 
a cosmopolitan weekend party hotel, 
home of Blue Marlin Ibiza Los Cabos,  
ME Cabo holds a cool, hypnotic groove.   



LOS CABOS - CABO SAN LUCAS

VILLA DEL PALMAR  
BEACH RESORT & SPA  
CABO SAN LUCAS
HHHH
A stunning escape for family getaways 
and romantic couples retreats on 
Medano Beach, this exquisite resort 
offers lively entertainment, family-friendly 
amenities, and world-class service. 
Allow the sweeping vistas to render you 
speechless as you turn one of the 460 
comfortable suites into your home away 
from home. All-Inclusive Available

LOS CABOS - CORRIDOR

DREAMS LOS CABOS SUITES 
GOLF RESORT & SPA
HHHHH
This resort, located just a short 
15-minute drive from San Jose del 
Cabo or Cabo San Lucas, boasts three 
swimming pools, two with swim-up bars; 
eight championship golf courses located 
nearby; a Dreams Spa by Pevonia®; fully 
equipped fitness center; Explorer’s Club 
for kids; and gourmet dining invite guests 
to experience an Unlimited-Luxury® 
getaway. AAA Four Diamond. See ad  
on page 53. Unlimited-Luxury®

GRAND FIESTA AMERICANA 
LOS CABOS
HHHHH
Nestled between the spectacular 
desert, mountains, and ocean, the 
all-inclusive Grand Fiesta Americana  
Los Cabos Golf & Spa is the most 
exclusive family hotel in Baja. Enjoy  
the wine-themed spa or play a round  
of golf at the renowned Cabo del Sol 
Golf Club, named in the top ten of Golf 
Digest’s Top 50 Best Golf Hotels in the 
World. All-Inclusive

GRAND VELAS LOS CABOS
HHHHH
With tiered architecture and breathtaking 
ocean vistas, this Baja resort wows 
guests at every turn. Suites feature 
every imaginable amenity, original 
artwork, and special details like 
binoculars for observing marine life. The 
luxury experience is completed by the 
region’s largest wine collection; seven 
dining venues, including Cocina de 
Autor by a Michelin-starred chef; and  
a lavish SE Spa. AAA Five Diamond.  
All-Inclusive

LE BLANC SPA RESORT  
LOS CABOS
HHHHH
You crave things that last. You’re not just 
here for the beach and the sun. You’re 
here for the memories that live on. This 
is Le Blanc Spa Resort Los Cabos, an 
oasis of luxury on the Baja Peninsula. 
Experience sophisticated suites with 
smart TVs and comfort menus. Indulge 
in a seven-course tasting menu at 
French-fusion Lumiere. Pamper yourself 
in the state-of-the-art spa. See ad on 
page 55. All-Inclusive/Adults-Only

PARADISUS LOS CABOS
HHHHH
Paradise waits at the new Paradisus 
Los Cabos in Mexico. This luxury all-
inclusive resort is nestled on a crescent-
cove beach offering spectacular views 
of the Sea of Cortez, and is only 15 
minutes away from San Jose del 
Cabo and 20 minutes away from the 
shopping area of Cabo San Lucas. The 
hotel’s extensive features, options, and 
services come with a Guest Experience 
Manager, butler, or concierge and relax.
All-Inclusive 

SHERATON GRAND LOS 
CABOS, HACIENDA DEL MAR
HHHH

The fun begins in five unique pools, 
including an infinity pool that seems to 
fade right into the Sea of Cortez. It 
continues with a marvelous fine dining 
experience at De Cortez. And picks up 
even more when you treat yourself at 
Cactus Spa. Maintain your workout routine 
at the modern fitness center, or participate 
in the array of daily activities, from tequila 
tastings to Spanish lessons. AAA Four 
Diamond. All-Inclusive Available

LOS CABOS -  
SAN JOSE DEL CABO

REFLECT KRYSTAL GRAND 
LOS CABOS
HHHH
On a stunning beachfront on the Sea of 
Cortez lies this Unlimited-Luxury® escape 
for friends, families, and couples. Seven 
dining options offer enticing dishes from 
a variety of cuisines while five bars and 
lounges pour delightful cocktails and 
spirits. Four pristine pools offer dedicated 
family-friendly and adults-only options 
that cater to the needs of every traveler.   
See ad on page 53. Unlimited-Luxury®

BARCELO GRAN FARO  
LOS CABOS
HHHH

Located right on the Sea of Cortez in 
one of the most famous destinations 
in Los Cabos, here guests will find 
everything they need to enjoy an 
unforgettable stay. The resort provides 
guests with great facilities and all-
inclusive services that are ideal for 
families, surrounded by idyllic beaches 
and an extraordinary landscape.  
All-Inclusive

LOS CABOS -  
PUERTO LOS CABOS

JW MARRIOTT LOS CABOS 
BEACH RESORT & SPA
HHHHH
Unwind with ease in new guestrooms, 
all with spacious balconies. Guests can 
book one of the sophisticated Griffin 
Club rooms. Located inside the resort, 
the Griffin Club offers added luxury and 
perks, like a movie theater, a private 
pool, and more. The property also 
features a vast range of exceptional 
dining options, a state-of-the-art 
signature spa, multiple sparkling pools, 
and a fully equipped fitness center.  

SECRETS PUERTO LOS CABOS 
GOLF & SPA RESORT
HHHHH
Find Unlimited-Luxury® privileges, 
including 24-hour room service, a daily 
refreshed mini-bar, and more. Savor 
limitless gourmet dining and top-shelf 
spirits at eight restaurants and four 
bars and lounges, or spend a night 
out at participating nearby resorts 
with the Sip, Savor & See Dining 
Experience (restrictions apply; transfers 
not included). See ad on page 53 
Unlimited-Luxury®/Adults-Only

MANZANILLO

BARCELO KARMINA 
HHHH
Experience this all-suite, all-inclusive 
resort inspired by the Mayan architecture, 
where tropical gardens and the slate-
blue Pacific water offer an exquisite 
color palette of scenery. The tropical 
gardens, private beach, and activities 
for all ages make this resort a paradise 
ideal for families, couples, destination 
weddings, and groups. AAA Four 
Diamond. All-Inclusive
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MAZATLAN

RIU EMERALD BAY
HHHHH

Mazatlan is host to this all-inclusive resort 
that offers 716 air-conditioned rooms in  
a 21-story building on a delightful, long, 
sandy beach. Riu Emerald Bay offers an 
assorted variety of culinary choices at its 
main restaurant, and its Mexican, Asian, 
and Italian restaurants will dazzle your 
senses. This resort also features a 
RiuLand Mini-Club and wireless  
internet access in the lobby area.  
Free wedding packages available.   
All-Inclusive 

RIVIERA NAYARIT

DREAMS VILLAMAGNA  
NUEVO VALLARTA
HHHHH
This Unlimited-Luxury® resort is an 
oceanfront hideaway. Find a gorgeous 
beach, shimmering pools, gourmet 
dining, the Dreams Spa by Pevonia®. 
Also enjoy the Sip, Savor & See Dining 
Experience with select Dreams, Now, and 
Sunscape Resorts & Spas (restrictions 
apply; transfers not included). Kids can 
find supervised fun in the Explorer’s Club. 
AAA Four Diamond. See ad on page 53. 
Unlimited-Luxury®

GRAND VELAS RIVIERA NAYARIT
HHHHH
This resort for all features an ambiance 
of sublime tranquility, with a three-tiered 
infinity pool opening out of the fine 
sands and blue waters of Banderas 
Bay. Oversized luxury suites, SE  
Spa, breezy oceanfront dining, three  
specialty restaurants, the modern kids  
club and teens club, and many artful  
touches make it a perfect place to  
enjoy Mexico’s splendid Pacific Coast. 
AAA Five Diamond. All-Inclusive 

MARIVAL ARMONY LUXURY 
RESORT & SUITE
HHHHH
A harmonious conjunction between the 
amenities and the kindness of nature 
make Marival Armony Luxury Resort & 
Suites All Inclusive the perfect place  
to get away with three pools, three 
Jacuzzis, and specialty restaurants, 
along with beautiful gardens and 
spectacular views of the mountain  
and the bay will take you to outstanding 
relaxation levels. All-Inclusive 

MARIVAL DISTINCT  
LUXURY RESIDENCES
HHHHH
This all-inclusive property offers gourmet 
dining, 24-hour room service, a wine 
bar, and sky lounge. Guests enjoy a 
private beach club and access to the 
World Spa, featuring nine treatment 
centers from around the globe. The 
property provides unlimited green 
fees at three championship courses 
and offers encounters with dolphins, 
snorkeling excursions, canopy ziplining, 
and sunset sailing. All-Inclusive 

HARD ROCK HOTEL VALLARTA
HHHHH
This all-inclusive hotel features 
incredible views of the coast, modern 
amenities, and attentive service, all 
infused with a rock ‘n’ roll spirit. For your 
delight: 348 stylishly chic guestrooms, 
six decadent restaurants, five bars, 
cool lounge areas, the world-famous 
Rock Spa®, and two refreshing pools. 
Couples getting married can choose 
from custom-designed Colin Cowie 
Wedding Collections. AAA Four 
Diamond. All-Inclusive 

RIU PALACE PACIFICO
HHHHH
This resort offers 24-hour room service 
and all-inclusive snacks; five restaurants; 
five bars; complimentary WiFi throughout 
the hotel; a fitness center; spa; discos at 
Riu Jalisco and Riu Vallarta; pool with 
adjoining Jacuzzi ; children’s pool; 
RiuLand Mini-Club; and playground. 
Guests also have access to the facilities 
at two additional sister RIU properties.  
AAA Four Diamond. All-Inclusive 

MARIVAL EMOTIONS  
RESORT & SUITES

HHHHH

Featuring 495 rooms and suites—
each with private balcony or terrace, 
this resort merges the ambiance of a 
Mediterranean village with the charm  
of the Riviera Nayarit. The luxury 
continues at the full-service spa and 
at Le Pergola, with candlelit dinners 
under the stars. Activities by the pool 
or beach; the vibrant Malecon and 
historical Romantic Zone are a short 
drive away. All-Inclusive
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RIVIERA NAYARIT

OCCIDENTAL NUEVO VALLARTA
HHHHH

The Occidental Nuevo Vallarta is  
an all-inclusive resort located in a  
privileged enclave amid the stunning  
scenery of the Riviera Nayarit. Located  
just 25 minutes from Puerto Vallarta  
International Airport, the resort offers  
rooms spread over seven floors that  
have been designed and equipped  
in a sophisticated manner to provide 
guests with an excellent stay.  
AAA Four Diamond. All-Inclusive 

REFLECT KRYSTAL GRAND 
NUEVO VALLARTA
HHHH
Perfectly situated on a golden beach 
with views of Banderas Bay, where 
unforgettable Unlimited-Luxury® 
memories are made. Beginning with 
reservation-free dining and limitless 
top-shelf spirits at five dining venues 
and five bars and lounges. Reflect 
Krystal Grand Nuevo Vallarta has 
everything needed for a sumptuous 
vacation. See ad on page 53. 
Unlimited-Luxury®

RIU JALISCO
HHHH
At this all-inclusive hotel in Vallarta, find 
two pools with swim-up bars that invite 
you to cool off and enjoy the Mexican 
sun. Direct access to the beach leads to 
a private area for hotel guests. If you 
want to relax further, visit the Renova Spa 
and choose between beauty services, 
body treatments, a hydro massage bath, 
and a time in the sauna to return from 
your vacation feeling as good as new. 
All-Inclusive 

RIU VALLARTA
HHHH
Featuring Art Deco architecture, stylish 
décor, and a modern vibe, this property 
is still true to the RIU tradition, offering 
endless activities, personalized service, 
and amenities that include: two pools, 
three Jacuzzis®, RiuLand Mini-Club, 
five bars, four restaurants, and 24-hour 
snacks and beverages. Riu Vallarta is 
an unforgettable destination for a well-
deserved vacation. Free WiFi in public 
areas. All-Inclusive

IBEROSTAR PLAYA MITA

HHHHH

An unforgettable destination for upscale 
families and couples alike, fine amenities 
include concierge and 24-hour room 
service. Four specialty restaurants offer 
a selection of dining to please every 
palate. Recreation options include live 
entertainment, golf, water sports, a spa, 
and the signature Star Camp (Kids/Teen 
Club) with kid’s pool and splash park. 
AAA Four Diamond. See ad on page 
50. All-Inclusive 

GRAND PALLADIUM VALLARTA 
RESORT AND SPA
HHHH
Try surfing and paddleboarding with free 
lessons for beginners on Bandera Bay. 
Free WIFI, a la carte and buffet style 
restaurants, a great swim-up bar, a 
newly launched Family Selection, 
fabulous kid’s and junior’s clubs, a kid’s 
water park, and nightly entertainment 
are just a few of the hotel’s amenities. 
The luxurious ful-service spa, Zentopia 
is also on locator. See ad on page 52. 
All-Inclusive

PUERTO VALLARTA -  
MARINA AREA

CASA VELAS HOTEL BOUTIQUE
HHHHH
This boutique hotel for adults only, 
provides a setting of incomparable 
privacy and tranquility. Each and every 
detail creates the perfect ambiance 
for enjoying as a couple or relaxing 
in harmony with nature. Casa Velas’ 
location within the Marina Vallarta 
golf course also makes it perfect for 
maximum enjoyment of this sport.  
All-Inclusive/Adults-Only

VELAS VALLARTA SUITE RESORT 
HHHHH

A pioneer of personalized service. It 
features spacious rooms and suites for 
the entire family, with spectacular views 
of tropical gardens and the Mexican 
Pacific. The resort also has three pools, 
gourmet restaurants, 24-hour room or 
suite service and a Kid’s Club. Velas 
Vallarta’s contribution to sustainable 
tourism has been recognized by 
organizations such as Earth Check.  
All-Inclusive 
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PUERTO VALLARTA -  
MARINA AREA

MELIÁ PUERTO VALLARTA
HHHH
In exclusive Marina Vallarta, 324 rooms—
some accommodating up to five—invite 
a break from the excitement of a pool, 
shooting range, climbing wall, dance 
performances, and more. Available 
babysitting offers care for children as 
young as four months, while older kids 
can join different clubs or relax at the 
Kids & Co. spa. For adults, there’s YHI 
Wellness. For a dream wedding, ask 
about the services of Romance by Meliá.  
All-Inclusive 

PUERTO VALLARTA -  
HOTEL ZONE

THE HACIENDA AT HILTON 
PUERTO VALLARTA –  
ADULTS ONLY
HHHHH 

A true Mexican tradition in décor, 
ambience and culinary experience is 
waiting for you at The Hacienda at Hilton 
Puerto Vallarta, the newest Adults-Only 
section at the all-inclusive Hilton Puerto 
Vallarta. Its amenities include: 2 
swimming pools, an all-day restaurant, a 
Mexican specialty restaurant, a gourmet 
deli, a swim-up bar, a sky bar, and a 
library. All-Inclusive/Adults-Only

NOW AMBER PUERTO VALLARTA
HHHHH
Now Amber welcomes couples, 
singles, and families to enjoy Unlimited-
Luxury® like finely appointed suites 
with contemporary décor and endless 
meals, snacks, and top-shelf spirits 
in six reservation-free restaurants and 
five bars and lounges. Relax with a 
treatment in the world-class spa; kids 
can do so in the dinosaur-themed 
Explorer’s Club. Teens have the Core 
Zone. AAA Four Diamond. See ad on 
page 53. Unlimited-Luxury®

SECRETS VALLARTA BAY 
PUERTO VALLARTA
HHHHH
This all-suite resort provides a wealth of 
luxury amenities ranging from beautiful 
beaches and an infinity pool to 24-hour 
room service and limitless reservation-
free gourmet dining. Indulge in the 
world-class spa, and enjoy daily activities 
and nightly entertainment. Delight in the 
Sip, Savor & See Dining Experience 
with select nearby AMResorts. AAA 
Four Diamond. See ad on page 53 
Unlimited-Luxury®/Adults-Only

VILLA PREMIERE BOUTIQUE 
HOTEL & ROMANTIC GETAWAY
HHHHH
This stylish, intimate, and exclusive 
beachfront boutique hotel in a stunning 
downtown location is splendid for 
experiencing firsthand the charm of 
Mexican traditions. It features guestrooms 
and suites overlooking the Pacific Ocean, 
all-inclusive gourmet cuisine, and superb 
facilities. This adults-only retreat is 
exceptional for sophisticated travelers. 
All-Inclusive Available/Adults-Only

FIESTA AMERICANA  
PUERTO VALLARTA
HHHHH

Fiesta Americana Puerto Vallarta 
All-Inclusive & Spa offers a true Mexican 
experience for guests of all ages. 
Located on Banderas Bay’s sandy 
shores, guests enjoy fine dining, 
relaxing on the beach, a family pool, 
and an exclusive, rooftop adults-only 
pool. Guests are just steps away from 
great shopping and only a five-minute 
cab ride from the charming town of 
Puerto Vallarta. All-Inclusive

SUNSCAPE PUERTO VALLARTA 
RESORT & SPA
HHHH
Set in the center of Banderas Bay 
with the Sierra Madre peaks in the 
background, this resort is only ten 
minutes from the famous Malecon of 
Old Town Vallarta—an ideal location that 
puts an array of Hotel Zone activities, 
shopping, nightlife, and fine cuisine only 
minutes away. Here, families, couples, 
and singles are treated to an Unlimited-
Fun® getaway. See ad on page 53 
Unlimited-Fun®

PUERTO VALLARTA -  
SOUTH ZONE

GARZA BLANCA PRESERVE 
RESORT & SPA
HHHHH
Welcome to Garza Blanca Preserve 
Resort & Spa, one of Mexico’s most 
luxurious optional all-inclusive resorts in 
Puerto Vallarta, Banderas Bay promising 
unique and spellbinding experiences for 
all ages. Why not escape to paradise 
for your honeymoon, indulge in a family 
vacation, or simply relax with your 
favorite people at the beach.  

GRAND FIESTA AMERICANA 
PUERTO VALLARTA
HHHHH
Grand Fiesta Americana Puerto Vallarta 
offers an getaway complete with 
majestic views, world-class fine dining, 
and exceptional personalized service. 
Secluded in the lush green Sierra  
Madre mountains, on a private beach 
but just 15 minutes from the Romantic 
Zone, offers an unforgettable leisure 
experience for friends, couples,  
and destination weddings.  
All-Inclusive/Adults-Only

BARCELO PUERTO VALLARTA
HHHHH

This resort offers air-conditioned one- 
and two-bedroom suites with ceiling 
fans; two free-form pools; swim-up bar; 
children’s club and pool; and a water 
slide. Guests enjoy a full all-inclusive 
resort with many dining options, 
activities, and entertainment for all ages. 
Chosen multiple times as an Editor’s 
Pick by TravelAge West for “Best Family 
Resort (Mexico).” AAA Four Diamond.  
All-Inclusive 



FRANCE - PARIS

HOTEL REGINA PARIS
HHHHH
Explore the historic Paris while enjoying 
the class of a remarkable five-star hotel. 
Opposite the Louvre Museum and 
overlooking the tranquil Tuileries Garden, 
guests can get to some top attractions 
in minutes. Combining a subtle blend 
of traditional French elegance and 
contemporary comfort, every room has 
been loving restored to its 19th century 
splendor. Run by the fourth generation  
of the same Parisian family, Hotel Regina 
is both chic and unique. 

W PARIS
HHHHH
Flying past the Eiffel Tower, past 
bustling bars and storied streets,  
a spark explodes into a cascade of 
glittering embers, electrifying the center 
of Paris. That spark is W Paris Opéra, 
a fusion of the energy of New York and 
the light of Paris. Relax in one of their 91 
guestrooms and suites, which merge 
Haussmann elegance with avant-garde 
design and chic accents.  

PRINCE DE GALLES
HHHHH 
The legendary jewel of the Parisian  
Art Deco movement. Since its inception 
in 1928, the Prince de Galles has 
stood out as a beacon of sophistication 
and grace in Paris. The hotel is 
located on Avenue George V, close 
to the Champs-Élysées and Avenue 
Montaigne as well as some of the  
city’s most celebrated landmarks, 
including the Arc de Triomphe and  
the Eiffel Tower.

THE WESTIN PARIS
HHHHH 
A location in Paris’ first arrondissement, 
making it effortless for guests to enjoy 
shopping, sightseeing, or a business 
visit. The hotel is only a ten-minute  
walk to Concorde, the Louvre Museum, 
and the Place Vendôme. A stay here 
includes breathtaking city views over  
the Tuileries Garden or the Eiffel Tower, 
and each of the accommodations 
combines Parisian chic with design  
and technology. 
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Even with a vast ocean between us, the lure of the Old World is inescapable, its magic, untranslatable. Americans have long been fascinated by the 
stunning lands many of our families came from; the life-altering impressions they leave are eternal. Every region in every country has its own deep, 
wholly unique roots. These roots connect intricately throughout the continent, a complex network from which sprouted the origins of nearly every 
facet of Western society and civilization as we know it today.

Squint into the distance: you can still see the ghosts of rising dust clouds on roads leading to Rome or Athens. Time travel becomes easy 
when staying in a rustic chateau among the sweet lavender of Provence; cypress-guarded hills of sun-drenched Tuscany; or the exotic Moorish 
architecture of Seville. It simply stands still when sipping an espresso on the canals of Venice or Amsterdam; strolling the rose gardens of the English 
countryside; or while listening to the whistle of the wind through the heather of Scotland. 

Travel inland, and feel the rumble of carriages over age-old cobblestones, reverberating through your soles in places like Vienna, Budapest, and 
Paris. Crane your neck until you can stretch it no more to take in majestic spires that twist into the sun in Prague, London, or Barcelona. Trade 
those towers for whitewashed buildings capped in blue in Mykonos or onion-dome swirls in Istanbul. Or, turn your gaze skyward once more to 
mountaintops hidden by clouds, a jagged horizon of white and green across Switzerland, Austria, Germany, France, and Italy.

Regardless of the European destination, the lasting impression you’ll take home is that it’s indeed possible to find yourself swept up in the romance 
of a fairy tale. The only question is, which story will you choose?

Welcome to
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ITALY - FLORENCE

THE WESTIN EXCELSIOR, 
FLORENCE
HHHHH
Neighboring the famous Ponte Vecchio, 
Uffizi Gallery, and Pitti Palace, The 
Westin Excelsior, Florence combines 
luxurious modern accommodations  
with seven centuries of Florentine 
history. Its presence on Piazza 
Ognissanti is impressive, featuring 
recently refurbished guestrooms, 
a professional staff dedicated to 
impeccable service, and a state-of-the-
art business center. AAA Five Diamond. 

HOTEL BRUNELLESCHI
HHHHH 
This charming hotel located in the 
historic center of Florence offers 
breathtaking views of the Duomo.  
Its centralized location puts it within 
walking distance to the famous Uffizi 
Gallery, must-see museums, shopping 
areas, and attractions. Completely 
renovated in a contemporary style,  
this 96-room hotel features a fine dining 
restaurant, a Tuscan osteria, a private 
museum, wonderful suites, and suite 
ambassador service. 

ITALY - ROME

BAGLIONI HOTEL REGINA
HHHHH
Housed in a magnificent liberty-
style building, Baglioni Hotel Regina 
is prominently located on the Via 
Veneto, within walking distance of the 
Spanish Steps and Via Condotti. The 
hotel’s magnificent rooms, suites and 
restaurant blend contemporary design 
and traditional elegance. The exclusive 
Roman Penthouse boasts outdoor 
private terraces that offer panoramic 
views stretching from the Sistine  
Chapel to the Colosseum and beyond. 

THE ST. REGIS ROME
HHHHH
The meticulous renovation of The  
St. Regis Rome embraces both past 
and present. The light filled interior 
blends original detail and contemporary 
spirit creating a timeless palace. All 160 
rooms and suites have been fashioned 
in light tones and enriched by precious 
Rubelli fabrics and handpicked objets 
d’art. At the social heart of the hotel, 
Caelum Bar, where fashion and art 
converge. AAA Five Diamond.

BAGLIONI HOTEL LUNA
HHHHH
Housed in a magnificent 12th century 
Venetian palazzo, Baglioni Hotel Luna is 
the most ancient hotel in Venice and just 
a stone’s throw from St. Mark’s Square. 
A private landing stage allows guests 
to arrive to the hotel’s elegant entrance 
by gondola or water taxi. Many of the 
rooms and suites feature private terraces 
with magnificent views. The refined 
Canova Restaurant and the 18th century 
frescoed Marco Polo Ballroom welcome 
guests for excellent cuisine.

HOTEL DANIELI, A LUXURY 
COLLECTION HOTEL, VENICE 
HHHHH
With its heritage setting on Riva degli 
Schiavoni, Hotel Danieli dominates the 
Venetian lagoon, the Bridge of Sighs, 
and St. Mark’s Square. The hotel’s 
rooftop restaurant, Terrazza Danieli, 
combines spectacular views of the 
Grand Canal with cuisine that creates 
a magical voyage for the senses that 
retraces the Oriental influences of spice 
traders and blends them with indigenous 
ingredients from the lagoon.

GREECE - MYKONOS

MYCONIAN IMPERIAL RESORT
HHHHH
A world-class luxury hotel positioned 
just above the magnificent sandy beach 
of Elia, this five-star resort is a prominent 
member of the Leading Hotels of the 
World and a haven of wellness and 
tranquility. With a caring and friendly 
staff committed to providing highly  
personalized services, this exclusive 
resort features gourmet restaurants, 
upscale conference venues and  
exceptional wedding facilities designed 
to surpass conventional expectations.

GREECE - SANTORINI

VEDEMA, A LUXURY 
COLLECTION RESORT 
HHHHH
Vedema, a Luxury Collection Resort, is 
a village with 46 traditional whitewashed 
Cycladic-style villas that immerse guests 
in the sophisticated, relaxed philosophy 
that is quintessential Santorini. Vedema 
Resort’s refined dining options range from 
a 400-year-old atmospheric wine cellar to 
vivid poolside bars. Gracefully equipped 
to meet all needs of the body and soul, 
Vedema Resort will feel like your private 
paradise. AAA Five Diamond. 
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Cross the Equator to turn your world upside-down; take wing to 

turn winter into summer, and vice versa. It may sound like magic, 

but it won’t be the journey to South America that will have you 

spellbound—it’ll be the people, culture, and landscape that  

enchant you. 

Covering nearly 12% of the Earth’s surface area, this mysterious 

continent is intriguing in its untamed diversity. From the highlands  

and plateaus of the east to the Andes Mountains of the west, and  

the river plain where the mighty Amazon River roars, some of the 

most beautiful natural sights on the planet are concentrated here.  

The highest volcanoes in the world tower above Peru, Bolivia, 

Chile, and Argentina, while more than 2,000 species of butterflies 

keep some of the world’s most rare and even yet-undiscovered 

flora and fauna company in the Amazonian jungle and Incan wilds. 

In the cities, the cosmopolitan streets of Buenos Aires and heady 

nightlife of Rio de Janeiro draw out butterflies of a social kind, 

while European Uruguay is a menagerie of natural and manmade 

habitats. The only question that remains is, which will you flit to?

Welcome to

SOUTH AMERICA
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ARGENTINA - BUENOS AIRES

MELIÁ BUENOS AIRES
HHHHH
Featuring 209 fully refurbished classic 
and contemporary guestrooms and 
suites, this centrally located hotel also 
offers a well-equipped fitness center; 
heated swimming pool; whirlpool; 
sauna; beauty salon and spa; and 
24-hour reception and room service. 
Its Azorin Restaurant specializes in 
international cuisine, while Macado Café 
offers light meals throughout the day.  

MELIÁ RECOLETA PLAZA 
BOUTIQUE HOTEL
HHHH
This hotel boasts 57 exquisitely 
decorated guestrooms and suites 
reminiscent of the Louis XV and Queen 
Anne styles. Guests can enjoy the fully 
equipped fitness center, spa, and health 
club. Entertainment options include 
Restaurant Bistro Recoleta (specializing 
in Mediterranean cuisine), the Mallorca 
summer terrace, and Café Ibiza.   

BRAZIL - ANGRA

MELIA ANGRA RESORT & 
CONVENTION CENTER
HHHH
This resort offers a great range of leisure 
activities for those who enjoy water 
sports and sailing, as well as for those 
who prefer to just rest. In addition to 
the 200 well-appointed guestrooms, it 
offers a pool, tennis, fitness center, kids 
club, and a restaurant serving Brazilian 
and international cuisine.  

BRAZIL - BAHIA/ 
SALVADOR DEL BAHIA

IBEROSTAR BAHÍA PREMIUM
HHHH
This Premium hotel features 632 
guestrooms with private balconies, 
plus amenities that include a  pool with 
swim-up bar; activity pool, adult pool, 
fitness center, spa, and a golf course 
with ocean views. For dinner, the hotel 
offers a buffet and therned restaurants 
featuring Japanese, Mediterranean, 
French and finely prepared meats. 
All-Inclusive

IBEROSTAR PRAIA DO FORTE 
PREMIUM GOLD
HHHH
This Premium Gold resort offers guests 
536 sophisticated suites with all the 
comforts of home. Guests will enjoy 
exclusive amenities such as  Starcafé 
and room services. The hotel features 
a many bars and restaurants, spa 
and wellness area (additional cost); 
fitness center, six swimming pools, 
amphitheater; children’s area; and  
a golf course (additional cost).  
See ad on page 50. All-Inclusive

BRAZIL - MANAUS

IBEROSTAR GRAND AMAZON 
HOTEL-SHIP, GRAND 
COLLECTION

Ideal for guests seeking adventure, this 
property offers excitement paired with 
the comforts of an all-inclusive hotel. 
Cruise through the Amazon along the 
Negro or Solimıes Rivers, or explore 
both. Each itinerary offers fascinating 
excursions; authentic Brazilian cuisine, 
including two restaurants; two bars; 
two pools; a rooftop Jacuzzi®; fitness 
room; and entertainment. Hotel-Ship/
All-Inclusive

PERU - LIMA

MELIÁ LIMA
HHHHH

The Meliá Lima is located in one of 
the most prestigious residential areas 
in Lima: San Isidro, near the airport, 
historical city center, and Miraflores. It 
offers 185 well-appointed guestrooms, 
each equipped with sophisticated 
elements; a swimming pool; fitness 
center; sauna; and whirlpool. Restaurant 
El Tambo offers delicious buffets with 
Creole, Italian, seafood, and Spanish 
cuisine, and the hotel bar provides a 
popular, private atmosphere.  
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Thatched-roof bungalows float on stilts in seas so clear that you 

can wave to your curious shadow on its sandy floor. The front 

door opens; you jump right into the water, laughing as you startle 

colorful fish who dazzle you in turn with their brilliance. Dry off in a 

hammock, facing mountains that appear like magic on the horizon, 

past alabaster sand and palms angled toward a perpetual sun. 

Resist the urge to pinch yourself—this paradise does, indeed, exist, 

and it’s more incredible than you’d even imagined.

Sprinkled across two million square miles of ocean are 118 

miniscule islands and atolls. Of these, the Society Islands 

archipelago is perhaps the most well-known. It’s here that you’ll 

find Tahiti, Bora Bora, Moorea, Huahine, Raiatea, and Taha’a 

seamlessly interconnected by fast ferries, short flights, and 

thousands of years of Polynesian history.

Javelin throwing, surfing, and the 122-year-old Heiva i Tahiti 

festival remain time-honored traditions, as permanently etched 

into the Maohi people as their gorgeous tattoos. Tahitian tiare 

flowers perfume every graceful move their famous dancers make, 

and black pearls, vanilla beans, wood carvings, and hand-dyed 

pareo fabrics help you prove that your days of 80-degree water, 

hikes, massages, diving, canoeing, deep sea fishing, hand-feeding 

sharks, yachting, dining, dancing, and picnicking in the epitome of 

utopia were not just a blissful dream, but a memory.

Welcome to 

TAHITI AND 
HER ISLANDS
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MOOREA

INTERCONTINENTAL MOOREA 
RESORT & SPA
HHHH½

Located on the northwest coast of the 
island, this resort stretches luxuriously 
between mountains and lagoon, on 
acres of gardens. Three restaurants  
and two bars accommodate gourmet 
and casual dining. This resort has  
much to offer guests, including dolphin 
encounters, diving, and water sports; a 
spa; and a concierge desk to guide you 
to the best Moorea has to offer. 

SOFITEL MOOREA IA ORA 
BEACH RESORT
HHHH½

The Sofitel Moorea features 113 
luxurious bungalows (including a 
two-bedroom villa) built over the water, 
on the beachfront, or surrounded by 
landscaped gardens. The resort 
features two restaurants; an outdoor 
pool; a day spa; and a variety of water 
sports, including scuba diving, kayaking, 
and windsurfing. Both motorized and 
non-motorized water activities can also 
be arranged.  

BORA BORA

INTERCONTINENTAL BORA BORA 
RESORT & THALASSO SPA
HHHHH
Romantically settled on Motu Piti Aau on 
the barrier reef, its 84 large villas stand 
on stilts over the lagoon. The resort 
offers Polynesian wedding ceremonies 
in the Blue Lagoon Chapel or on the 
beach; candlelit dinners on the 
pontoon; private sunset cruises with 
Champagne; and overwater spa 
treatments. Inspired by Marlon Brando, 
it’s the first hotel in the world to produce 
its air conditioning from ocean water.  

INTERCONTINENTAL BORA 
BORA LE MOANA RESORT
HHHH
An intimate, boutique hotel located  
on the south end of Bora Bora at 
famous Matira Point. The canoe 
breakfast was first introduced at this 
hotel; lunch is most romantic on the  
Vini Vini terrace, beside the freshwater 
swimming pool, looking out onto the 
lagoon. InterContinental Bora Bora  
Le Moana features 62 junior suite 
bungalows on the beach and over  
the lagoon.

SOFITEL BORA BORA  
MARARA BEACH
HHHH½

On the edge of a private beach in Matira 
Bay, this resort presents Polynesian 
architecture set in astonishing beauty. 
The bungalows boast private terraces, 
and the overwater bungalows feature 
in-floor viewing platforms. Culinary 
delights offered at Latitude 16 or 
Hurricane Bar feature the island’s 
bountiful fare and overlook the lagoon. 
Recreational offerings include an 
infinity pool, day spa, and more. 

SOFITEL BORA BORA  
PRIVATE ISLAND
HHHH½

This luxury boutique hotel features 31 
bungalows set in the gardens, over 
the water, or in a refined one-bedroom 
villa. For those seeking privacy, this is 
the ultimate retreat. Enjoy the beautiful 
beach and unique coral garden. Savor 
Champagne during sunset with a 
panoramic view on the island’s hilltop. 
Continue this magical evening with a 
romantic dinner on the beach. 

BORA BORA PEARL BEACH 
RESORT & SPA
HHHH
“Created by the Gods.” That is the 
meaning of Bora Bora’s ancestral name. 
Set amid the breathtaking beauty of 
the reef that crowns the island and 
iconic Mount Otemanu, this resort, 
built in pure Polynesian style and 
architecture,offers travelers in search 
of authenticity a unique experience. 



The streets are paved in gold, it was once whispered. Opportunity 

is everywhere in the Western World, the greatest melting pot on 

Earth, they’ve said. It’s known as the “land of the free,” where “purple 

mountains majesty” shade “amber waves of grain;” in China, its name 

is simply “the Beautiful Nation.” However, we’re fortunate enough to 

call the United States by one word: home.

This is America, a country so geographically and culturally diverse 

that people spend their whole lives traveling its borders and still leave 

sights unseen. One of the most stable and mightiest nations today, 

filled with unique states and reasons to visit, it’s no wonder that 

travelers from the world over dream about our famous cities  

and tropical, alpine, prairie, desert, and forest landscapes under 

endless skies.

Fast-paced New York is on many a bucket list, with its towering 

skyscrapers and legendary glamour. On the other side of the spectrum 

is wild Alaska, where bears and moose are more likely neighbors 

than folk. The wonder of the Grand Canyon brings a different type of 

surrealism to the touristic table and counters it with immaculate golf 

and spas—luxuries also renowned in fun-loving, star-studded California, 

whose film tradition has changed the world. However, movies take the 

backseat when live entertainment is non-stop in cities like Las Vegas, 

New Orleans, Orlando and Miami.

“From the mountains to the prairies and the oceans white with foam,” 

every state leaves its own lasting impression, but ubiquitous through 

them all is “America, the Beautiful.”

Welcome to the
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HAWAII - OAHU

THE MODERN HONOLULU
HHHHH

The Modern Honolulu introduces 
cosmopolitan chic to Hawaii. Featuring 
eye-catching artwork and catering to 
guests ranging from contemporary 
business travelers to savvy jet-setters 
from all over the world, its vibrant 
nightlife, intimate pool settings, 
exhilarating spa treatments, and all that 
Oahu offers blend to create a feeling of 
luxury as refined as it is relaxed. AAA 
Four Diamond.

PRINCE WAIKIKI
HHHH
Experience Prince Waikiki’s modern 
artful design within close proximity 
to beaches, shopping, trendy 
neighborhood dining, art museums, and 
historical sites. Complimentary shuttle 
service is available throughout Waikiki 
and to Ala Moana Center. All oceanfront 
guestrooms provide expansive ceiling-
to-floor windows that open wide. 
Hotel amenities include on-site dining 
options, a pool with a view, exclusive 
club lounge, and fitness center.  

HAWAII - KONA

MAUNA KEA BEACH HOTEL
HHHHH
This hotel is an international destination 
resort upholding a timeless tradition of 
luxury and aloha since it was created by 
Laurance S. Rockefeller in 1965. The 
Mauna Kea Beach Club, 18-hole 
championship golf course and Seaside 
Tennis Club set standards for excellence 
while 252 guestrooms and suites offer 
breathtaking views, including those of the 
perfect white-sand crescent at Kauna’oa 
Bay—consistently rated one of Hawaii’s 
finest beaches. See ad on page 56.  

FAIRMONT ORCHID, HAWAII
HHHHH

Amid a landscape of volcanoes, 
rainforest, and rolling surf, Fairmont 
Orchid offers guests 36 holes of award-
winning championship golf, plus an 
array of oceanside massage treatments 
at The Spa Without Walls. For those 
who seek the ultimate in relaxation, lean 
back in a wide hammock at sunset and 
watch for the Kohala Coast’s legendary 
green flash. AAA Four Diamond.  

THE WESTIN HAPUNA BEACH 
RESORT 
HHHHH

The Westin Hapuna Beach Resort is a 
newly renovated contemporary island 
retreat overlooking one of Hawaiiís most 
beautiful white-sand beaches. Two 
pools, multiple dining options, an 
18-hole golf course, and CrossFit 
center, and 249 guestrooms and suites 
with Westin signature amenities 
welcome guests for rest and 
rejuvenation. 

HAWAII - MAUI

FAIRMONT KEA LANI, MAUI
HHHHH
Discover the essence of Maui at 
Fairmont Kea Lani, Hawaii’s only all-
suite and -villa luxury resort. Nestled 
on the golden sands of Wailea’s 
Polo Beach, this award-winning 
oceanfront paradise redefines luxury 
with a state-of-the-art spa, island-
inspired cuisine, and authentic culture. 
Experience a distinct spirit of aloha 
and genuine island hospitality that 
creates lifelong memories for each 
and every guest. AAA Four Diamond.

FLORIDA - FT. MYERS - 
CAPTIVA ISLAND

SOUTH SEAS ISLAND RESORT
HHHH

While walking the resort’s 2.5 miles of 
exclusive white-sand beach off the Gulf 
of Mexico, you’ll discover 250 types of 
seashells and 230 species of birds. In 
the turquoise water, you’ll find dolphins, 
manatees, water sports options, and 
epic fishing opportunities. Amenities 
include 20 swimming pools; on-site 
golf, tennis, and spa; restaurants; kids 
camps; and more.   

FLORIDA - FT. MYERS -  
SANIBEL ISLAND

SANIBEL HARBOUR MARRIOTT 
RESORT & SPA
HHHH
Nestled on a private peninsula, this 
elegant, award-winning Gulf Coast 
retreat makes guests feel as if they  
are relaxing at their own stately 
Floridian plantation. Amenities  
include a variety of cruises, Kids Klub 
program, water sports, six swimming 
pools, five tennis courts, and five 
restaurants. Kids 18 and under  
stay free. AAA Four Diamond.   
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FLORIDA - KEY WEST

CASA MARINA RESORT, A 
WALDORF ASTORIA RESORT
HHHH
Located on 1,100 feet of private, 
glimmering beach, this is an impeccable 
merging of Old Key West ambiance and 
contemporary luxury. A laid-back, elegant 
retreat built in 1921, Casa Marina offers 
Mediterranean-style ocean view rooms 
that open onto quiet, private balconies. 
The resort features two heated tropical 
swimming pools with attentive pool 
concierge, a rejuvenating health club,  
and the beachside Spa al Maré.   

FLORIDA - MIAMI BEACH

FONTAINEBLEAU MIAMI BEACH
HHHHH
A revered Miami Beach landmark 
for more than half a century, 
Fontainebleau’s iconic design is  
a spectacular blend of Miami’s 
glamorous golden era and stylish 
modern luxury. The 20-acre oceanfront 
hotel features signature dining, LIV 
Nightclub, the renowned Lapis Spa, 
stylish poolscapes and cabanas, 
and miles of pristine beach. At 
Fontainebleau, the possibilities  
are endless. AAA Four Diamond  

EDEN ROC, MIAMI BEACH
HHHH
At once timeless and groundbreaking, 
Eden Roc on Collins Avenue brings 
all things alluring with a dash of the 
unexpected. Pick from 631 spacious 
guestrooms and suites and relax in four 
pools; with signature treatments at the 
spa; in Miami Beach’s only oceanfront, 
open-air dining at Cabana Beach Club; 
or the iconic Lobby Bar. Over 70,000 
square feet of indoor and outdoor 
meeting and event space is available.   

FLORIDA - TAMPA -  
ST. PETERSBURG BEACH

THE DON CESAR HOTEL
HHHHH

A historic playground, this legendary 
pink palace charms and impresses 
with gracious service from a bygone 
era. On its sugar-white beach, seaside 
massages, water sports, and fine dining 
await. Relax in the Spa Oceana, fitness 
center, pool with Gulf views, or go 
fishing. Camp CeSar for kids and an ice 
cream parlor delight. Tennis, and golf 
are both nearby.   

LOUISIANA - NEW ORLEANS

HOTEL MONTELEONE
HHHH
It’s been said that the French Quarter 
begins in the lobby of the Hotel 
Monteleone. This venerable New 
Orleans hotel sits majestically at the  
foot of Royal Street, where shop after 
shop of fabulous jewelry, art, and 
antiquities and quaint restaurants line 
cobblestoned streets. Just steps from 
the hotel, discover Jackson Square, the 
Old French Market, and the Riverwalk.  



Experience a real dream 
Calling all newly engaged couples! Bahia Principe Hotels & Resorts offers the ultimate op-

tions for couples to make their dream event a reality in the Caribbean or Mexico. Five varying 

wedding packages, including Free* weddings, allow guests to tailor their special day to their 

specific needs and offer different benefits for the bride and groom. By providing a romantic 

setting, luxe amenities and personalized service, Bahia Principe’s multiple properties are sure 

to make couples swoon during their most special moments. 

Dominican Republic · Mexico · Jamaica

*Additional fees apply for services of a judge or minister. Subject to terms and conditions.
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www.majestic-resorts.com

*When you book 15 or more rooms for 7 nights travel 01Jun18-23Dec19. Subject to validation at time of arrival. punta cana, dominican republic

honeymoon 8.375x10.875 2018-2019.indd   1 2018-09-28   12:44 PM
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Celebrating
could be  easy

T H E  B I G  D AY  I S  C O M I N G

An elegant chapel, a terrace by the 
sea, lush green gardens. Wherever
your journey takes you, Palladium 
Hotel Group has the destination

you’ve always dreamed of. Happily 
ever afters begin here.
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From single to soulmate. From first date to forever.

True love is the trip of a lifetime.

Your journey begins at Couples Resorts, Jamaica’s favorite all-inclusive 
luxury resorts for destination weddings. From Ocho Rios to Negril, our 
four oceanfront properties were built on one idea:
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IN MY KINGDOM,
EVEN SCIENTISTS

AGREE, THE EARTH 
REVOLVES AROUND ME.

At the center of every kingdom, stands a palace.  
One where every bride’s wish is granted. And where  

the world revolves only around you. You and your entire  
wedding party will be eligible to receive up to US $1,500 in 

Resort Credit to use toward the spa, tours, romantic dinners 
and so much more. Let us help you plan your perfect day.  

Live the Palace Life. 

Wedding Ad.indd   1 5/14/19   5:04 PM
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Simply Stellar
Seven Stars. Extraordinary accommodations, personalized 

service, easy elegance and the spellbinding beauty that 

defines the Turks and Caicos Islands.

G R A C E  B AY  B E A C H ,  T U R K S  A N D  C A I C O S
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SECTION 1. TERMS AND CONDITIONS APPLICABLE TO LAND 
ONLY, SCHEDULED AIR PACKAGES AND CHARTER AIR 
PROGRAMS: THIS AGREEMENT CONTAINS THE TERMS AND 
CONDITIONS BY WHICH TRAVEL IMPRESSIONS, 999 STEWART 
AVE, SUITE 210, BETHPAGE NY 11714 IN CONSIDERATION FOR A 
PARTICIPANT’S PAYMENT, AGREES TO PROVIDE THESE TRAVEL 
TOURS. ALL PRODUCTS AND SERVICES DEPICTED IN THIS 
BROCHURE ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. THE 
INFORMATION IN THIS BROCHURE IS CURRENT AS OF THE DATE 
OF PRINTING AND MAY BE DIFFERENT ON YOUR BOOKING OR 
TRAVEL DATES. PLEASE VISIT WWW.TRAVELIMPRESSIONS.COM 
FOR THE MOST CURRENT INFORMATION. READ THIS AGREEMENT 
CAREFULLY. PAYMENT TO TRAVEL IMPRESSIONS OR YOUR 
TRAVEL AGENT CONSTITUTES ACCEPTANCE OF THESE TERMS 
AND CONDITIONS.

RESERVATIONS AND PAYMENT: Travel Impressions accepts payment 
by credit and debit cards issued on the following networks: AMERICAN 
EXPRESS, VISA, MASTERCARD, or DISCOVER. Any other person or entity 
(including a travel agent) who receives monies from participants does so strictly 
as an agent of participants. Transportation Security Administration (TSA) 
regulations require you to provide your full name as it appears on your 
travel documents, date of birth, and gender at the time of booking for 
the purpose of watch-list screening. Failure to provide this information 
will result in you not being allowed to travel. For details, visit tsa.gov. 
Once your reservation is confirmed, the amendment and cancellation charges 
as explained in the Fair Trade Contract apply. When booking with an airline-
sponsored credit card, benefits such as free baggage fees which may 
apply when booking with the airline directly WILL NOT apply to your Travel 
Impressions vacation.

DEPOSIT REQUIREMENTS/LATE BOOKING FEE: Full payment of the 
Cancel for Any Reason Waiver and Travel Protection Plan is due at the 
time of booking, if selected. Travel Impressions reserves the right to issue 
scheduled airline tickets once the applicable deposit has been paid. Certain 
bookings are subject to different deposit and payment requirements. We 
reserve the right to treat the booking as cancelled by you if the balance 
due is not paid when due. 100% hotel deposit may apply for select hotels 
for holiday departures. For current deposit policy visit http://www.travimp.
com/about/terms.html. In the event your hotel is supplied by Travelscape 
LLC, the policy at http://developer.ean.com/terms/en/ apply.

DOCUMENTS: Documents will be mailed/emailed once full payment is 
received. Document reissue fee is $25 per booking plus supplier fees.

CHECK-IN PROCEDURE: Failure to check-in for your flight at the 
appropriate time may result in denied boarding and a refund may not be 
granted. Check-in times vary by carrier/airport and all participants are 
required to check with the carrier for the most current information.

LIABILITY STATEMENT: Travel Impressions and its parent, subsidiaries, 
affiliates and representatives (collectively, “TI”), act as agents for 
independent travel suppliers, such as airlines, hotels and other independent 
suppliers to provide you with the services you purchase; and is represented 
in destination by companies organized and existing in that destination, 
including providers of transportation and excursions. We have taken all 
reasonable steps to ensure that proper arrangements have been made 
for your vacation. However, we do not accept and expressly disclaim any 
liability for the actions or omissions of these independent suppliers. If you 
find you have any dispute with such persons, however, we will give you as 
much reasonable help as we can in resolving a dispute.

You understand and agree that TI shall not be liable for any loss, injury, 
expense or damage to persons or property resulting, directly or indirectly, 
from the acts or omissions of these independent travel suppliers, including 
but not limited to delays, overbookings, cancellation of services, cessation 
of operations, accidents, failures of equipment, or changes in fares, 
itineraries or schedules.

TI cannot control and will not be responsible for bodily injury, property or 
other damage or loss caused by factors beyond our control, including but 
not limited to flight delays, airline turbulence, transportation accidents, 
war, terrorism, weather, quarantine, sickness, government restrictions, 
regulations or actions, mechanical breakdowns, acts of God, fires, 
earthquakes, floods, climatic aberrations, acts of civil unrest, strikes, 
riots, theft, disease or accidents, or failures related to the public internet, 
telecommunications lines or facilities, or third party technology systems, 
other unforeseen circumstances, or any other cause beyond our control, 
including your physical, medical or mental disabilities, your failure to obtain 
valid travel documents or your failure to follow travel instructions. Under no 
circumstances shall TI be liable for any special, incidental or consequential 
damages arising from the foregoing. Certain exclusions may not apply in 
some jurisdictions.

Travel Impressions, the airlines and other suppliers it uses, issue 
tickets, coupons or electronic documents covering transportation, 
hotel accommodations and other services and facilities. Neither 
Travel Impressions nor these suppliers, or their respective 
subagents, shall be held liable for loss or damage to property or 
injury of person caused by reason of any act, omission, defect or 

negligence by any other hotel agency, transportation company or 
party providing such services or facilities.

All airlines concerned are not liable for any claim arising out of or in 
connection with carriage or other services or features otherwise performed 
or occurring in connection with this package, except as provided in 
the conditions of carriage for the airlines and the passenger tickets 
issued in conjunction with this package. TI is not responsible under any 
circumstances for any injury or damages you may suffer in connection with 
your air or ground transportation.

All prices and features described in Travel Impressions’ promotional 
materials and website are subject to change without notice. Some 
hotel room photographs do not depict the standard room category. 
If any term or provision of this contract is held invalid or otherwise 
unenforceable, the enforceability of the remaining terms or provisions 
will not be impaired thereby.

INTERMEDIARY DISCLOSURE: Travel Impressions assists you in 
finding travel suppliers and making arrangements that meet your individual 
needs. We consider various factors in identifying travel suppliers to you 
and recommending specific itineraries. In this role, we are acting as an 
independent third party and not as a fiduciary.

TERMS OF PURCHASE: Please note that separate terms and conditions 
dictated by the applicable supplier will apply to your reservation and 
purchase of products and services. You agree to abide by such terms and 
conditions, including payment of all amounts when due and compliance 
with the applicable supplier’s policies, rules and restrictions regarding 
availability and use of fares, products and services. You understand 
that any violation of any such supplier’s terms, conditions, policies, rules 
or restrictions may result in (a) your forfeiting any monies paid for such 
reservation or purchase, (b) cancellation of your reservation or purchase, 
(c) your being denied access to any flights, hotels or other products or 
services, and (d) Travel Impressions debiting your account for any costs 
Travel Impressions incurs as a result of such violation. You acknowledge 
that you will be responsible for all charges, fees, duties, taxes and 
assessments arising out of your purchase of the travel products from 
Travel Impressions.  Travel Impressions works with our suppliers to provide 
you with the best rates. To pass these values on to our customers, we 
are prohibited from breaking out individual component prices and will 
not be able to provide those to you. In the event your hotel is supplied by 
Travelscape LLC, the terms and conditions at http://developer.ean.com/
terms/en/ apply.

FLIGHT INFORMATION: Your travel agent will be able to confirm the 
latest flight details at the time you make your reservation, and these will 
also appear on the booking confirmation we issue when we receive your 
deposit. Once your booking is paid in full, we dispatch your electronic 
documents which will contain your flight information. All times are 
subject to change. It is your responsibility to reconfirm your flight times 
prior to departing for the airport. TI assumes no responsibility for any 
passengers making independent connections to flights booked through 
Travel Impressions.

Pre-assigned seat selection is at the discretion of the air carrier and may 
require payment of an additional fee.

LUGGAGE AND PERSONAL PROPERTY: The baggage allowance 
and fees vary and are set by each air carrier. Information on carrier 
baggage policy and fees, liability for lost, misconnected and 
damaged baggage or other personal property can be obtained 
through your travel agent, by contacting the air carrier directly, or by 
requesting them at the airport. For air carrier baggage policies, visit  
http://content.travimp.com/quest/baggage.html.  All lost or 
damaged luggage must be reported to an airline representative 
at the destination airport by the passenger before you leave the 
airport. Some airlines do not cover damage to soft-sided luggage. 
Checked baggage taken from the terminal building at the destination will 
be considered to have been received in good condition and no claim for 
loss or damage will be accepted after baggage has been removed from 
the terminal. The maximum liability of the ground transportation company 
in resort for lost or damaged property is $400. Loss or damage must be 
reported immediately. Travel Impressions does not accept liability for client 
luggage or personal property. Advice to international passengers on 
limitation of liability – Passengers embarking upon a journey involving 
an ultimate destination or a stop in a country other than the country of 
departure are advised that the provisions of an international treaty (the 
Warsaw Convention, the 1999 Montreal Convention, or other treaty), as well 
as a carrier’s own contract of carriage or tariff provisions, may be applicable 
to their entire journey, including any portion entirely within the countries of 
departure and destination. The applicable treaty governs and may limit the 
liability of carriers to passengers for death or personal injury, destruction or 
loss of, or damage to, baggage, and for delay of passengers and baggage. 
Additional protection can usually be obtained by purchasing insurance 
from a private company. Such insurance is not affected by any limitation 
of the carrier’s liability under an international treaty. For further information 
please consult your airline or insurance company representative. For 
such passengers on a journey to, from, or with an agreed stopping place 
in the United States of America, the Convention(s) provide (1) that the 

liability of carriers for death of or personal injury to passengers of up to 
113,100 Special Drawing Rights (equal to approximately $175,000) per 
passenger shall not depend on negligence on the part of the carrier, and 
(2) such liability shall be limited to 113,100 Special Drawing Rights (equal 
to approximately $175,000) per passenger in the absence of negligence 
or other wrongful act or omission on the part of the carrier. Additional 
information on Special Drawing Rights is available at www.imf.org. For 
international travel (including domestic portions of international journeys) 
to, from, or with an agreed stopping place in the United States of America, 
liability for loss, delay, or damage to baggage is limited to 1,131 Special 
Drawing Rights (equal to approximately $1,750) per passenger for all 
baggage, including carry-on. Excess valuation may be declared on certain 
types of articles. Further information may be obtained from the carrier.

PACKAGE PRICE: The package prices include only items specifically stated 
in the participant(s) itinerary. Certain secondary features of a package (e.g., 
cocktail party, free sports, etc.) are based on supplier policy and may be 
changed, added or deleted after printing of literature. Hotel has the right to 
substitute services or accommodations in similar categories for items listed 
in the literature. Foreign government departure taxes, fees and tourist cards 
may be collected at the destination by the respective government authority. 
Please be advised that certain mandatory hotel-imposed charges, including, 
but not limited to, daily resort or facility fees, may be applicable to your stay 
and payable to the hotel at check- out from the property. You may wish to 
inquire with the hotel before your trip regarding the existence and amount 
of such charges.

The Department of Transportation (D.O.T.) has defined air transportation, 
tour or tour component as purchased when the full amount of that air 
transportation, tour or tour component has been paid by the consumer. Our 
intention is to provide you with the vacation which you have selected, at the 
price in effect at time of booking.

Pre-purchase price increases (increases to a vacation package without full 
payment on the record) including but not limited to an increase in the price 
of the air seat, an increase in the price for the carriage of the passenger 
baggage, an increase in the applicable fuel surcharge, or an increase in 
a government imposed tax or fee may apply. If for any reason we have to 
increase the price of your vacation, including an error made in computing 
your price, we will offer you the option of cancellation without charge, 
provided that you advise us within seven days of your receipt of notice 
of the increase. Post-purchase price increases (increases to a vacation 
package that has full payment on the record) are prohibited except for 
those increases related to government imposed taxes and fees. Change 
fees do not constitute an increase in the price of an already purchased 
ticket, as technically the consumer is purchasing a new ticket for new travel.

CHANGES AND CANCELLATIONS: Special features offered by hotels 
are subject to change at the hotel’s discretion. In the unlikely event that 
a major change involving a pre-departure change of hotel, departure or 
return date, departure city or destination becomes necessary, we will 
notify you as soon as possible via the contact information in the booking. 

If the number of individuals occupying a room changes due to an 
amendment or cancellation, the remaining travelers will be responsible 
for any additional costs incurred as a result of a change in the per person 
occupancy rate. If all passengers change it is considered a new booking 
and cancellation penalties will apply. Suppliers’ cancellation provisions 
on optional tours only allow a refund if cancelled with the notice required 
by the supplier - see the excursion company for the applicable notice 
provisions or to arrange a refund. To cover your cancellation and change 
fees, you may purchase the Cancel for Any Reason Waiver and Travel 
Protection Plan which must be included in the deposit or at time of 
booking. Nonrefundable hotels are not covered by the Cancel for Any 
Reason Waiver.

Cancel and Change policy for Bulk/Contracted Air Packages, 
Published Air Packages and Land Only charge per person ($) 
including taxes and fuel surcharges.

For bookings made on or before April 30, 2019: 
Notice received  
in advance  
of departure Cancel Penalties* Booking Changes*
8 days or more $50 + air/hotel penalties $50 + air/hotel penalties
0 – 7 days 100% $50 + air/hotel penalties

*Exclusive of any applicable third-party hotel/supplier fees that may be up 
to 100% penalty.

For bookings made on or after May 1, 2019: 
Notice received  
in advance  
of departure Cancel Penalties* Booking Changes*
2 days or more $50 + air/hotel penalties $50 + air/hotel penalties
1 day 100% $50 + air/hotel penalties

Note: Change fees for Best of the Best agencies are reduced to $25 per 
booking plus any air/hotel penalties. 
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Name Changes and Corrections, and Hotel Changes: Booking change 
fees apply to name change, departure date, flight, duration, class of service, 
departure city and destination changes. Hotel changes: $50 TI fee plus 
applicable hotel penalties. Land only and scheduled air name change 
fees/corrections and hotel changes: $50 per person TI fee plus applicable 
hotel and airline penalties. Some air carriers and hotels do not allow name 
changes. Please note that Basic Economy fares have distinct restrictions 
that differ from other fares so please visit the airline’s website or contact 
your travel agent for the specific restrictions. Changes to, or cancellation 
of, a Basic Economy flight will result in forfeiture of tickets. Scheduled air 
change/cancellation fees may be up to 100% of the fare.

Your travel agent must notify Travel Impressions immediately of any 
changes or cancellations. All communications pre-departure must be 
via your travel agent. If you provide a substitute participant on a vacation, 
cancellation charges will be waived, but change fees apply; restrictions may 
apply. Some air carriers and hotels do not allow name changes.

For charter cancel and change fees see Section 2.

REFUND POLICY: The right to a refund is limited if a participant changes 
plans prior to or after the trip is taken. All requests for refunds must be 
submitted in writing through the booking agent to Travel Impressions or 
directly with Travel Impressions if the booking was made directly with 
Travel Impressions, except in the case of pre-trip which can be done 
over the phone. All appropriate receipts/vouchers and documentation 
must accompany the refund request. No refund will be made for package 
features the participant opts not to use. “No show” penalties could be up to 
100% of the package or component costs. The rights and remedies made 
available herein are in addition to any others available under applicable 
law. However, Travel Impressions offers refunds under this agreement with 
the express understanding that endorsement of a refund by participant(s) 
constitutes a waiver of any such additional rights and remedies against 
Travel Impressions.

CANCEL FOR ANY REASON WAIVER* AND TRAVEL PROTECTION 
PLAN: The Cancel for Any Reason Waiver and Travel Protection Plan 
contains both non-insurance and insurance features. Enrollment is 
optional and once enrolled, the cost associated with the Cancel for 
Any Reason Waiver portion of the Plan will not be refunded. Cancel for 
Any Reason Waiver is a noninsurance feature and is provided by Travel 
Impressions. Nonrefundable hotel rates are not included.

Travel Insurance benefits are underwritten by Arch Insurance Company, 
with administrative offices in Jersey City, NJ, NAIC # 11150 under Policy 
Form series LTP 2013 and applicable amendatory endorsements.

This plan provides insurance coverage that applies only during the covered 
trip. You may have coverage from other sources that provides you with 
similar benefits but may be subject to different restrictions depending upon 
your other coverages. You may wish to compare the terms of this policy 
with your existing life, health, home and automobile policies. If you have 
any questions about your current coverage, call your insurer, insurance 
agent or broker.

*Cancel for Any Reason Waiver is provided by Travel Impressions. Note 
to Minnesota, Missouri and New York residents only: The Cancel for Any 
Reason Waiver can be purchased separate from the Travel Insurance. 
Contact 1-877-538-3815 for details.

*Travel Impressions, is a licensed insurance provider in certain states, and 
will provide services to you as a representative of and on behalf of Arch 
Insurance Company, in all other states it operates as Travel Retailer under 
Aon Affinity. To review your state-specific policy details, visit https://www.
archinsurancesolutions.com/coverage/travimp.

CHOICE OF LAW; RESOLUTION OF DISPUTES: This Agreement is 
governed by the laws of, and disputes shall be venued in, the State of New 
York, without reference to its choice of law doctrine. All disputes, claims 
or controversies arising out of or related to the services of this agreement 
shall be submitted to mediation and if the matter is not resolved through 
mediation, it shall be submitted for arbitration. Unless we agree otherwise in 
writing, any mediation and/or arbitration shall take place in the State of New 
York, New York County, and shall be administered by, and pursuant to the 
rules of, the American Arbitration Association. Disputes shall be arbitrated 
on an individual basis. There shall be no right or authority for any disputes 
to be arbitrated on a class action basis or in a purported representative 
capacity on behalf of the general public, other travel customers or other 
persons similarly situated. The arbitrator’s authority to resolve disputes and 
to make awards is limited to disputes between you and us alone, and is 
subject to the limitations of liability set forth above. Furthermore, disputes 
brought by either party against the other may not be joined or consolidated 
in arbitration with disputes brought by or against any third party, unless 
agreed to in writing by all parties. No arbitration award or decision shall be 
given preclusive effect as to issues or claims in any dispute with anyone who 
is not a party to the arbitration. Should any portion of this section regarding 
the arbitrator’s authority to resolve disputes between only you and us be 
stricken from this agreement or deemed otherwise unenforceable, then 
this entire section shall be stricken from this agreement. The provisions of 
this section may be enforced in a court of competent jurisdiction and the 
party seeking enforcement shall be entitled to an award of all costs, fees 
and expenses (including attorney fees), to be paid by the party against 
whom enforcement is ordered. This arbitration provision is made pursuant 
to a transaction involving interstate commerce, and shall be governed by 
the Federal Arbitration Act, 9 U.S.C. Sections 1-16, as it may be amended. 

Certain exclusions may not apply in some jurisdictions.

AIR TRANSPORTATION: Important airline ticket terms and conditions 
and other important notices apply to air transportation. Please visit 
http://www.travimp.com/airlinetickettc.html for more information. For 
further information, contact your airline representative. Violation of these 
restrictions will result in imprisonment and financial penalties.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS RESTRICTIONS AND INSECTICIDE 
NOTICE: The FAA has issued “Hazardous Materials Restrictions” 
effective as of Jan. 1, 2015 - Federal law forbids the carriage of hazardous 
materials aboard aircraft in your luggage or on your person. A violation 
can result in five years’ imprisonment and penalties of $250,000 or more 
(49 U.S.C. 5124). Hazardous materials include explosives, compressed 
gases, flammable liquids and solids, oxidizers, poisons, corrosives and 
radioactive materials. Examples: Paints, lighter fluid, fireworks, tear gases, 
oxygen bottles, and radio-pharmaceuticals. There are special exceptions 
for small quantities (up to 70 ounces total) of medicinal and toilet articles 
carried in your luggage and certain smoking materials carried on your 
person. Special restrictions and limitations for transporting Hazardous 
Materials and specifically Lithium Ion batteries, refer to www.faa.gov/
go/packsafe for more information. In the event a carry-on bag cannot 
be accommodated in the passenger cabin and has to be placed below 
in a cargo bin for any reason, any electronic device or spare Lithium-
ion or any other type of battery permitted in carry-on baggage MUST 
be removed from the carry-on bag and remain in the possession of the 
passenger in the passenger cabin. For further information, contact your 
airline representative. Some countries may require aircraft cabin insecticide 
treatment for in-bound foreign flights. A list of such countries is available at 
https://www.transportation.gov/airconsumer/spray.

REQUIRED ENTRY/RE-ENTRY DOCUMENTATION: Proper 
documentation is your responsibility. The following information gives current 
requirements for United States citizens, effective at time of printing. This 
information may change, so see your travel agent or contact the consulate 
for the country to which you are traveling for current requirements. 
Passengers returning to the U.S. by air from any international destination 
must have a valid passport, and may be denied boarding by the airline if 
the passport is damaged, mutilated, or has excessive wear. A “Passport 
Card” is not acceptable. If your name on your passport (or for non-U.S. 
citizens, valid travel documents) does not match your name on your travel 
vouchers/tickets, you will not be allowed to travel. A passport valid for a 
minimum of 3 months past the date of arrival is required for U.S. citizens 
traveling to Panama. For details on how to obtain a passport, contact your 
local courthouse or post office. If you are not a U.S. citizen, contact the 
embassy of the country to which you are traveling to determine required 
entry documents. We regret that we cannot accept unaccompanied minors 
under 18 for any travel. Failure to comply with the above requirements will 
result in you not being allowed to travel. Passed by Congress in 2005, the 
REAL ID Act established minimum ID security standards and prohibits 
federal agencies, like TSA, from accepting licenses and identification 
cards for official purposes from states that do not meet these standards. 
Passengers with a driver’s license issued by a state that is not compliant 
with the REAL ID ACT (and has not been granted an extension) will need 
to show an alternative form of acceptable identification for domestic air 
travel to board their flight. To check whether your state is compliant or has 
an extension, visit https://www.dhs.gov/real-id. If your state-issued ID or 
driver’s license is not compliant, visit https://www.tsa.gov/travel/security-
screening/identification for alternate forms of acceptable ID.

DENIAL OF ENTRY: Certain countries may deny entry to travelers with 
even a minor criminal record, and if not a U.S. citizen, entry back into 
the U.S. Check with the U.S. Embassy and the embassy or consulate 
of the country being visited to ensure you can travel as planned. Travel 
Impressions does not accept responsibility if you are denied entry and 
cancellation penalties apply.

TRAVELING WITH CHILDREN: Some airlines do not charge for infants 
under two years of age, but the infant must sit on an adult’s lap. Some 
airlines charge for infants or infant air-related taxes. Some countries charge 
infant departure taxes. If an infant reaches the age of two at any time during 
the vacation, federal law requires the purchase of a separate seat for any 
remaining portions of the flight. Mexican-born minors under 18 years of 
age traveling alone or with someone other than a parent or legal guardian, 
require special documentation to depart Mexico, even if the Minor is a Dual 
Mexican Citizen. For details, contact the Mexican embassy or visit: https://
mx.usembassy.gov/implementation-of-mexican-regulations-regarding-
minor-travel. If your reservation includes children at a hotel not accepting 
children, you will be denied check-in at resort and will be responsible for 
any additional costs.

Hotels may check passports to verify that children qualify for any discounted 
rate, and any applicable added charges are your responsibility. Child ages 
apply at time of travel, not at time of booking. Restrictions apply to “Kids 
Stay, Play and Eat FREE” programs. Children must be accompanied by 
full-paying adults. At select hotels, a single parent traveling with up to three 
children may not be charged the single supplement. The hotels reserve the 
right to collect the single supplement in resort, or cancel any extra room 
upon arrival, if the promotional policy is not used in the manner for which it 
was intended. Restrictions apply.

HEALTH AND SAFETY TIPS: While most travel—domestic and 
international—is completed without incident, travel to certain 
destinations may involve more risk than travel to other destinations. 
Balcony railing heights in Mexico are lower than the mandated heights 

in the United States, and also may be lower in other countries. Low 
balcony railings create a risk of falls which may result in serious injury 
or death. Use common sense while vacationing abroad. For example, 
if you choose to drink alcohol, do so in moderation. In addition, be 
cognizant of the effects of mixing alcohol and certain medications. 
Should someone in your party become ill while on vacation, alert the 
resort front desk for immediate medical attention or call the emergency 
number provided by the resort. Also advise your Travel Agent as soon 
as possible, who may be able to provide assistance. If you have medical 
issues or concerns about medical services, Travel Impressions urges 
you to contact your hotel with specific questions. Please be aware that 
medical standards and training of emergency responders and resort 
medical facilities vary greatly, and health care abroad may not be the 
same as you might expect at home. It may be standard policy for 
hospitals and medical providers abroad to require cash payment upfront 
for services. Check with your insurance provider regarding claims for 
reimbursement. Sports and aquatic equipment, especially scuba gear, 
may not meet U.S. safety standards and many resort pools and beaches 
may lack lifeguards. In tropical climates, we strongly recommend the 
use of insect repellent, especially during rainy season; seek shade in 
order to avoid heat exhaustion, and stay hydrated. Bottled drinking 
water is recommended.

Travel Impressions urges passengers to review current travel advisories, 
warnings and restrictions issued by the U.S. government before booking 
any travel. For details, visit www.travel.state.gov, www.tsa.gov, www.dot.
gov, www.faa.gov, www.cdc.gov, www.treas.gov/ofac and www.cbc.gov. 
BY OFFERING FOR SALE TRAVEL TO PARTICULAR DESTINATIONS, 
TRAVEL IMPRESSIONS DOES NOT REPRESENT OR WARRANT THAT 
TRAVEL TO SUCH DESTINATIONS IS SAFE, ADVISABLE OR WITHOUT 
RISK, AND IS NOT LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES OR LOSSES THAT MAY 
RESULT FROM TRAVEL TO SUCH DESTINATIONS.

MEXICO- ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY TOURIST ECO 
TAX:  In an effort to continue to preserve, conserve and beautify the 
destinations, the following municipalities have implemented small 
environmental levies, payable at your hotel upon hotel check-in or 
check-out: Municipality of Benito Juarez & Municipality of Puerto 
Morelos (Cancun/Riviera Cancun)/ Municipality of Solidaridad, Riviera 
Maya/ Municipality of Cozumel Quintana Roo – hotels will collect 
approximately 25 Mexican pesos per room, per night

KNOW BEFORE YOU GO: For travel tips and information visit  
http://www.travimp.com/edocs/knowbeforeyougo.html.

FOR CUSTOMERS PURCHASING TRAVEL IN THE STATE OF 
CALIFORNIA: Our California State Seller of Travel Registration number 
is 2139014-20. Travel Impressions is not a participant in the California 
Travel Consumer Restitution Fund but is a member of the United States 
Tour Operators Association (“USTOA”). California law requires certain 
sellers of travel to have a trust account or bond. This business has an 
account with the USTOA in the amount of $1,000,000.00 (US). Travel 
Impressions, as an Active Member of USTOA, is required to post $1 Million 
with USTOA to be used to reimburse, in accordance with the terms and 
conditions of the USTOA Travelers Assistance Program, the advance 
payments of Travel Impressions customers in the unlikely event of Travel 
Impressions bankruptcy, insolvency or cessation of business. Further, you 
should understand that the $1 Million posted by Travel Impressions may 
be sufficient to provide only a partial recovery of the advance payments 
received by Travel Impressions. Complete details of the USTOA Travelers 
Assistance Program may be obtained by writing to USTOA at 275 
Madison Avenue, Suite 2014, New York, New York 10016, or by e-mail to 
information@ustoa.com or by visiting www.USTOA.com.

TRANSMISSION OF PERSONAL DATA: You acknowledge and agree 
that by providing Travel Impressions with any personal information for the 
purpose of reserving or purchasing products or services, you consent to 
Travel Impressions transmitting such information to our suppliers (including, 
in some cases, transfers over international borders as necessary for 
processing in accordance with Travel Impressions standard business 
practices). For more information regarding how we treat your personal 
information, please view our Privacy Policy on our website http://www.
travimp.com/about/privacy.html. Travel Impressions’ materials (including, 
but not limited to, names, trademark, service marks, logos, marketing 
materials, etc.) shall not be used, reproduced, transmitted or distributed 
in any way, except with the express written consent of Travel Impressions.

Effective 12/2018. Visit www.travimp.com/about/
terms.html for most current terms.
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In accordance with Department of Transportation (D.O.T.) regulations, this booking form must be signed and sent with payment at time of booking for passengers traveling 
on charter air (Exclusive Nonstop Vacation Flights). TRAVEL AGENT: YOU MUST SUBMIT THIS ENTIRE PAGE and give copy to client.

Please mail to: Travel Impressions, ATTN: Customer Care, 999 STEWART AVE, SUITE 210, BETHPAGE NY 11714

I (we) have read and I agree to the terms and conditions above.  o  Agreed

____________________________________ _______________________________ __________________________________________ 
Booking Number First Name Last Name

_________________________________________________________________________  __________________________________________  
Street, City, State, Zip Telephone Number

Departure Date: _______________________________ Return Date: ___________________________ Duration (# of nights): __________________________________

Departure Airport: _____________________________ Destination: ____________________________ Hotel/Tour Name: _____________________________________

Cost of trip: $_________________________________ Payment covers:  o  Deposit  $___________ o Full Payment  $____________________________________

Signature: ______________________________________________________________________________ Date: ______________________________________________

CHARTER OPERATOR – PARTICIPANT CONTRACT

SECTION 2. ADDITIONAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
APPLICABLE TO PUBLIC CHARTER FLIGHTS/EXCLUSIVE 
NONSTOP VACATION FLIGHTS: Please read and accept the 
following Terms and Conditions which govern your purchase 
of a Public Charter Flight. Payment for your travel constitutes 
acceptance of these Terms and Conditions.

Travel Impressions has made arrangements to sell Public Charter 
Flights operated by ALG Vacations Corp. (“Operator”), located 
at 7 Campus Boulevard, Newtown Square, PA 19073. Operator 
has made arrangements for international air transportation to 
your vacation destination via certified charter carriers filed under 
Department of Transportation (D.O.T.) regulations.

CHARTER DEPOSIT REQUIREMENTS: To reserve your 
vacation, provide the required booking information and pay the 
applicable deposit per person, including payment of the Cancel 
for Any Reason Waiver and Travel Protection plan (if selected). 
For charter vacations booked outside of 45 days of departure, 
the required deposit is $150 per person. For charter bookings 
within 45 days of departure, full payment is required at the time 
of booking.

AMENDMENTS AND CANCELLATIONS: If you cancel your 
vacation or change your departure date, flight, duration, class of 
service, name, departure city, or destination on a public charter 
flight, the charges shown below become payable by you.

CHARTER CANCELLATION AND CHANGE PENALTIES:
For bookings made on or before April 30, 2019: 
Charge per person ($) including taxes and fuel surcharges.

Notice received Public Public
in advance Charter Charter
of departure Cancel Penalties* Booking Changes*
45 days or more $50 $50
44 – 31 days $125 $75
30 – 8 days 100% $250
7 – 0 days 100% $500

For bookings made on or after May 1, 2019:
Charge per person ($) including taxes and fuel surcharges.

Notice received Public 
in advance Charter 
of departure Cancel Penalties*
45 days or more $50 
44 – 31 days $125 
30 – 0 days 100% 

Changes for complete name changes are $25 per person.
*Exclusive of any applicable third-party hotel/supplier fees that may 
be up to 100% penalty. Booking change fees apply to name change, 

departure date, flight, duration, class of service, departure city and 
destination changes. Charter name change fees/corrections, $50 
hotel change fee, plus applicable hotel penalties. Note: Some hotels 
do not allow name changes.

Your travel agent must notify Travel Impressions immediately of 
any changes or cancellations. All communications pre-departure 
must be via your travel agent. If you provide a substitute 
participant on a vacation, cancellation charges will be waived, 
but change fees apply; restrictions may apply.

CHARTER AIR CARRIERS: These special terms and conditions 
apply to those travel packages where Travel Impressions 
arranges for charter air transportation provided by one or more 
air carriers. All public charter flights Allegiant Air: PC 18-227, 
A320-186 seats/PC 18-231, A319-156 seats or A320-177 seats 
or A320-186 seats/PC 18-234, A319-156 seats; Icelandair: PC 
18-232, B757-200-183 seats; Miami Air: PC 18-230, B737-800-
183 seats; Miami Air operated by TUI Airlines Belgium N.V.: PC 
18-250, B737-800-180 seats; Swift Air: PC 18-229, B737-400-
150 seats; Viva Aerobus: PC 18-228, A320-180 seats/PC 18-
254, A320-180 seats; Volaris: PC 18-233, A320-180 seats are 
operated by ALG Vacations Corp. Travel Impressions reserves 
the right to substitute alternate air carriers if necessary. All air 
travel is subject to the terms and conditions of the operating air 
carrier. This information is current as of December 19, 2018. For 
a current listing of our public charter filings, see https://www.
appleleisuregroup.com/PCfilings, or ask your travel agent. ALG 
Vacations Corp, as the Charter Operator, is the principal. Travel 
Impressions is not responsible, unless negligent, for the personal 
injury or property damage caused by any direct air carrier, hotel 
or other supplier of services in connection with the charter.

CANCELLATION OR MAJOR CHANGE: If Operator makes 
a “major change” or cancels the tour or travel package 10 
days or more before the departure date, we will notify you 
or your travel agent in writing within 7 days of becoming 
aware of the change or need to cancel. Operator may not 
cancel a charter less than 10 days before the scheduled 
departure date, except for circumstances that make it 
physically impossible to perform the charter trip. Under 
these circumstances, we will notify you as soon as possible. 
Our only liability will be to return all monies paid or provide 
a refund in the form of a Travel Impressions credit. For 
International Flights only: Additional restrictions may be 
imposed on the flights by the foreign governments involved, 
and if landing rights are denied by a foreign government, 
the flight will be cancelled and you with receive a full refund. 
In accordance with federal regulations, a “major change” 
constitutes any of the following: a change in the departure 
or return date which Operator knows of more than 2 days 
before the scheduled flight date, unless the change results 
from a flight delay; any charter flight delay of more than 

48 hours; a change in the origin or destination city for any 
flight leg, unless the change only affects the order in which 
cities in a tour package are visited; a substitution of any 
hotel; or a price increase occurring 10 or more days prior 
to departure and resulting in an aggregate price increase 
of more than 10%.

YOUR RIGHT TO CANCEL IN THE EVENT OF A MAJOR 
CHANGE: If Operator makes a “major change” before the 
departure date, you have the option to cancel and receive 
a full refund by providing Travel Impressions with written 
notice of cancellation within 7 days of receiving our notice 
of the “major change”. If Operator makes a “major change” 
after the departure date, you have the option to reject the 
substituted hotel, changed date, origin, or destination of a 
flight leg and receive a refund of that portion of the tour 
package not provided; in this case you will receive a refund 
within 14 days of the return date for the tour package.

SECURITY AND DEPOSITS: ALG Vacations Corp. (Operator) 
has surety trust agreements with WSFS Bank, 724 W. 
Lancaster Ave., Wayne, PA 19087 for payment of any charter 
air package refunds as defined by the agreements.  Under 
these agreements, unless you file a claim with ALG Vacations 
Corp. (or with the bank) within 60 days after termination of 
your vacation, both parties shall be deemed released from 
all liability to you. Termination means the date of arrival (or 
in case of a cancelled charter, the intended date or arrival) of 
the return flight.

These public charter flights are operated by:
ALG Vacations Corp.
7 Campus Blvd., Newtown Square, PA 19073
as principal and tour operators.

© Copyright, 2019 ALG Vacations Corp. CST#2139014-20

If you booked a Charter Flight, you have the right to receive a full 
refund if you paid by credit card until these terms and conditions 
are agreed. You may also have other rights and remedies under 
applicable law.

THE INFORMATION IN THIS BROCHURE IS CURRENT AS 
OF THE DATE OF PUBLICATION (JAN 2019) AND MAY BE 
DIFFERENT ON YOUR BOOKING OR TRAVEL DATES. 

Visit http://www.travimp.com/about/terms.html for most  
current terms.
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Your Travel Agent:

TR037

Travel Impressions Destinations:

ASIA & AFRICA

AUSTRALIA, NEW ZEALAND AND  
THE ISLANDS OF THE SOUTH PACIFIC

CARIBBEAN AND THE ISLANDS OF  
THE BAHAMAS AND BERMUDA

CENTRAL AND SOUTH AMERICA

EUROPE

HAWAII

LAS VEGAS

MEXICO

THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA

To view our digital brochures, visit travimp.com/brochures

Proud to be the Travel Weekly’s Readers Choice Award 
winner for “Best Tour Operator - Sales & Service”  

for a record-breaking 14 consecutive years.


